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NUTRITION LABELING AND EDUCATION
ACT OF 1989

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1949

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Howard M. Metz-

enbaum, presiding.
Pi esent. Senators Metzenbaum and Hatch.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR METZENBAUM

Senator METZENBAUM. The committee will come to order.
We are here this morning to consider legis:ation which is longoverdue. S. 1425, the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act, will

take the food label out of the 1960's and put it into the 1990's.
This bill will provide consumers with the information that they

need to make choices about their diet and their health, because
when it comes to nutrition, what you don't know can hurt you.

Consumers are fed up with food labels that are at best confusing
and at worst downright deceptive. They are tired of being taken in
by bait and switch claims that mislead and misihform.

Consumers aren't asking for much, and I bE aeve this bill pro-vides the answers to the questions they are aslong every day. The
basic questions, plain and simple, are: What are we getting? How
many calories? How much fat? What kind of fat? How much salt
and sugar? How much cholesterol 'And protein and vitamins andfiber?

These are fair questions. They deserve straight rward answers.
Unfortunately, much of what we are ptting is marketing hype.
Our supermarket shelves are prictically screaming at us: "Light",
"lean", "less", "lower", "higher", "fewer", "no fat", "no salt", "no
cholesterol", or "high fiber". Too often, I am afraid, we are only
getting part of the story. We are told what they want us to know,
but not what we need to know.

Since Chairman Henry Waxman and I introduced our joint legis-
lation earlier this year, a good deal of action has occurred on this
issue. The Food and Drug Administration has begun to hold public
hearings on nutrition labeling, and I commend them for that. Con-
gressman Waxman has reported an amended bill out of his sub-
committee. iviy good friend from Utah has introduced his own nu-
trition labeling bill, which I have carefully reviewed, but after

(1)
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weeks of tortured decisionmaking and soul-searching, I have con-
that T. Jil IT1 y bill better.

Finally, I have di aftrAi a substitute amendment to S. 1425 which
we have distributed here today. The substitute reflects some of the
changes incorporated in the House bill as well as some adjustments
which have resulted from continuing discussions with both indus-
try and consumer groups.

Before I to.i.n to the ranking minority member, whose timing is
perfect, I want to compliment him on the fine work he has done
this year on our committee. Senator Hatch has been the key to bi-
partisan agreements Gn vitally important issues such as the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act, the Act for Better Child Care, and the
FDA Revitalization Act.

[The text of S. 1425 follows:]
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101ST CONgRESS

S.S 14251ST SESSION

Entitled the "Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1989"

IN TILE SENATE OF Tlfr UNITED STATES

JULY 27 (legislative day, JANUARY 3), 1989
Mr. METZENBAUM (for himself and Mr. CHAFER) introduced the following bill;

which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Human
Resources

A BILL
Entitled the "Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1989".

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE, REFERENCE.

4 (a) SHORT T1TLE.This Act may be cited as the "Nu-

5 trition Labeling and Education Act of 1989".

6 CO REFERENCE.Whenever in this Act an amendment

7 or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal

8 of, a section or other provision, the reference shall be consid-

9 ered to be made to a section or other provision of the Federal

10 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

d 7
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1 SEC. 2. NUTRITION LABELING.

2 (a) L \SUING REQUIREMENT.Sedion 403 (21

3 U.S.C. 343) is amended by adding at the ead the following

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 "(B) the number of servings or other units of

19 measure per container;

20 "(C) the number of calories-

21 "(0 per serving size or other unit of measure,

22 "(ii) derived from the total fat in each serv-

23 ing size or other unit of measure of the food, and

24 "(HO derived from the saturated fat in each

25 serving size or other unit of measure of the food;

26 and

new paragraph:

"(q)(1) Except as provide( in pmagraphs (3) and (4), if it

is intended for human consumption and is offered for sale,

unless its label or labeling states

"(A)(ii) the serving size which is an amount cus-

tomarily consumed and which is expressed in a

common household measure that is appropriate to the

food, or

"(ii) if the 'Ise of the food is not typically ex-

pressed in a serving size, the other unit of measure

which is an amount customarily used as an ingredient

in the preparation of a food and which is expressed in

a common household measure that is appropriate to the

food;

8
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1 "(D) the amount of total fat, saturated fat, un-

2 saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrates,

3 complex carbohydrates, sugars, total protein, and die-

4 tary fiber contained in each serving size or other unit

5 of measure.

6 "(2) If the Secretary determines the nutrition informa-

7 tion in addition to the information required by paragraph (1)

8 should be provided for food subject to paragraph (1) for pur-

9 poses of providing consumers with information regarding the

10 nutritional value of the food, the Secretary may by regulation

11 require that such additional information be provided in the

12 label or labeling of such food.

13 "(3) A food which is a raw agricultural commodity shall

14 not be subject to the requirements of paragraphs (1) and (2) if

15 the person who offers the food for sale to consumers provides

16 to consumers the information required by paragraphs (1) and

17 (2) in a manner prescribed by regulation by the Secretary.

18 The regulation of the Secretary shall permit the information

19 described in subparagraphs (C) and (0) of paragraph (1) to be

20 expressed as an average per unit of the same type of raw

21 agricultural commodity.

22 "(4) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to-

23 "(A) food which is sold for immediate human con-

24 sumption at the place of sale, and

9
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1 "(B) food which is processed and prepared in a
2 retail establishment for human consumption and is of-
3 fered for sale to consumers but not for immediate con-
4 sumption in such retail establishment.".
5 (b) REGULATIONS.-

6 (1) Within thirty days of the date of the enact-
7 mert of this Act the Secretary of Health and Human
8 Services shall contract with the National Academy of
9 Sciences to prepare a report which makes recommen-

10 dations regarding the me.nner in which the information
11 required by paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 403(q) of
12 the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (as added
13 by subsection (a)) should be included in food labels and
14 labeling to convey in an effective way nutrition infor-
15 mation to the public to enable it to readily observe and
16 comprehend the information required to be disc'osed
17 and to understand the relative significance of the nutri-
18 'ion information in the context of a total daily diet.
19 (2) The National Academy of Sciences shall pre-
20 pare the report described in paragraph (1) within six
'21 months of the date of the execution of the contract of
22 the Secretary under paragraph (1).
23 (3) The Secretary shall issue proposed regulations
24 to implement section 403(q) of the Federal Food,
25 Drug, and Cosmetic Act within three months of the
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1 date of receiving the report of the National Academy

2 of Sciences. Not later than six months after the date

3 the Secretary issues proposed regulations the Secretary

4 shall issue final regulations to implement the require-

5 ments of such section. Such regulations shall require

6 the required information to be conveyed to the public

7 in a manner which enables the public to readily ob-

8 serve and comprehend such information and to under-

9 stand the relative significance of such information in

10 the context of a total daily diet. Such regulations shall

11 include regulations which establish standards, in ac-

12 cordance with paragraph (1)(A) of such section 403(q),

13 to define serving size or other unit of measure for food.

14 SEC. 3. CLAIMS.

15 (a) IN GENERAL.Section 403 (21 U.S.C. 343) is

16 amended by adding after the paragraph added by section 2

17 the following:

18 "(r)(1) If it is a food for which a claim is made which-

19 "(A) characterizes the amount of-

20 "(i) the calories, totai fat, saturated fat, un-

21 saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohy-

22 drates, complex carbohydrates, sugars, total pro-

23 tein, or dietary fiber, or

24 "(ii) any item required to be included in the

25 food's label or labeling under paragraph (q)(2),
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1 which is contained in the food, or

2 "(B) characterizes the relationship of-

3 "(i) the calories, total fat, saturated fat, un-

4 saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohy-

5 drates, complex carbohydrates, sugars, total pro-

6 ;.ein, or dietary fiber, or

7 "(ii) any item required to be included in the

8 food's label or labeling under paragraph (q)(2),

9 which is contained in the food to a disease or a

10 condition,

11 unless the claim is made in accordance with paragraph (2).

12 "(2)(A) A claim described in paragraph (1)(A) may only

13 be made-

14 "(i) if the characterization of amount made in the

15 claim uses terms which are defined in regulations of

16 the Secretary, and

17 "(ii) if the food for which the claim is made con-

18 tains, as determined by the Secretary-

19 "(I) calories, total fat, saturated fat, unsatu-

20 rated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrates,

21 complex carbohydrates, sugars, total protein, and

22 dietary fiber, mid

23 "(II) all items required to be included in the

24 food's label or labeling under paragraph (q)(2),

1 2
4*



1 in amouhts which reduce dietary risk persons in the

2 general population.

3 "(B) A claim described in paragraph (OM) may only be

4 made-

5 "(i) in accordance with regulations of the Secre-

6 tary, and

7 "(ii) if the food for which the claim is made con-

8 tains, as determined by the Secretary-

9 "(I) calories, total fat, saturated fat, unsatu-

10 rated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrates,

11 complex carbohydrates, sugars, tot& protein, and

I 2 dietary fiber, and

13 "(II) all items required to be included in the

14 fook.'s labe or labeling under paragraph (q)(2),

15 in amounts which reduce dietary risk to persons in the

16 general population.

17 "(C) In prescribing regulations under subparagraph

18 (B)(i), the Secretary-

19 "(i) may only authorize claims for which then is

20 scientific consensus, as determined by the Secrotnn,

21 among experts qualified by scientific training and e-
2',' rienee to evaluate such claims regarding the relation-

23 ship between the calories, total fat, saturated fat, un-

24 saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrates,

25 complex carbohydrates, sugars, total protein, dietary

3
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1 fiber, or the item required to be included in the food's

2 label or labeling under paragraph (q)(2) contained in

3 the food and a disease or condition, and

4 "(ii) shall require claims to be made in a manner

5 which enables the public to comprehend the informa-

6 timi provided in the claim and to understand the rela-

7 tive significance of such information in the context of a

8 total daily diet.".

9 SEC. 4. STATE ENFORCEMENT.

10 Section 307 (21 U.S.C. 337) is amended-

11 (1) in the first sentence, by inserting before the

12 period the following: ", except that proceedings for the

13 enforcement, or to restrain violations, of section 403(q)

14 or 403(r) may also be brought in the name of a State

15 in which the food that is the subject matter of the pro-

16 ceedings is located. If a State intends to bring such a

17 proceeding, the State shall notifi the Secretary at least

18 thirty days before such proceeding is brought", and

19 (2) in the last sentence, by striking out "such pro-

20 ceeding" and inserting in lieu thereof "any proceeding

21 under this section".

29 SEC. 5. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

23 (a) SECTION 405.Section 405 (21 U.S.C. 345) is

24 amended by adding at the,end the following: "This section

14
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1 does not apply to the labeling requirements of sections 403(q)

2 and 403(r)".

3 (b) DIWGS.Seetion 201(g)(1) (21 U.S.C. 321(g)(1)) is

4 amended by adding at the end the following: "A food which

5 makes a claim described in section 403(r)(1)(B) in accordance

6 with the requirements of section 403(r)(2)(B) is not a drug

7 under clause (B).".

8 SEC. 6. EFFECTIVE DATE.

9 The amendments made by sections 2, 3, 4. and 5 shall

10 apply with respect to food which is produced or processed 18

11 months after the date of the enactment of this Act.

1 5
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Senator METZENBAUM. I .9ay to my colleague and friend from
Utah, you have had a wonderful foad that you have travelled so
far, and this can cap your career in the U.S. Senate by joining with
me and working out a bill on this subject. Tht American people
want it; they demand it; they need :1. Let's work together to pass
this legislation.

Senator Orrin Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Howard.
I think he is trying to end my career in the U.S. Senate. I don't

know that my heart can take that kind of compliment from the dis-
tinguished Senator from Ohiobut I appreciate it, and I appreciate
his diligence ar.d efforts to work with us in so many ways as well
as his leadership.

Mr. Chairman, I Sal pleased to join with you today in support of
legislation to require mandatory nutrition labeling on all food prod-
ucts regulated by the Food and Drug Administration.

Senator Metzenbaum, you and I both agree that we need to get
good nutritional information to all consumers. In that regard, I am
happy to welcome our witnesses here today and particularly Com-
missioner Young.

I have enjoyed every minute I have spent with him over the last
number of years, watching the work that he has done, and I don't
know anybody who has done more to try and revitalize the Food
and Drug Administration and to bring us to this point than Com-
missioner Frank Young. So I have great admiration and respect for
him, and that respect has grown through the years. That is some-
thing that is very difficult to say about others in this very fast-
paced tc

On the least expensive changes we could make in this coun-
try to reduce our health care costs would be to increase our efforts
in the area of health promotion and disease prevention. During
1986, Americans spent nearly $438 billion, $1.2 billion per day, for
health care. Yet two of every three deaths in this country were pre-
mature. ":ost of these deaths could have been prevented through
appropria e use of preventive servicPs and behavior changes.

Heart disease, cancer and strokeour No. 1, 2, and 3 causes of
diseasestill take an incredible toll in our society. In 1986, they
took an estimattd 1.6 million lives and cost $137 billion in medica .
care and lost productivity. Diet has been implicated as a factor in
all three of these diseases as well as in a large number of others.

Our efferts to eduPate consumers on dietary practices have been
less than adequate. It is now time that we have legislation mandat-
ing accurate and uniform nutrition labeling on all processed pack-
aged foods.

I have introduced legislation, S. 1505, entitled, "The Food and
Nutrition Labeling Act of 1989." This legislation follows three basic
principles: mandatory nutrition labeling; regulation of health and
product characteristic messages; uniformity in food labeling; and a
nationwide autritional education program.

Now, I am willing to negotiate legislation that is reasonable.
However, we need to adopt two fundamental principles in develop-
ing the compromise. First, we need food labels which contain the
type of accurate information the American consmer needs and
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wants, and we need to build some flexibility into the system so that
it is not so complex that it will benefit no one.

Second, we need uniformity so that we do not perpetuate the cur-
rent chaotic situation with respect to food labeling regulation. Con-
sumers do not want 50 different labels and packages. They want
one label that they can trust, and they want to trust it in Utah,
New York, Ohio and California, as well as the other 46 States.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that you, I and all interested parties can
draft a bill that we can all support. You have been a champion,
fighting for expanded nutrition labeling requirements. I know that
you w'll want to develop legislation that is workable and that will
be credible beyond the year 2000.

Consumers need accurate and concise nutrition and food labeling
information so that they can make wise decisions about their diet
in relation to a healthy lifestyle.

I lc-ok forward to the witnesses' testimony here today. There is
great room for compromise, and I am anxious to work with all of
you here today.

Now, if I can, I want to make a couple of points at the outset,
and then hopefully I can help you to move the hearilig along.

I have brought some samples from the grocery store to make a
point about the need for flexibility in any mandatory food labeling
bill. I want to make the point that you can't and should not want
to treat all foods the same way.

For example, the flexibility must allow for small packages so
that you can use abbreviated nutrient labeling.

Let me give you an illustration. Here is an empty bottle of selt-
zer water. Now, should this product be subject to nutrition label-
ing? Under current law, it is required to be labeled because it
makes an implied health claim when it says "sodium-free". Howev-
er, would we want to require protein, calorie and fat information
on this bottle? Probably not. So we need to have some form of flexi-
bility.

Now, on these cocktail onions and cherriesthings that many
people buythese products are not consumed for their nutrition
values, nor are there any real nutrients in them. In the cherries,
you have some carbohydrates, and in the cocktail onions, there are
some carbohydrates and a little sodium. Maybe these products
should have a simplified nutrition declaration.

These are consomme cubes. This product is a very small product.
If we were to require nutrition labeling, it may be impossible to
read. Or, they may have to make great, big boxes to put these little
cubes in. This is another instance where we must examine careful-
ly how we can best get nutrition information to consumers.

Take Nabisco Shredded Wheat. This product makes a claim that
no sugar or salt is added. Now, these are implied health ch.ims,
and I personally believe that they are very important. However,
under Senator Metzenbaum's and Congressman Waxman's bill, it
is unclear whether this product could make these claims because
there is a small amount of sodium.

Well, I think we have to be reasonable about these types of prob-
lems.

4 ,7
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Take mayonnaise. The same is true of this mayonnaise It says it
is "cholesterol-free" and "has reduced calories". As long as this in-
formation is truthful, I believe it should be allowed.

Now, this product, "natural basil," basically has no nutrition
value. It is basil packed in brine. It has some sodium and sGme car-
bohydrates.

You can go through almost countless numbers of other products.
We have an enormous array of different types of food in the super-
market. If we in Congress attempt to write a law that prescribes
exactly what must be done on every label, it is going to be unman-
ageable. I want accurate and appropriate nutrition and health
claim information to consumers. I do not want unreasonable de-
mands placed on manufacturers so that our goals cannot be
reached.

So we should have some flexibility in this system to help us de-
termine how much nutritional labeling or information must be in-
cluded and how much is to be displayed.

Mr. Chairman, I think these hearings are very important. I don't
know of anything that would ultimately be moze important for an
instant benefit to the American consumer than what you, I and
others in the Congress are trying to do. I want to commend you for
it. It takes a lot of effort. There are a lot of competing interests
with a lot of different problems out there, and I hope we can be
flexible enough to do it the right way so that everybody in this
country will benefit, will be able to understand this labeling and
the information involved, and it will not be such a burden on the
producers of packaged foods that costs go through the roof for con-
sumers in the end as well.

Now, I think we can do that, and we're going to work hard to
work with you to achieve that goal. So again, I want to express my
admiration for you.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Orrin. I do intend
to work further with you as well as the other groups that have an
interest in this subject both from the industry standpoint as well as
those who are in the health fields.

I want to say that there are some issues around here that don't
lend themselves to negotiation and compromise, to working out a
solution. This particular issue, in my opinion, does lend itself to
that kind of a resolution. We have been working just about the
entire year on trying to come up with ar answer that everybody
could live with. We haven't arrived at a total answer yet. I do be-
lieve this is the Congress that will pass some labeling legislation,
and I hope that we can do it with the support of industry, the sup-
port of the health groups concerned about this subject and the sup-
port of all of the Members of Congress. It won't be easy, but if we
put our shoulders to the wheel, I think the result can be achieved.

I think it is particularly important that one major player in this
game be a party to those negotiations, and hopefully to work with
us as well, and that is the Food and Drug Administration.

Senator METZENBAUM. We are very happy to welcome the very
well-respected and distinguished commissioner of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration. We are happy to have you with us here
this morning. Commissioner Frank Young.

7 8
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STATEMENTS OF :'RANK E. YOUNG. M.D., COMMISSIONER. U.S.
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTR:-TION. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPA-
MED BY DR. FRED SHANK. CENTER FOR FOOD SAFETY AND
APPLIED NUTRITION; JOE LEVITT, CHIEF OF STAR. MARGA-
RET JANE PORTER, GENERAL COUNSEL, AND ALEX GRANT. AS-
SOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS

Commissioner YOUNG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would first like to take this opportunity to introduce the panel

that is with me.
On my immediate right is Dr. Fred Shank, who has assumed the

responsibilities of the Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutri-
tion, who has total commitment to the development of a sound la-
beling program on food safety in the United States.

On my immediate left is Mr. Joe Levitt, our chief of staff, who is
a very fine person who has worked on the food labeling issue with
us in the past.

Our new general counsel, Margaret Jane Porter, is next to Mr.
Levitt. She is coming onboard to take the place of Mr. Tom Scar-
lett, who has served the agency with great distinction.

Next to her is Mr. Alex Grant, who has served for a long time as
our :Issociate commissioner for Consumer Affairs.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Hatch, I know that both of you are vital-
ly interested in this important effort, as has been this committee in
its steadfast approach to food labeling.

There are a few issues that I would like to outline for you in
depth and submit the rest of my testimony for the record. At the
appropriate time, if you do not mind, I would like to move to the
charts and focus on some of those.

But first, I believe the most important thing for me to emphasize
is that now is the time to develop a thoughtful, flexible, as Senator
Hatch said, and comprehensive, as you said, food labeling reform.

It is interesting to note that the time is right, as evidenced by
(the most recent) National Academy of Science studies, and before
that, the excellent study by the distinguished former Surgeon Gen-
eral, C. Everett Koop.

Once things were placed on the label as far as numbers and
sizes, it drew the public's attention to what the meaning of these
issues were. And, as Senator Hatch has illustrated by his displays,
people will be searching for what is the meaning of tHs informa-
tion and how it can best be used.

I also believe, from what I have learned from the public, that
there is a general consensus that the present type of nutritional la-
beling is outmoded, unintelligible, and difficult for the American
people to understand. This is especially true for those who are
searching to decrease the burden of disease through modifying
their diet, as Senator Hatch mentioned in his statistics.

The label, therefore, becomes the po:nt of purchase symbol by
which we can focus our efforts on not only consumer education, but
good health information.

As a background for the Secretary's initiative, I would like to
now walk through a few of these flip charts and then lead to exact-
ly where we feel we are going at this time.

2 9
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The current labeling system essentially describes a serving size,

the servings per container, calories, protein, carbohydrates, and fat.
One of the most important questions we are going to have to ad-
dress in the beginning is whether we require the calories to be ex-
pressed per gram of this material.

For example, on protein, we would have to multiple these protein
calories by four, because there are four calories per gram; in con-
trast, we must multiply fat by nine. A very important initial ques-
tion is whether we do energy-related or do we do a weight-related
labeling.

At the turn of the century when we began to move into nutri-
tional labeling and the great surge in the Twenties occurred on vi-
tamins, vitamins and recommended allowances of vitamins were
very important. Today this is not considered as critical a factor as
in the past. Therefore, what wvight should be given to all of these
here?

Also, back at the turn of the century, fat was a valued ingredi-
ent. The whole labeling system was designed to be sure that eco-
nomic fraud did not occur, and the right amount of fat was present.
Too little fat would result in the compound being misbranded.
Today, we know that in contrast, too much fat produces a major
problem.

So how we develop this portion of the label is also very impor-
tant.

Now, as we have grown in the amount of optimal materials that
can be put on, it becomes almost unintelligible for the consumer to
look at it. Additionally, I have given you a color-coded example of
the kinds of things that could be added. You now see the first chart
with the items in green added. This now explains the percent of
calories from fat, both polyunsaturated and saturated, cholesterol,
potassium, and then the variety of additional things that can be
added.

One of the things that we've done, as Mr. Grant will describe in
a little bit, is to go around the Nation and ask consumers in four
locations what they wish on the label, because none of thisnot to
be disrespectful to the Ford Motor Companyis looking to design
an Edsel here. We really do have to get a labeling system that will
be important for the Nineties.

Senator HATCH. Mr. Commissioner, I do like those green add-ons
that you have put on. For instance, if you didn't have the percent
of calories from fat, you'd have to take that fat and times it by
nine, and it would give you 63, then you would whatdivide the
calories into the 63?

Commissioner YOUNG. That's right, and then you would get the
percentage.

Senator HATCH. That would give you the 26 percent, but it is a
lot of work for the average person to do where they could pick that
up and see that this is 26 percent fat per calorie.

Commissioner YOUNG. I think you have hit the nail on the head,
and some of the things that we'll do as we go through the sugges-
tions that we have heard is, "Commissioner, make it simple." Make
it honest, simple, mandatory and uniform. And I think as we go
through this, it really enlarges the focus on what both of you were
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I

saying, the need to devise a system of compromise and flexibility
that will enable us to see this.

Also it provides for a degree of voluntarism on including other
things besides the core requirements, and that is an important
issue that I'd like to return to as well.

May I proceed?
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes.
Commissioner YOUNG. Now, if you look at this large number of

requirements, one can begin to simplify it by focusing on a couple
of things. The serving size is the same; the number of servings are
here; the calories, of course. The first thing that one can do is to
break down saturated and unsaturated fat, add cholesterol, sodium,
potassium, and focus on the key vitamins that would be required,
not some of the other vitamins that are now present in large
amounts in normal diets, so that one can simplify this.

Senator METZENBAUM. I might point out to you that basically
what you have there is what our bill would do. That's the reason it
is sLch a good bill, and that is why Senator Hatch is going to join
me in supporting it.

Commissioner YOUNG. Mr. Chairman, when I was teaching in
the late Sixtiesthis is not a comment made to your bill, Senator
Hatch's bill, or others' billsI like to quote two of my favorite
poets, Simon and Garfunkel. In the song, "Patterns", they said: "I
don't know what is real, I can't tell what I feel, so I hide behind
the shields of my illusions. I'll continue to continue to pretend."

I do not want to say anything about one bill or another, but will
instead try to look at some of the illusions that we have in label-
ing, because it is a very complex matter.

Now, this is taking a different approach. It focuses on another
product, a classical canned product, tuna fish. You can see the calo-
riesin this 2-ounce sample, it would be 60 calories; protein, 12
grams; carbohydrate, 1 gram; fat, 1 gramand it describes the
sodium.

Interestingly enough, if one wanted to, one could take this tuna
fish, put it in a strainer, wash out the sodium and make it a low-
sodium product personally. But it does provide sodium information
anyway.

It now puts the vitamins in percent of U.S. recommended daily
allowances, therefore simplifying the milligrams.

Another way to handle this is to now pick up, as many of you
were focusing on, a simple graphic that could be utilized so that
tne consumer picking up one of those many items that you held up,
Senator Hatch, would be able to see a uniform, almost Internation-
al type of standard. We were with the EC community last week,
and there is a great deal of interest in Interr ational harmonization
of calories. We started our discussions there, because this is Inter-
national trade, and we need to have some degree of uniformity.

As you can see here, the labeling information could be placed
either in grams or in energy in relation to calories. From a single
glance, one can see that there are very small amounts of fat here, a
high amount of protein, negligible carb6ydrates. And the con-
sumer may be able to be helped.

, pl
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In addition, one would have the exact calories that would be
here, and then some of the other things that could be listed either
with descriptors such as "low", or again in percentages.

Now, we have carried this a little bit further. We have gone
around the country and asked whether or not it might be appropri-
ate to have a wheel that would give a very simple single view as to
what might be in this food. In this case, we have used a percent,
and we have expressed it as percentage of dry weight per serving.
It could just as easily be in calories, but we have chosen weight on
this example.

As you can see from a glance, one can see the 2.omplex carbohy-
drates, the sugars, and the fat. You could also stipple this and
make it saturated plus unsaturated and you can see the protein.
You would still label other things such as calories; you would add
sodium, cholesterol, dietary fiber, Vitamins A and C, calcium and
iron, and that would certainly be more simple and more helpful
than the array of compounds that we have here. It might also, Sen-
ator Hatch, lead to a very simple way of dealing with your appro-
priate concern of what do you do with the small packages.

If I might return to the chair now and continue the process that
we have been going through. We felt that for these reasons, a com-
prehensive labeling reform does need to occur. In this way, the ad-
ministration associates itself with the needs that the Senate and
the House have recognized for calorie reform.

In our particular focus, we decided to publish an Advance Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking and to go throughout the country, asking
particular consumer groups what their concerns are. Fundamental-
ly, we were soliciting questions in five major areas to get the an-
swers that consumers would like to tell us. For example, should we
revise the requirements? Should we change the nutritional label
format on food packages? Should we revise the ingredients for la-
beling and their requirements? Should we formally define common-
ly-used descriptors and/or consider the use of standards of identity
for certain foods?

I did not realize until we undertook this review that pasteurized
creamy cheese spread was called that because it was 33 percent by
weight fat. These kinds of things are not known to the consumer,
and yet we use these descriptors.

We also wanted to figure out how to reasonably permit the ap-
propriate use of messages on food that link the food components to
the prevention or the reduction of the disease burden, as when we
started this comprehensive labeling; this was the logical end in
which we would go.

We also asked other questions: Should we seek to expand nutri-
tional calories and make it mandatory? What should the agency's
priorities be for deciding what changes to make? How do we bring
these in, as the issue of labeling provokes some interesting ideas?
Should there be a core of mandatory, required, uniform ingredi-
ents, coupled with allowable add-on requirements as nutritional in-
formation becomes available, therefore, there would be some flexi-
bility in that people could add these ingredients voluntarily until
the issue became fully resolved.

For example, if I were sitting here 5 years ago, I don't think we'd
have the focus on fiber that we do today. Twenty years ago, I do
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believe we would not have focused on fat. The question then arises,
when do these items become voluntary and when do they become
mandatory?

We have already received 140 written comments in response to
the August 8 advance notice from 120 different individuals, includ-
ing consumers. We have chaired the first two meetings in Chicago,
in which we highlighted nutritional labeling content. I believe we
have had an excellent turnout from consumers on this matter.

We are also having consumer exchange meetings, chaired by the
FDA district directors in 20 locations around the Nation. The Na-
tional Academy of Sciences of the Institute of Medicine will be pur-
suing the appropriate format of labeling under a contract with
FDA and USDA.

We trust that our Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking proc-
ess will result in a Proposed Rule being submitted around April to
June of next year; following that, a final rule. Of course, we realize
that legislative events may overtake this, or administrative events
may overtake the legislative activities, depending on how the proc-
ess goes. But we felt in either way, hearing directly from consum-
ers what they wanted would be of value to the process.

Before concluding, I would like to ask Mr. Grant to respond to
what he has learned from the hearings so far as a pet son repre-
senting our consumer activities within the agency.

Alex.
Mr. GRANT. Thank you.
I'd like to say a word about the format of the meetings. The

meetings were legislative hearings before the commissioner and a
panel made up of our general counsel, representatives of our gener-
al counsel, two representatives from the Center for Food and Nutri-
tion, and chaired by the commissioner. Presenters were asked to
sign up and testify and present their views. Each person was given
10 minutes to present, with 2 minutes set aside for questions by the
panel. They were also asked to deliver or present to us written
statements.

I think the one thing that made these hearings unique was the
fact that we stayed open until 8 p.m. to make sure that consumers,
or the public, who were working during the day could come by and
present their views.

We were especially pleased with the range of participants. Out of
a total of 96 who testified, we heard from 42 consumers, 27 indus-
try representatives, 12 State and local government representatives,
and 15 spokespersons from health professional organizations. We
anticipate that this well-balanced mix will continue for the last two
hearings, which are scheduled next month in Seattle and Atlanta.
The focus there will be health messages and nutrition labeling.

I think the one thing that came through loud and clear at both
hearings is that consumers are in favor of mandatory nutrition la-
beling.

There was an elderly woman in Chicago who asked for labels
which reflect the "three Rs". That is, labeling should be "regulat-
ed, realistic and readable". We heard widespread approval for con-
tinuing to list nutrition information on food labels, but while
almost everyone supports the listing, there is disagreement over
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how best to present nutrition information and even what informa-
tion to present.

Both in Chicago and San Antonio, there were statements from
those with special needs who would prefer clear and distinct ingre-
dient labeling. At both hearings, speakers expressed the need for
consumer education to go hand-in-hand with new 'abeling require-
ments. The question then arose as to how best to accomplish this
through the labeling, the food label itself, or through education ef-
forts distinct from the label.

If the educational message is to be a part of the label, the ques-
tion remains unsettled as to how much government control or ap-
proval is desired.

We have heard from the elderly, Blacks, Hispanics, health pro-
fessionals, parents of young children. We have heard from those
living in the inner city as well as rural areas. The goal of the De-
partment's food labeling initiative is to bring those views together
to reach a well-reasoned decisionand I might add, it is not over
until it is over; we have two more hearings coming up.

Commissioner YOUNG. Thank you, Alex.
Probably the most touching of the witnesses to me was a 75 year-

old Hispanic man in San Antonio, who came to the hearing site a
day before so that he wouldn't miss the room and came 45 minutes
early so that he'd be on time. He wroteand I submit for the
recorda two-page handwritten testimony that he wanted read in.
He said above all, the label should be honest. We have a lot of
senior citizens in our Nation. We need to have it readable. A lot of
us are worried about diseases. Some of us are on special diets. Be
sure that it is honest and it can help us.

That's our goal. We will submit the other summaries for the
record of these two meetings. And we look forward, Mr. Chairman,
to working with the Senate and the House in this vital role of de-
velopment of a labeling reform.

The time has come. We need to link the label with reduction of
the burden of disease. Our laws need to be implemented fairly and
honestly. We have seen some terrible things occur with packages
coming back from one of the trips, I got the American Airlines
peanut package that was passed out with the variety of drinks that
go down the aisle, and it said on the front, emblazoned: "No choles-
terol". You had to turn it over, read, multiply by nine the number
of calories of fat to come up with the fact that it was two-thirds
fatbut it surely was no cholesterol, because peanuts do not have
cholesterol. This type of chicanery needs to be dealt with.

Food messages, health messages, health claims, we understood
were widely felt to have gone beyond the pale. We need to deal
with that. Yet on the other hand, we cannot stifle innovation. To
destruy the unique industrial capability of the United States by
heavy, burdensome regulations would also not be fair. This will be
a careful balance.

I look forward to working with you, and I can commit on behalf
of the Secretary and Assistant Secretary Mason the strong support
foi developing a proper labeling system so we can focus on sound
nutrition for a healthy America.

Mr. Chairman, I'll pause and be delighted to answer any ques-
tions that I can.
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Commissioner Young, and I
want to commend you. I think these public hearings you are hold-
ing are significant. They give people a chance to have some input
as to wnat is going on in the whole labeling issue. I don't think
there is any subjectwell, I guess there are some, like drugsthat
commands the attention and concern of the American people more
than the issue of what people are ingesting when they are buying
and eating the food that they do on an everyday basis.

About 5 years ago, the FDA looked into sodium labeling, and you
set up some guidelines regarding "low" and "very low" sodium
claims, etc. The regulations were voluntary. I have here a can of
diet Coke which is divided into two servings so that it can qualify
as very lcw sodium. My own opinion is that it is absurd to divide
this into two servings.

Commissioner YOUNG. The one that I liked was the package of
potato chips that said "1.4 servings", and then on th., front, "Once
you eat one, you can't put it down."

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you think it is a fair claim to say that
a can of soda, which is generally regarded as a single serving in
most people's minds, equals two servings for the purpose of label-
ing?

Commissioner YOUNG. I think if you do something as a serving
size, there has to be some degree of fairness. I remember a short
time ago that Sara Lee tried with its cheesecake to call it "lite".
The "lite" was done by reducing the serving size. We can't play
tricks on the American people.

Yet on the other hand, I do not know whether it is because we
are penurious or because we don't drink a whole can, my wife and
I usually split a can of soda at night. We go heavy on ice and light
on the soda, and that makes two servings out of one of those little
cans.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, I think that's the exception, frankly,
rather than the rule. When you go on an airplane, they give you
the whole can; when you order soda any place, they give you the
whole can.

Commissioner YOUNG. But what you said is an attempt to deal
with deception. If you try to deal with serving sizes for deception,
that's just not fair.

Senator METZENBAUM, Right. Now, this box of 100 percent oat
branright on the front, 100 percent brancontains 8 grams of
fiber per serving, and they claim "high fiber".

Then this hot cereal from the same company contains 5 grams of
fiber and claims to be "high fiber".

Now, what do you make of that? Are they both "high fiber"?
What would you consider to be "high fiber", and isn't it appropri-
ate that there be some standards set as to what is and what isn't
high fiber, or at least spell out the facts to the consumer?

Commissioner YOUNG. One of the concerns that arose in the
hearings was the need to focus on these descriptors. People said,
"Commissioner, we need to have 'high', 'low', 'lite', 'natural' de-
fined."

There was also some interest in having similar termssuch as
"high", "reduce", "low", "very low" be in the same range or in
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similar absolute numbers. On the other hand, some argued for a
degree of flexibility.

I do believe that unless you have full quantitative disclosure,
consumers can be tricked. So in that sense, one of the things that
FDA is exploring in the hearings is the extent to which these
terms and descriptors should be defined.

Senator METZENBAUM. IIPre is a back of Robert's American
Gourmet Potato Chips with k.. t bran. I can't help but laugh about
this. The bag says, "The potato chip that is good and good for you."
It also carries a "no cholesterol" claim. But it also contains no nu-
trition labeling.

Frankly, Mr. Commissioner, is that or is that not against the
law?

Commissioner YOUNG. Well, it also borders on being a joke, as
you said. I think once we begin to make these kinds of ciaims it
moves into the arena that I so strongly supportmandatory, uni-
form labeling.

The combination of oat bran into a variety of vegetables has even
come faster than the genetic engineer could encode those genes in
them. In 1984-85, when we started the fiber war, I commented that
it would probably be equivalent to the cold war unless there was
industrial restraint. That did not occur. The fiber war has been
booming. I only hope like the Berlin Wall, someday some of these
scurrilous fiber claims will come tumbling down, and we can bring
freedom, democracy, uniformity, and responsibility, to food label-
ing.

Senator METZENBAUM. Now, you've been conducting these hear-
ings, and I think that's good; you've been involving yourself person-
ally in this issue, and I think that's good. We have two pieces of
legislation in the House and the Senate on this issue. You are in
the process of trying to move forward with a rulemaking proce-
dure.

Frankly, Mr. Commissioner, you know the chairman of this com-
mittee well, you know the ranking member of this committee well.
Why don't we simply sit down, the three of us, as well as the indus-
try and organizations that are concerned. Why don't we sit down
and knock out a bill. Why don't you join with us in helping prepare
such a bill?

Commissioner YOUNG. That is a difficult question. Let me talk
around it a little bit. I think that there is an obvious need for us to
wo.-k together and deal with the appropriate solution to food label-
ing. But as I said to Mr. Waxman, at this moment I believe it is a
bit premature. I would like to finish the hearings and determine
what should be appropriate.

I must say, too, that we have looked to see the extent of capabil-
ity under the law in dealing with a regulatory reform versus a la-
beling law. Right now, I do believe that much of what we need to
accomplish could be accomplished under a regulatory schema. In
the same spirit, I would hope that if the regulatory schema does
appear to be appropriate, we can get the appropriate input from
the House and Senate and do it through regulations.

There is a reason that I am concerned about a law. I have seen
with no lack of respect for the intent of the lawsome laws come
through that are very inflexible in the end. As laws pass, little
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things get added on, this clause, that clause, and sometimes lose
their scope.

I was impressed when I was at the EC. Fred Shank and I spent
the entire time working with the Food Directorate, and in your
very great interest of concern, that of infant formula, they have
pointed out their willingness to compromise with us. As their direc-
tive was going forward, the EC found that 75 percent of the infant
formula made by United States manufacturers would have been ex-
cluded in Europe. Conversely, our regulations and laws would have
excluded European compounds in infant formula. This was primar-
ily not due to big issues, but to relatively small ones. If I am re-
membering this correctly, one of the laws required 15 milligrams of
iron. I believe the other one required 12 milligrams of iron. I will
supply this information for the record. Therefore, the formula
would have been considered adulterated if it was being shipped and
sold with the 12-milligram requirement to a country with a 15-mili-
gram requirement. As you can see, that difference is not really
very significant.

Therefore, we feel that there is a great need for flexibility, par-
ticularly with the European Commun Market coming on line. I be-
lieve that the entire food labeling initiative and our approach was
probably one of the longer discussions we had.

Mr. SHANK. Yes. Quite a bit of time was spent on the overall food
labeling initiative. There was also discussion over whether the food
additives and the other substances that are allowed in the United
States would be allowed in Europe.

It is going to be a major challenge to see what changes are
needed and the best way to proceed in order to have not only a uni-
fied market within the United States, but a unified market in Eu-
ropean communities.

2ommi2sioner YOUNG. I guess, Mr. Chairman with that flexibil-
ity, we felt that a regulatory approach would be something that we
would want to consider.

Now, I do not under any circumstance ,,ant to say that we are
not interested in the legislative approach, but that was the reason
we took the direction we did.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Commissioner, I want to be very real-
istic. You have health claims regulation which you have attempted
to move forward with, and you have been held up at OMB. What
makes you think you can get a final rule out of OMB now in this
area?

Commissioner YOUNG. I think there are two reasons. First, al-
though regulations sometimes do take a long time to come through
the process, I believe there is a strong commitment on behalf of the
administration to develop this approach. Second, I have at times
seen where there is a lack of consensus on all sides of the street. I
know right now you are laboring mightily on developing a budget
which should have been out on October 1. Agencies such as ours
are i ow in substantial sequestration. We know that the budget is a
difficult issue and it is being worked out as well. In that same
spirit of trying to be timely, we will moNe very, very rapidly, and I
believe that we have the commitments that will get this through.

I would not have said publicly that I expect to see these regula-
tions out between April and June of 1990 en a proposed rule and
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April and June of 1991 as a final rule if I did not feel that we could
deliver.

Senator METZENBAUM. Commissioner, there has been a great
deal of debate about the so-called "uniformity" question. We have
included a specific preemption section in our bill with regard to the
nutrition provisions in the bill. Yet, we do not preempt State label-
ing laws in other areas, including pesticides and cancer warnings.
My position is that if you want to talk about preemption on food
safety it..ues, you have to deal with it in a bill that sets tough food
safety standards.

Would you tell me whrt your position is on that issue?
Commissioner YOUNG. At the momelt, I believe that there is no

reason not to have, as you pointed out, mandatory uniform labeling
with regards to nutritional claims. I would also feel the same way
in the food safety arena. I believe that as we are moving to a
common world market it is important to avoid having a patchwork
of overlying, overlapping, confusing regulations.

For example, in one area that we are struggling with now, in
Europe and Canada, Red Dye 3 is considered a safe ft. . additive;
Red Dye 2 is considered a safe food additive. We do not consider
this to be so in the United States. I am not arguing that it should
or shouldn't be so. However, I am pointing out that these additive
issues are important, and the fundamental reason is that we do
risk assessment differently. In fact, the very method 1 which we
do risk assessment changes.

I think we are going to need to have much mi.e harmonization.
If we have a different set of State standards, we will have great
difficulty in harmonizing. For the regulatory agencies around the
world, this would be a great burden. Therefore, I would request sci-
entifically that we move ahead and define these standards. I also
request that we use the best science for sound regulation, but that
it be uniform. That does not mean that it is going to have to be
tough I was very pleased with the President's initiative on food
safety that, in inany ways, is quite similar to Mr. Waxman's initia-
tive. There are a few places that it departs a semi-bright line on
what is the upward-bound risk rather than a bright line. However
that, in part, is due to the recognition that there are differences in
risk assessment methods.

I think all of us are struggling with uniformity. But that does
not preclude the concept that uniformity has to be safe. You can't
mean uniformity without having the proper safety.

If you were leading to Proposition 65, at this time, the adminis-
tration's position is, that we did not see any particular area that
was out ot compliance with the interstate commerce clause. There-
fore, we would act on a case-by-case basis when that occursand
I'll submit Mr. Plaiger's letter for the record on that.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thark you. It will be included in the
record.

[Information of Commissioner Young follows:]
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Alagarr REPOWT

Food and Drug Administration
Chicago, Illinois
October 16, 1989

The first of FDA's four public hearings on food labeling was held
on October 16, 1989, in Chicago. Fifty-five (55) speakers,
predominantly consumers and health professionals, but also
including industry and State and local government, testified
before an FDA panel chaired by Commissioner Frank E. Young,
M.D., Ph.D. Dr. Lester Crawford, Administrator of the Food
Safety and Inspection Service of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, was a member of the panel. The healing was well
attended and received ample coverage in the local media and
on at least one national TV network.

The tone of the hearing was very constructive. Most of those
testifying had positive suggestions to make on nutrition label
content, which was the primary focus of this hearing. While views
expressed at the hearing varied in detail, most speakers enjoyed
and empathized with the speaker who summarized her goals for food
labeling by stating that it should reflect the "three R's" --
that is, labeling should be regulated, realistic, and readable.

In general, consumers and health proressionals considered that
nutrition labeling should be made mandatory. They gave relatively
less consideration of the possible exemptions to such a
requirement, although some of those testifying mentioned possible
exemptions for fresh fruits and vegetables, spices, chewing gum,
tea, etc. On the other hand, a few people wanted across-the-board
requirements that extended beyond FDA-regulated products. The
subject of food prepared and eaten outside the home (e.g., at fast
food and other restaurants) received less attention, although a
few said they believed it important that this food be included.
There was also mentioned the possibility of some "alternate
mechanism" (posters, etc.) in these situations.

There was considerable agreement among speakers that the content
of nutrition labeling should be modified to include cholesterol
and a breakdown of fats -- saturated fat, unsaturated fat,
monounsaturated fat, polyunsaturated fat were mentioned A few
people mentioned the omega-3 fatty acids and said they should not
be included. Other items specifically mentioned by various
speakers for possible inclusion were sugars, dietary fiber
(soluble and insoluble), and potassium.

Most people believed that in the interest of providing meaningful
information more simply, some micronutrients that are currently
required could be deleted. They explained that there is decreased
concern these days about diet deficiencies. However, calcium and
iron were cited specifically as needing to be retained on labels,
and several speakers mentioned that the RDAs for these items may
not adequately represent women's needs.

(DOM= NO. 89N-0226)
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Facie 2 -- FDA Food Labeling RearIng, Chic

H,w best to convey nuttition information on the labeling was the
subject of considerable testimony, and also of questioning from
t'e panel conducting the hearing. This included issues of serving
siz., declaration of nutrients by percent distribution and/or
absolute measurement (e g 30% fat and/or 15 gm. fat), and print
and graphics

There was general belief that labels of single serving containers
should provide total nutrients for that serving (not per ounce,
etc.), and servings per container should be easily used in
division (e.g., contains 2 servings, not contains 2 1/3 servings).
Further, some consumers particularly stressed the need for serving
sizes to be more standardized and in common household measures
(cup, tablespoon, etc.). The "diet exchange" method already used
by diabetics was mentioned as having some advantages -- e.g., it
is already in place and functioning well for a segment of the
population, and it lends itself to the concept of "balance" in the
diet as opposed tc "good foods" and "bad foods."

Some speakers were very much in favor of simple pie charts,
showing nutrient distribution, but others stated that these should
be used only in addition to absolute measurements, which were
considered essential. There was solid support for the idea that
specialists in market research could develop valuable data on how
best to use the label to communicate nutritional information and
that such re.,earch should be conducted prior to any regulatory
action on formats.

Probably the most commonly expressed thought by the public at the
hearing was that aspects of current labels are at best confusing
and at worst misleading. Examples most frequently cited were of
labels with descriptors or health messages that the speakers
believed give consumers inaccurate impressions or incomplete
information such as "lite," "lo," "natural," "no cholesterol," and
various statements regarding products containing fiber. While
recognizing the practical space problems, speakers very frequently
also stated that the small print size of current labeling is a
major problem, mentioning that some of the people who are most
likely to have health problems leading them to consider labels
carefully are also people whose eyesight is sub-optimal (e.g.,
older people and diabetics) . Many speakers recommended that an
education program should be developed to assist consumers in using
the label for their good health.

A number of special issues were brought up, some quite poignantly
by people with special medical conditions, such as allergies or
diabetes, or by caregivers or others speaking on behalf of such
people. These included:

Monosodium gluLamate IMSG1. RestaurantS, airlines, etc., are a
problem; also, it was said that ingredients listed on a label as

3 0
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"hydrolyzed vegetable protein" and "natural flavoring" play contain
MSG or MSG-type substances about which the consumer is thus not
informed.

Sulfites, Potatoes and food outside the home were mentioned
especially as problems.

aearacidas/juniusacte.s.. The desire to have these identified on
labeling was expressed, and there was some discussion of possible
applicability of measures being used in California.

AARAZtaMa There were concerns expressed about safety.

aiaL_LIQQA1* There were concerns that same marketers of diet meals
will not reveal those products' nutritional content.

aila=1_,AML/BILA, Speakers expressed the need for I.QtAl amounts
of sugars and salts to be identified on labels -- some current
sources of sugar and salt (e.g., fructose) are not always
identifiable to consumers as sugars and salts.

Eats. Speakers expressed a need for components of fats to be
listed on labels (including meat and poultry labels).

Speakers included about a half dozen representatives of State and
local governments. Those representing health departments and
related offices tended to express the same needs for labeling
changes as consumers and health professionals in general. A State
regulatory office described its concerns and steps it had taken on
labeling of health messages it considered misleading.

Speakers also included about a half dozen industry
representatives. They stated that changes in n...'-ritional labeling
are needed, expressed the need for uniform, consistent labeling
requirements throughout the United States, and referred to the
lengthy lead time and expense involved in making changes. In
addition, they described particular problems faced by individual
industries (e.g. retail candy stores, where customers choose their
own assortmenc, of candies) . The panel asked that detailed
information on the economic and practical issues in implementing
labeling changes be submitted to the docket.

****** * *
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Food and Drug Administration
San Antonio, Texas
November 1, 1969

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) held the second of four
hearings to gather public views on food labeling in San Antonio,
Texas on November 1, 1989. The hearing was chaired by FDA
Commissioner Frank E Young, M.D., Ph.D., and centered on three
topics: (1) ingredient labeing, (2) food standards, and (3)

food descriptors. Views were also presented on the other food
labeling issues that are currently under consideration by FDA --
nutrition label content, nutrition label format, and health
messages

The meeting was well attended, with an audience of 100 people,

in addition to the 41 individuals and organizations who made

presentations for the record. About one-third of those who
testified spoke as consumers, one-third represented the food
industry, and the rest were divided among health organizations and
representatives of the State of Texas. FDA officials and a
representative from the U.S. Department of Agriculture attended
the hearing as observers. Local press coverage of the hearing was
extensive, with some national coverage.

Speakers throughout the day expressed the theme that some current
labeling practices are confusing at best and deceptive at worst.
Consumers, dietitians, and health org,nizations emphasized that
consumers have difficulty in interpreting the current food label,
and that the label therefore needs to be simplified. Concern was
expressed about misleading information, too much information
crowded on the label, and the use of terms that are difficult for
many consumers to understand. Frequent calls were heard for
labels that are truthful and complete.

Many speakers expressed the need for consumer education to go hand-
in-hand with new label requirements. These speakers stressed
that, without consumer education, the initiative to improve the
food label might not bri.ng about its intended benefits.

Without exception, speakers wanred nationally uniform labels.
Consumers, the food industry, Texas State representatives,
dietitians, and health groups all viewed national uniformity as
very important, both in terms of communicating health information
to the public and in assuring smooth and economical interstate
commerce.

Views on Trigredient Labeling

Speakers expressed widespread support for full ingredient labeling
on packaged foods. In addition, many speakers stated that
ingredient labeling should be mandatory for standaro_zed foods.
(Some standardized foods are not now required to list mandatory

(DOCKZT NO. 89N-0226)
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ingredients). These testifiers felt that although the foods are
standardized and consumers feel confident that they are getting
the "real" food, consumers may be unaware of the actual
ingredients in the standardized foods.

Views on ingredient labeling (and nutrition labeling) for
restaurant and fast foods were mixed. While consumers supported
this concept, industry representatives expressed the feeling that
such labeling would be difficult and costly to implement.

Several consumers expressed a preference for having sugars grouped
together on the ingredient label. These consumers felt that the
current system is misleading, and that sugars might actually play
a larger role in foods than is apparent from t' current
ingredient label.

While some consumers expressed a desire to have percentages listed
for each individual ingredient (or at least major ingredients),
representatives from industry and several health organizations
generally opposed this feature. Consumers who favored this
feature felt that it would provide them with fuller and more
useful information about food products. Industry opposed
percentage listing for individual ingredients for three main
reasons: (1) the potential for disclosure of trade secret
information; (2) added costs for manufacturers; and (3) lack of
evidence that there is any public health benefit. Healt.1.

organizations opposed percentage ingredient labeling for other
reasons: (1) it might confuse the consumer, because there would
be more than one type of percentage on the label (percent of
ingredients by weight and percent of recommended nutrient intakes
in nutrition labeling); (2) it might be misleading (or easily mis-
interpreted); and (3) it is unnecessary if complete nutrition
labeling is on the product.

In considering the possible need to specify individual flavors,
colors, and spices, most speakers thought this was necessary only
in cases where a particular substance might cause allergic-type
reactions in susceptible individuals. Industry strongly opposed
the detailed listing of flavors, colors, and spices on the grounds
that it would reveal trade secrets, since some foods are
distinguished from their zompetitors mainly by their
flavor/color/spice combinations. There was also concern that
specifying colors and flavors would add complex chemical na.es to
the ingredient list, which would further confuse consumers.

Feelings on "and/or" labeling for fats and oils were mixed.
Consumers and some dietitians wanted to reform the present system
of "and/or" labeling (which allows companies to substitute
saturated and unsaturated fats/oils for each other, without
changes to the label) . Industry -itrongly supports retaining the
current "and/or" system for economic reasons. Several health

Q
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professionals suggested a compromise position -- allowing "and/or"
labeling for like types of fats/oils. Under this system, all
fats/oils in the "and/or" statement would have to be primarily
either saturated or unsaturated. Some speakers (Including
industry and health professionals) believed that the current
"and/or" labeling of fats and oils is ade,- ite, provided that
declaration of the amounts of total, sati....ated, and unsaturated
fat is given in nutrition labeling.

Several industry representatives supported the extension of
"and/or" labeling to nutritive carbohydrate sweeteners. However,
most other speakers did not comment on this issue. There was
little concern expressed about the current "and/or" labeling
regulations for minor ingredients, such as dough conditioners.

Yie.bts_Jan_i_onsi_Standarsia

There was widespread support, both among consumers and industry,
for the concept of food standards. However, many speakers made
suggestions to improve on the current system, such as: (1)
establish new food standards to allow for variations of current
standardized foods -- for example, a new food standard for reduced
fat cheddar cheese (in addition to the current standard for
cheddar cheese); (2) establish a simplified administrative
procedure for defining and revising food standards, to replace the
formal rulemaking process that is now required; and (3) if new
food standards cannot be established, allow certain descriptors
(such as "reduced fat") to be used in conjunction with the rimes
of standardized foods, resulting in non-standardized foods.

Views on Desrripto,

Speakers expressed widespread support for FDA to define
descriptors such as "light," "lite," "reduced," "low" and "high,"
"organic," etc. Almost all speakers called for more regulation inthis area.

Several dietitians and consumers spoke about consumer confusion in
the area of understanding the word "reduced," because "reduced"
has different meanings in relation to different procbicts. For
example, "reduced sodium" represents a 75 percent reduction,
whereas "reduced calories" represents a 33-1/3 percent reduction,
according to FDA's current regulations. These dietitians and
consumers would like the word "reduced" to have one meaning in all
circumstances, e g., a reduction of 50 percent.

Viewq on Nutrition Labelinq

Speakers expressed widespread support for mandatory nutrition
labeling of processed, packaged foods. There were mixed reactions
to the idea of having nutrition labeling for fresh fruits andvegetables. While there was no support for labeling each
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individual piece of produce, there was some support for having the
nutrition information available near the products.

In line with the idea of simplifying the food label, several
speakers called for a decrease in the number of micronutrients
(vitamins) that must be listed on the label. Some of these
speakers expressed the hope that the space could be used instead
for larger lettering to help the elderly read the label. Also,
several speakers believed that regulations should specify
realistic and uniform serving sizes for use in nutrition labeling.

There was widespread support foi requiring the label to include
additional macronutrients such as total fat, saturated fat,
unsaturated fat, fiber, carbohydrate, complex carbohydrate, and
sugar. A few speakers, mainly industry, wanted labels to list
only total fat, and not show a breakdown of the fatty acids.

There was strong support, particularly from dietitians, for
presenting nutrition information in grams, because this would
permit individuals to keep track of total daily consumption of
macronutrients, e.g., total fat and saturated fat. While many
consumers and health professionals also wanted declaration of
macronutrients as a percentage of total calories, a few health
professionals spoke out againSt this. They felt that su,h a
presentationtcould mislead consumers because it would e'courage
them to foeui,(3n individual foods rather than their total daily
diet.

Many of those testifying felt that the use of graphics might make
the food label more understandable. Some speakers emphasized that
new label fOrmats should be consumer-tested before being written
into regulation, to assure that they truly improve the
comprehensibility of the food label.

Views on Hea1,7h Messages

Among those who commented on the subject of health messages, there
was widespread sentiment for an end to what was termed the curren
"free-for-all" in the health messages area. Without exception,
speakers wanted a more regulated market, although there was some
disagreement on what the regulations should be.

Representatives of the State of Texas, in particular, spoke out 0,-.
the issue of health messages. They felt strongly that FDA should
withdraw its 1987 health messages proposal and should not allow
any health messages on food labeling. If FDA does not proceed to
allow !-ealth messas, Texas representatives would prefer

t.,1a . i:7
mandate the word.na tha would be allowed in the messanes.
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output, for example) before allowing health messages on food
labeling This speaker asserted that FDA should be able to deflriu
a lesser degree of scientlfic substantiation for health messages
that nevertheless assures that the health message is a valid one

ilear_s_szn_atIleilapis...s

A range of other topics and Ideas was expressed at the hearing,
including:

The needs of the Hispanic population should be addressed
through greater use of the Spanish language on labels or by
retailers.

The presence of monosodium glutamate (MSG) in any ingredient
should be labeled because oZ reported adverse health effects in
susceptible individuals.

Caffeine should be labeled whenever present.

Larger print Size is needed for the elderly.

Bar codes could be used in the supermarket to produce readouts
of detailed nutLition information. It was suggested that by
having mole detailed information readily available in this way,
the label could be simplified and larger print could be used which
mIght help the elderly who have a problem reading the small print
on labels.

Small businesses and business,s with a wide variety of very
small volume products should be exempted from nutritIon;ingredient
labeling requirements, due to the economic burden that would be
imposed.

Due to the expense of nutrient analysis, manufacturers should
be permitted to use standard tables on nutrient values of
ingredients to calculate the nutrient content of food products.

Bottled mineral water (from springs and wells, with no added
subtracted ingredlents), which contains few or no nutrients,
should be allowed to make labeling claims such as "no salt" and
"no sweeteners," without being required to provide other nutrition
information on the label.

Attachment: List of Presenters
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Memo From Jay Plager, OMB Giving The Administration's
Policy on Pre-Emption of Proposition 65

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFF10E OF MANAGMENT ANO BUDGET

WASHN3TON. 0 C 20603

Dr. Frank Young
Commissioner
Food and Drug Adminintration
5600 Fisher's Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Dear Frank:

It appears that representatives of the various interests
involved in California's Proposition 65, and particularly the
food industry, are again seeking opportunities to have their case
reheard. I gather that they are visiting a number of
departmental and agency officials.

As you know, the Administration has determined that, until
there is a significant change in the situation in California with
regard to the State's implementation of Proposition 65, which
change substantially implicates important Federal interests, no
Federal preemptive action - either by regulation or otherwise -
is warranted. That position was formally established in the
Reagan-Bush Administration, after extensive review by a Working
Group of which your were chair; the matter has been revisited by
the Bush-Quayle Administration, and this position continues
without change.

This office has been assigned responsibility for monitoring
the situation, and for ensuring that the Administration is kept
informed of important changes that may occur. Conflicting
signals about the Administration's position by departmental or
agency officials can create false hopes and encourage
count, productive efforts to undermine this carefully considered
policy. They can also be a source of potential embarrassment to
the President. If you have information that would be of value in
our on-going monitoring, I would be pleased to hear of it. In
the meantime, we know we can depend on you to protect the
Administration's decision against such efforts to undermine it.

Sincerely,

°L-1//

S. Jay ger
Administrator
Office of Information

Regulatory Affairs

c: Director Darman
Secretary Sullivan
Under Secretary Horner
Dr. Mason
Associate Director Holen
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Senator METZENBAUM. Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Mr. Commissioner, you brought out the regulations that are pres-

ently stalled at OMB. One of the major criticisms of giving FDA
the authurity to set labeling requirements instead of spelling them
out in the statute is that the OMB will merely hold up the regula-
tions or greatly change them.

Do you think that is a valid criticism? [Pause.]
It's a tough question.
Commissioner YOVNG. Yes. I'm trying to figure out the appropri-

ate answer there. Let me tell you truthfully, which is the appropri-
ate way to answer all questions. I have found that the complicated,
Byzantine approach of getting regulations out at times in about 3
to 4 percent of these regulations is Byzantine at best and torturous
in the worst.

However, those are the regulations that usually are controver-
sial, that usually require some degree of provocative thought. If
you look at this track on the treatment IND, it probably exempli-
fies best the difficulty that came out--

Senator HATCH. This problem is very controversial, too.
Commissioner YOUNG. That's right. And if you look at the hear-

ing, it first occurred on the regulation before Mr. Weiss on April 1,
1987, in which I was pillared and posted for not having an efficacy
standard that was tough enough.

Exactly 1 year later, April 1, 1988, I was pillared and posted for
having an efficacy standard that was too difficult and too tight.

Now, that cataclysmic change in 1 year is interesting, because
the efficacy change that was being spoken about in the second
hearing was very similar to the argument that OMB made on the
regulation before it came out. That argument being that the effica-
cy standard was too tight.

As you can see, Mr. Weiss' position and the original OMB posi-
tion moved together over a period of about 11/2 years. I don't think
either side would necessarily agree with my view, but as a dispas-
sionate watcher, I felt they did more together

In controversial areas, I think this will occur, but the fact that
this regulation was approved through the administration in less
than 2 weeks on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking indi-
cates that there is a strong reason to deal with this.

I think the health messages were the most controversial portion
of everything we heard Opinions ranged all the way from the FTC
single study in the drawer to a very strong position by the State
Attorney General in Texas which :aid we really want very firm
evidence.

I think that in to percent of the regulations. there will be
difficulty in OMB. tlwre will be difficulty in passmg laws. and that
we shoutd be prepared to deal with this. In summary, I am frus-
trated by the slowness at times

Senator HATCH Well. we are. toois you can See Senator Metz-
enbaum and I both agree that one of the best things we can do for
the consumers in this country is get a uniform, reasonable labeling
law And if It could be done through regulation and it wouldn't be
stalled at OMB. that may lw a way of getting it done It may just
alleNiate the necessity of haing rigid Federal laws passed that
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may be gummed up as they go through the processyou haven't
used the term "gummed up", but I think it was implied by some of
the things you said, and I have to agree with you. We could come
up with a perfect bill, go to the floor where everybody has their
own ideas about what kind of amendments to bring up, and we
might come up with something that would be highly inappropriate
in the long run compared to what you might be able to do through
appropriate flexible regulations now.

So I'm going to request that we put some pressure on OMB to try
and allow you to do this. Some of your ideas are excellentin fact,
all of them are excellentbut I think FDA is certainly capable of
coming up with what is in the best interest of consumers with
regard to nutrition labeling, and that would save us all time, effort
and money.

One of the major concerns in the cons imer community against
uniform food labeling standards is they say the FDA lacks the en-
forcement will to adequately enforce our food labeling and safety
laws. I'd like you to respond to that criticism.

Commissioner YOUNG. Let me say very forthrightly, I don't think
it is a lack of will; it is a lack of resources. It is to me a cruel joke
on the part of the American people that we have about 8,000 in-
spectors inspecting beef and chicken in the United States. For ex-
ample, each bird is looked at for 12 seconds. That costs about $375
million. The result of that is 1 out of 3 are contaminated with sal-
moaella, and there are 1.7 million instances of chicken-borne dis-
ease per year.

The Food and Drug Administration has 900 inspectors, compared
to 8,000.

Senator HATCH About one-tenth as many for 25 percent of all
the consumer products in America that come through your agency.

Commissioner YOUNG. That's correct. And in the case cf the
chicken, if I were to cook it, it would be a burnt offering; if my wife
were to cook it, it would probably be delectable, but in any event,
the salmonella would be dead. If you and I take medicines, we eat
those raw. There is no processing. And without good inspection, we
would be in deep trouble.

For example, in the case of a pacemaker, that is also implanted
raw. Unlike the case of a medicine which, if you survive the first 8
hours, you can live well, if you've got a pacemaker contaminated
with microbes, and it is put into your chest, you've got a major
problem. Therefore, inspection is our problem The number of in-
spectors, not their will.

Senator HATCH. Well, I know you are pleased that this commit-
tee passed out the FDA Revitalization Bill, and we are going to try
and get it through this year, which of course would hopefully go a
long way toward consolidating your 23 different offices on seven
different locations in this area into one campus or one building,
give you state-of-the-art equipment which you don't have now, give
you some employees at reasonable rates of pay which you don't
haveyou haven't hired a sciertific supervisor since, what, 1978?

Commissioner YOUNG. Well sir ce 1978, we've not been able to re-
cruit since 1978 the leadership f-om outside the agency, and this is
a great burden. I want to cong,atulate you, Senator Hatch and the
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committee for reporting this bill out at 16-to-0. It heartens the
agency immensely.

Senator HATCH. Well, we hope so, because I happen to believe
that this little agencyand it is a small agencyis really one of
the most important agencies in the world. Everybody in the world
looks to FDA, and yet you don't have up-to-date equipment, you
don't have a decent set of facilities, and you can't hire people be-
cause it is tough to hire people who can make 4 to 5 to 10 times as
much in the private sector. It is hard to come here when it costs
them $70,000 for a home in the outlying areas, and to comc here
means paying $400,000 for a home on a $68,000 salaryand that's
a top salary. We've got to do something about that, and I don't
mean to get off food labeling, but these issues have a role here, and
they have to be brought out repeatedly so the American public
starts to get mad about it. We have been pashing for years to try
and get the Congress to do what really needs to be done to help
this little agency out, which means so much to the consumers of
this Nation.

Now, let me ask you this: The food industry has been chastised
for inconsistent uses of the words "natural' , "lite", "low", "re-
duced". How does the FDA, for instance, define "lite"? Is it the
same definition as the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and do you
believe that we should have uniform food characteristic claims?

Commissioner YOUNG. It is a very difficult system at this point.
"Light" could mean light in color. "Light" Karo syrup is light-col-
ored Karo syrup. "Light" beer is light in whatever it is light in.

Senator HATCH. So you don't presently define it.
Commissioner YOUNG. We don't define that. And "light" claims

along the way are not defined.
Coming out of the hearings, people said that there should be defi-

nition. The other way to get this done is to have mandatory disclo-
sure so that a consumer could say, "Well, my goodness, this 'light'
is the same as regular; there is no difference at all."

I think my preference would be to define terms such as "light"
because it has gotten to be so confusing.

Senator HATCH. I agree. Let me ask you, what would you do
about products which have no protein, no fats, no potassium, for
instance?

Commissioner YOUNG. There are a number of products that I
think might fall outside of the labeling requirement. For example,
tea, coffee and spices really have no nutritional value. They are
merely for a variety in pleasure and taste.

I think we could develop a flexible scheme that would elect to
remove those types of foods. Your soda water bottle would be a
good example of the kind of thing that is of concern only for
sodium. Therefore, do you have to put carbohydrates, zero, etc.?

Senator HATCH. That's good. I have a lot of other questions, but
I'm only going to ask one more to your general counsel. I'll submit
the rest of them for the record because we do have a lang hearing
today.

I would like to ask you if you believe there is sufficient legal au-
thority to, by regulation, require all processed, packaged foods to be
labelled? Now, let me say that my personal belief is that I don't
believe that there is, because under current law, mandatory nutri-
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tional labeling occurs when (1) the food is fortified, or (2) the prod-
uct makes a nutrition or health claim.

Have I stated that pretty accurately?
Ms. PORTER. I think that that is a fair and correct statement of

what the current regulatior is, Senator Hatch. Do you want me to
respond as to the general question?

Senator HATCH. Sure.
Ms. PORTER. We have advised the agency that we believe that

there generally would be authority, as the commissioner stated, to
require mandatory food labeling on the theory that absent full re-
quirements of food labeling, you can't tellthe consumer is per-
haps misledand therefore can't tell for sure the full effect of the
product's intended use.

I think we could certainly also go so far as to say that to the
extent that the statute does not spell out in more detail exactly
what those requirements might be, we would certainly anticipate
challenges to the regulation.

So to that extent, we might be in a better position to defend
mandatory labeling on all processed foods if we had specific re-
quirements in the statute. But that is not to say that we don't have
the authority to attempt to do it by regulation, and we are satisfied
that we would have a sound statutory basis for such a regulation.

Senator HATCH. But, at best it is clouded.
Ms. PORTER. I don't know that I would go so far as to say that it

is clouded.
Senator HATCH. But, it wir be challenged. Is that what you are

saying?
Ms. PORMIR. I think that depending on the final regulation that

is adopted, and obviously depending upon how detailed it is, there
will be those who will want to challenge it.

Senator HATCH. Yes, I think that's true.
Ms. PORTER. It is always a safe bet in this area
Senator HATCH. Yes, that's right.
Commissioner YOUNG. I don't want to jump in casually on the

segment of the law, but if you look at the 343W1) section oil adul-
teration and the 321(n) section and the 321(a) section, we believe
that this has the capability to deal with adulteration It has the ca-
pability of dealing with the infL:rnation that is required; and to
provide enforcement if there is not sufficient information. In the
case of 371, that we could be able to go further on our authorities.

Now, it would be challenged. and what we would like to do as we
proceed here is to identif, for the Senate and for the House those
areas that we think might be necessiuy for a fix or, as we go down
the line, whether ut not in fact we would need am, legal authority

My hesitancy is pot that the legislatior couidn't pass. I am
aftaid, as you inie mentioned U1CI I ha\ e see., in the past, that so
many bells and whistles miglit get .idded to it thi,t we would be un
happy with what came utit

NIN pledge t. oli would be that we cut. going to try very very
rapidly to rtok ,t,irt drafting what S( think are the kcy proce-
dures. We hae Icrd quite a bit I dank it has been exceptionally
valuable that ti o House ,Ind Senate llii\c gone this route, because
competition is Iht- American way of life I think the administration
has noted and notic-a the activity in tlw Legislative Branch, and
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that is good. That will certainly help us get these regulations
through.

Senator HATCH. That's good. I want to compliment you, Mr. Com-
missioner, for what you are trying to do, for the expertise you are
putting into this, and for your intelligent and concise testimony
here today. I think it has been very helpful to the committee, and
we hope we can put together a bill that will go through, that will
be a consensus bill, and that will be bipartisan. All of us up here
will be working to do that with your help. We will appreciate it.

Commissioner YOUNG. Thank you, Senator.
Senator METZENBAUM. One last question, commissioner.
It is obvious that your legal counsel thinks that, acting under the

present law, there is a reasonable probability that your actions will
be challenged.

Commissioner YOUNG. That is correct.
Senator METZENBAUM. That being the caseand also the other

aspect that at the very best, you would hope to get a regulation out
for comment by April or May next year and then not be able to put
it into effect until a year later. Knowing the usual slippage around
here with respect to datesand yours is an agency no different
than any otherit seems to me that it makes an even stronger
case fc the FDA to be working with Congress to try to fashion a
bill that will withstand the legal challenge. A bill that also can be
--,it in place much more rapidly and put the show on the road
rasher than going through that which I sometimes feel is an inter-
minable process by the regulatory route.

Would you care to comment on that?
Commissioner YOUNG. I would love the chase of seeing how we

can get this done best and most expeditiously. I think that we
would work with you in regards to the legislative action. At this
point in time, we feel that we would equally go forward on the reg-
ulatory route, and whoever crosses the goal line first crosses the
goal line first.

I think we'll learn from each other on it. I ,' believe that the
flexibility that we saw regarding how to deal with International re-
lationships and additional issues, makes a great attraction for the
regulatory route. I worry about the inflexibility that some of the
laws may provide. That is my biggest concern.

Senator METZENBAUM. I would say that I'm less concerned at this
moment about the International aspects than I am about the do-
mestic concerns in this area. Once we've achieved our objective and
zeroed in on the domestic concerns, I am certain we'll figure out a
way to get the European community and any other community to
work with us.

I would not want this very complicated subject, which brings in
so many sectors of the American community and government, to be
delayed or confused by whether or not the European community is
comfortable with what we are doing.

I am very pleased to hear you say you will work with us to try to
fashion a piece of legislation, while at the same time continue to
move forward with your own program and the regulatory process. I
think that is a good final point for us to be at at this point.

Joel Johnson, who has been working so assiduously on this sub-
ject, won't probably take longer than this afternoon until he is
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down at your office, starting to work with you to see if we can
move forward together.

Commissioner YOUNG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I don't want to leave you with the feeling that we were going to

compromise our actions by inappropriate involvement with the EC.
However, we are now beginning to realize the global nature of
trado, and we wanted to take that into account. As the EC market
enlarges further and further, we will want to be sure that the
United States competitive stance is not unduly compromised by
any of our regulations.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, commissioner, Mr.
Shank, Mr. Levitt, Ms. Porter and Mr. Grant. We thank you all for
being with us this morning, and we look forward to working with
you.

Commissioner YOUNG. Thank you very much.
Senator ME'TZENBAUM. Commissioner, when you finished testify-

ing, the light was let in. I am not sure what symbolism there is to
that.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Young follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK E. YOUNG, M.D.

Mr. Chairman,

I am pleased to be here today to discuss nutrition labeling for

foods. Like you, FDA believes it is time to reconsider all

aspects of nutrition labeling. The public is demanding change

in this area and deserves nothing less than our maximum efforts

to accomplish this change. In that regard, Secretary Sullivan,

Assistant Secretary Mason and I have undertaken an initiative

to review FDA's nutrition labeling and other food labeling

policies, with the ultimate goal of improving the food label to

better meet the dietary information needs of the American

consumer. I will discugs this initiative in detail later in my

testimony. We hope that by working together with all

interested parties, consumers, nutrition scientists, industry,

and the Congress, we will facilitate bringing more useful

nutrition information to consumers.

Good nutrition is essential to good health. "The Surgeon

General's Report on Nutrition and Health" and the National

Academy of Sciences' (NAS) report, "Diet and Health:

Implications for Reducing Chronic Disease Risk" provide

authoritative views on the evidence linking dietary patterns

and health...Both reports concluded that Americans could

substantially reduce their risks of heart disease, cancer, and

many other chronic diseases through specific changes in eating

habits. In its report, the NAS Committee on Diet and Health

recommended, among other thingS, that Americans reduce

consumption of total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and
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sodium; increase consumption of fruits, vegetables and complex

carbohydrates: and maintain moderato protein intake. They

estimated that reduction of fat and cholesterol could b.

expected to reduce the risk of coronary heart disease by at

least 20 porccnt below 1987 levels. The Committee also noted

that several countries with dietary patterns similar to those

recommoadod in tho report have about half the U.S. rates of

diet-associated cancers.

Implementation of those recommendations means that individuals

will need to be more knowledgeable and selective in choosing

foods for their daily diets, health professionals will ned to

assist the public in bettor understanding the relationship

between diet and their individual health needs the food

industry will need to provide nutritious food products

consistent with these dietary goals, and government agencies

will need to consider changes in food and nutrition programs

and policies.

Adequate food labeling underlies any comprehensive program

aimed at maintaining good health. Americans have bocomi more

health-consclous. They want to play a more active role in

self-care and, as tho link between diet and health has become

increasingly clear, they seek accurate, useful and easily

understood information about tho foods they eat. What better
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vehicle for the dissemination of this information than the :cod

label?

Nutrition Labeling Requirements

To understand the strengths and weaknesses of the current food

labeling program, it must be viewed within the context of

developments of the last twenty years, beginning with the White

House Conference on Food, Nutr.tion and Health that took place

in 169. Following the Conference's recommendaticns, the FDA

in 1970 began the process of deciding what the most important

nutrients were that should be declared on food labels and the

most useful means for expressing them to consumers. This

process involved consultation with nutritionists and health

professionals and the testing of various descriptive, visual

and quantitative formats to evaluate their usefulness to

consumers.

Based on the information that was gathered, in 19)3 FDA

promulgated nutrition labeling regulations. These regulations

require that, wten a nutrient is added to a food or a nut-Ition

claim is maae on the label or in advertising, the label must

contain a quantitative listing of calories, carbohydrates,

protein and fat and the percentages of U.S. Recommended Daily

Allowances of protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, thiamine,

riboflavin, niacin, calcium and iron per serv;.ng of food. An
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additional twelve vitamins and minerals may be optionally

listed by manufacturers. The regulations also prescribe the

format for providing the information. Nutrient quantities must

be declared in relation to the average or usual serving, as

determined by the manufacturer. Specific serving sizes are not

prescribed by FDA regulations.

Also in 1973. FDA established the current regulations for the

volu.-uary listing of fatty acids and cholesterol content as

part of nutrition labeling. In 1978, regulations were

promulgated to define and allow the use of terms such as "low"

or "reduced" calories, and "sugar free."

Since then FDA has promulgated additional nutrition labeling

regulations to address specific issues. In 1984, we issued a

regulation requiring that soditiv content be included as part of

nutrition labeling. That regulation also defined terms for

describing the sodium content of foods, such as "low sodium,"

"reduced sodium," and "sodium free." The need for sodium

labeling was in response to information regarding the

association between sodium consumption and hypertension.

In November 1986, in response to growing evidence of the

relationship between blood cholesterol levels and heart

disease, FDA published a propozal to amend the cholesterol and

fatty acid labeling regulations. This proposal will establish

ti C
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definitions for the descriptive terms "cholesterol free," "low

cholesterol," and "reduced cholesterol," and will require the

inclusion of cholesterol and fatty acid content in nutrition

labeling whenever a claim is made about either food component;

currently, this is voluntary. A final rule based on tne

proposal is now being reviewed in the Department.

Lastly, FDA published a proposal, in August 1987, that would

permit the use of appropriate health messages on food labels.

Because of advances in knowledge about the relationship between

diet and health, the agency proposed that health-related

messages, when appropriately formulated for use on food labels,

could provide valuable information to health-conscious

consumers. Comments to the pro:losal demonstrated that

consumers and consumer advocacy groups, Industry

representatives, health professionals and government officials

generally are polarized in their views and expectations on this

sub3ect. Therefore, further evaluation is needed to resolve

the issues.

Because of the importance of the food label to nutrition and

health, FDA has initiated extensive outreach efforts to

consumers through mailings an, District Consumer Exchange

Meetings to discuss these types of proposals and obtain their

vieds about what should be done. We have also implemented

nationwide educational campaigns to assist consumers in tfl'>ir
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fforts to ffectively use the food label to improve their

diets. FDA's sodium initiative is a good xample of how the

agency integrated public education, national nutrition

monitoring, cooperative fforts with industry, and sodium

contnt labeling to addrees different facets of the problem.

Current Problems

Since nutrition labeling regulations were promulgated there has

been a steady increase in the amount of the food supply which

bears nutrition labeling. Approximately 60% of FDA-regulated

packaged foods provide this information, and two-thirds of this

is vcluntary. However, many consumer groups, health

professionals and nutrition educators believe that more foods

should be labeled, and those labels should enable consumers to

more effectively formulate healthy diets.

When the original nutrition labeling regulations were

promulgated, public health concerns generally focused on

nutrient deficiencies rather than, as is now the case, on the

potentially adverse effects of overconsumption of certain food

components.. Since that time, information and issues have

emerged which may now necessitate revision of the content and

format of nutrition labeling. For example, stnce the role of

,holesterol and fatty acids (in addition to total fat) in heart

Jisease was not 'well defined when the nutrition labeling

9 c'0
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regulations were promulgated, information about these

LJmponents was not required to be part of nutrition labeling.

Food manufacturers, attempts to meet consumers' needs for this

information have resulted in a proliferation of products of

varying fat and fatty acid contents. The labels of these

products frequently bear terms, such as "lite," "low fat," and

"reduced fat," that are not defined under current regulations.

Labeling inconsistencies in use of these terms render product

comparisons difficult.

In addition, there are "standards of identity" regulations

which define certain traditional foods, for example, mayonnaise

and ice cream. They were originally designed to 1 :vent

economic deception, particularly with respect to foods composed

of multiple ingredients.

The standards for certain dairy products, which mandate minimum

fat levels, now may actually impedr the acceptance of more

"healthy" foods. Manufacturers have reacted by labeling such

products with the traditional name, modified by the term

"light," without stating how the product differs from the

standardized food. Consumers are confused by this and by the

lack of a definition for "light."

Since 1973, FDA has attempted to address consumers' changing

nutrition information needs as new knowledge and issues hc.ve

5 9
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Since 1973, FDA has attempted to address consumrs' changing

nutrition information needs as new knowledge and issues have

emerged. The resulting nutrition labeling regulations, while

addressing specific concerns, may not reflect the most recent

advances in our understanding of the role of nutrition in

health promotion and disease prevention. Furthermore, the

regulations may seem inconsistent with the most recent

scientific knowledge as well as information needs.

Good nutrition is a function, not of individual foods, but of a

total diet over time. The conscious construction of a useful

nutrition labeling program is complicated by the variation in

healthful dietary neds among individuals according to such

factors as heredity, age, sex, size, level of physical

activity, and state of health. Complicating our efforts

further is the growing awarenees that subgroups within our

population have unique nutrition information neds, for

xample, diabetics, the elderly, hypertensives (which

disproportionately includes African-Americans), and pregnant

women. In addition to providing the general dietary

information we all need, labeling needs to help people like

these select foods to aid their particular conditions.

60
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The SecreterY's Initiative

For those reasons, secretary Sullivan, Dr. Mason, and I have

Initiated a timely, comprehensive review of the Agency's food

labeling requirements.

To provide some background, Mr. Chairman, FDA communicates

regularly, both formally and informally, with nealth

organizations and consumer groups on labeling issues. In 1987

and 1988, FDA's Office of Consumer Affairs arranged a series of

meetings with various consumer groups on a variety of consumer

issues, including labeling. Most recently, in early 1989, I

met twice with representatives of 13 health and consumer

organizations to discuss food labeling reform, and specifically

the health aspects of labeling. At these meetings, FDA

received valuable insight into the vast spectrum of labeling

issues that organizations and individuals wish the Agency to

consider. Some of these issues are very specific. For

example, groups representing the elderly want FDA to require

changes in type size and use of contrasting colors on labels; to

better enable consumers with vision impairment to read this

information. Health organizations, on the other hand, have

suggested that labeling of specific fats and oils be given

priority. Still other groups have suggested that the Agency

should give priority to defining descriptive terms commonly
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used by food manufacturers, such as "natural" and "organic."

Other groups raised issues that are more general in nature,

such as whether nutrition labeling should be mandatory, and

whether the content and format of nutrition labeling and

ingredients statements needs to be updated and improved.

Because of the diversity of views expressed, Secretary Sullivan

and I want to be sure to give all parties, national as well as

local, an opportunity to be heard. Therefore, we have

solicited input from all interested parties, including regional

consumer and health organizations, state and local government

agencies, and the food industry, as well as individual

consumers.

More specifically, in August FDA published an Advance Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking requesting public comment on a wide range

of food labeling issues to help us determine what changes in

food labeling requirements should be proposed by this

Administration. W. are soliciting comment in five areas:

1) whether to revise the requirements for nutrition

labeling;

2) whether to change tne nutrition label format on food

packages;

3) whether to revise the requirements for ingredient

labeling;

62
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4) whether to formally define commonly used food

descriptions and/or reconsider the use of standards of

identity for certain foods; and

5) how to reasonahly permit the use of messages on food

labels that link food components to the prevention of

aisease.

In addition, we are soliciting public comment on some general

questions, such as:

Should FDA seek to expand nutrition labeling,

particularly by making it mandatory for most packaged

foods?

What should be the Agency's priorities in deciding

which changes to make in the food label, i.e., which

changes are most important and which are least

important?

Since food labeling concerns change over time, what

mechanism might be used in the future to assure that

evolving concerns are addressed and that food labeling

requirements reflect current sciehtific knowledge and

consumer information needs?

Are the public health benefits likely to be derived

from revised food labeling sufficient to warrant the

economic costs associated with such revisions?
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FDA has already received 140 written comments in response to

the August 8 Advance Notice, including 120 from individual

consumers. To maximize the public's responsiveness to these

questions, I am chairing four public hearings in different

areas of the country. Each will focus on a different issue in

order to ensure in-depth consideration of all aspects of the

food label. The first hearing, in Chicago, highlighted

nutrition label contents and demonstrated the public's desire

for improved food labeling -- by consumers, health

professionals and Industry. I believe we may already see a

developing consensus for some changes, for example, nutrition

labeling on more foods, and certain modifications in the

nutrients that must be declared.

We are also holding local "consumer exchange" meetings, chaired

by FDA District Directors, in other areas of the country to

ensure that we provide ample opportunity for the public to

participate in this process. There are over 20 such meetings

scheduled to take place between now and early December. We

expect that number to increase.

In addition, the National Academy of Sciences - Institute of

Medicine is currently under contract to analyze FDA's and

USDA's food labeling policies and to provide recommoiations

and options for improving the food label. This effort will

6 4
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serve to complement the information we receive through this

outreach initiative.

We will utilize all of this information to determine our

priorities in food labeling and to structure a comprehensive

approach to changes in the food label that seeks to balance the

needs of the various constituencies concerned about this issue.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, FDA agrees with you on the importance of

providing consumers with useful information about nutrition and

health, and that the current label needs to be changed. We

support your interest in the need for additional and improved

nutrition labeling.

The public has a vital role in the development of a new

approach to nutrition labeling that would best serve its needs.

The Department's initiative is aimed at understanding those

needs and developing labeling requirements that are most useful

to consumers. I would hope that any legislation would share

this goal and could benefit from the public record that will

result from the Department's outreach efforts.

The Secretary, Dr. Mason, and I are trying to resolve these and

other issues and want to work with you to find the best way to
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provide sound nutrition information for a healthier America.

Nutrition labeling needs vary, however, and our outreach

efforts tell us that the public does not agree on how best to

meet these varying needs. We require more information before

taking actions that effectively reflect the neee.s and desires

of all the various segments of American society. That is why

we are currently gathering this information fro', grassroots

consumers, health professionals, state and local agencies, and

the food industry, before initiating sweeping changes in food

labeling requirements. This comprehensive approach was

developed with one thought in mind, that the food label is in

need of reform. We intend to accomplish that reform by seeking

information from the widest possible range of commenters. Once

that information is in, early next year, we can assess the

totality of the issues and integrate the necessary components

of an improved food labeling program, including guidance to

Industry for complying with any revised regulatory

requirements, educational efforts to foster understanding among

consumers, cooperative efforts with states, and a means of

periodically monitoring and evaluating the adequacy of the

nutrition labeling program for consumers. We find that such a

"total" and integrated approach to health issues is most likely

to result in programs that are successful in dealing with

rotential public health problems.

6
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For example, FDA's seafood program, complex in its use of the

states and other government agencies to accomplish its

objectives, represents a cohesive effort to deal with problems

that can be associated with seafood consumption, which are also

complex. One way Americans are trying to improve their diets

is by eating more seafood, a low-fat, low-cholesterol source of

protein and other nutrients. As people consume greater

quantities of seafood, it becomes even more critical that our

seafood program include increased surveillance, nonitoring,

industry and consumer education, and research, as well as

improved labeling, to better enable consumers to incorporate

seafood into a healthy dietary plan.

Thank you for the opportunity to express the Agency's views. I

will be happy to answer any questions.
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Senator METZENBAUM. Our next panel consists of Dr. Daniel W.
Nixon, vice president for professional education of the American
Cancer Society; Nanq Chapman, vice chairman for the board of di-
rectors of the Nation s Capital affiliate, the American Heart Asso-
ciation; Ms. Corinne Jochum, Nebraska State coordinator for the
American Association of Retired Persons; Ellen Haas, executive di-
rector, Public Voice for Food and Health Policy; Bruce A. Siher-
glade, director of legal affairs for the Center for Science in the
Public Interest, and Dr. Nancy Wellman, president of the Ameri-
can Dietetic Association.

In a hearing of this kind where we have so many witnesses, and
we have a third panel as well, we ask each of our witnesses to con-
fine their remarks to 5 minutes. The yellow light will go on at the
end of 4 minutes; the red light will go on at the end of 5 minutes,
and the chairman's gavel will come down at the end of 5 minutes
and 2 seconds.

Dr. Nixon, we understand you have a plane to catch, so we will
be very happy to hear from you at this point.

STATEMENTS OF DR. DANIEL W. NIXON, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION. AMERIC IN CANCER SOCIETY;
NANCY CHAPMAN. VICE CHAIRMAN FOR THE BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS, NATION'S CAPITAL AFFILIATE. AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION: CORINNE JOCHUM, NEBRASKA STATE COORDI-
NATOR. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS;
ELLEN HAAS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. PUBLIC 'VOICE FOR
FOOD AND HEALTH POLICY; BRUCE A. SILVERGLADE. DIREC-
TOR OF LEGAL AFFAIRS, CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST. AND DR. NANCY WELLMAN. PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
DIETETIC ASSOCIATION

Dr. NIXON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I do have a
plane to catch and I appreciate your consideration.

It is a pleasure to appear before you to discuss an issue that is
certainly near and d_.ar to my heart and also to the American
Cancer Society, and that is cancer prevention and the role of nutri-
tion in cancer prevention.

The American Cancer Society has in the last few months estab-
lished nutrition as one of its major focus areas as we head into the
1990's. I'd like to discuss with you the correlation between nutri-
tion and cancer.

Nutrition is historically one of the major suspects in the cause of
cancer. It ranks along with tobacco in the percentage of cases that
are related. Historically, it is clear that as countries have gone
through industrialization, the types of cancers change. We have
cancers of or associated with nutritional deficiency in underdevel-
oped countriesand in this country before the Industrial Revolu-
tion. After Industrial Revolution occurs and as countries develop,
the types of cancers change. We begin to have more cancers of the
breast; we have more cancers of the G.I. tract; we have more can-
cers of the prostate So there is some association there. The mecha-
nisms are not totally worked out, but it is clear enough that there
is a relationship between what we eat and the types of tumors that
we get. In 1984, the American Cancer Society established a set of'

e 8
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nutritional guidelines, and I'd like to briefly go over some of those
with you.

The four major guidelines that are concerned with today's discus-
sion are, first, avoid obesity. Now, why is obesity important? It is
important because there is a relationship between the amount of
energy that we take in and the types and numbers of tumors that
we get. Fat is an energy storehouse. Again, the mechanisms are
not clear However, it is clear that cancer of the colon, cancer of
the breast, cancer of the prostate and others are related to obesity.
Therefore, avoiding obesity is a way to reduce cancer risk.

Second, decrease fat intake. We'd like to gei fat intake down to
30 percent of total calories or less. Fat is f.n energy source, and
there is a relationship between the numbe' of cells tin; t we have
and how fa:3t they divide and how much energy we take in. There
is a corollary relationship between the energy we take in and the
cell division and the kind of tumors that we get.

The third guidelin is to increase fiber intake. Fiber intake is re-
lated to cancer of the colon and other types of tumors. It has re-
cently been shown that a high fiber intake would, for the first
time. decrease the number and size of polyps of the colon in an in-
herited type colon polyp situation, So fiber is important, and
fourth, vitamins are also important.

This all relates to the need for better nutritional labeling, and I
have brought along a fevi of my examples to show you, if I might
We are not endorsing or disparaging any of these products. They
are good products. but there is a spectrum here of information or
the lack of information that the consumer Is faced with when he
goes to the grocery store

This is a soup It is a good soup It has vegetables in it: it has a
lot of fiber in it. it has lois fat, probablybut there is no nutrition-
al information on this can at all We have a good product here that
the consumer isould be totally bewildered about if they wanted to
buy this in terms of decreasing fat. increasing fiber and decreasing
calories Tlwre is simply nothing on tlw can at all about nutrition-
al content

This is another good product It is a spaghetti sauce It has nutri-
tional lab_ling, and it is a good product. but it doesn't have any-
thing on here about fiber, and it is. in my mind, a httle confusn-,g
about fat content I would like to see fat expressed a little bit dif-
ferently Rather than just in terms of total grams. it should also be
expressed as a percentage of total calories

This product is a good product. It has made an attempt to get
fiber the label. but aga: the sarrie criticism about fat content
would be appropriate.

So we've got three good products here where the consumer is ould
be better-servA by a proper nutritional labeling approach

I would like to thank Senator Metzenbaum and Senator Hatch
for their continued support of ACS activities. I look forward to this
bill's progress through the legislature and n, a satisfactory outcome
whii will help our consumers and public decrease their cancer
risk in a knowledgeable way

Thank you very mu
[The prepared statement of Dr Nixon follows.1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL W. NIXON, M.D.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, : am Or.

2aniel Nikon, Vice President for Professional Education of the

American Cancer lociety. : am pleased to have this opportunity

to appear before you on behalf of our 2.5 million volunteers

tnrougnout the 'rited States.

The American Cancer Society (ACS) commends Senators Howard

Metzenbaum and John Chafee for introducing S. 1425, the

"Nutrition :abeling and Education Act of :989." This Important

-eolslation will enaole ,onsumers to make informed cecis-ons

concerning the :oods that they purchase by having precise

%nowledge of the :utritional value of, and .ngredients in, these

products.

The Ameri,an Cancer Society has established four areas of

emphasis for -ne early 10905: tobacco, increased community

oreseroe, the socioeconomically :,nderserved, ard most important

!or today's discussion, nutrition. These :our focus areas are to

.:e aevelcpea '..ithin 1 major strategic direction - _a-cer

prevention and risk reduction,

The puolic :s oeco-Ing .ncreasingll, aware o: the dietary

aspects of good :'ealth and this is reflected in the decline in

total fat calories from cver 40% to ,:7% in the last few years.

:t is Important to help the consumer make informed decisions

abo..t the nutrition/diet, anc thus the emphasis today on

nctritional labeling.

The link between diet, the maintenance of health and the

cevelopment of chronic :,Isease has become increasingly evident in

7u
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recent ',ears. - n r. dm_e. -ationa. -,rganizations,

.ncluding tte Amer.:an ,:ancer Coclety nave idented several

d.etary excesses Ina se%eral lietary defic-encles as adversely

affecting tte nea_t' 1,-er:cans. As a cesult, the American

2ancer Society tas ..:suea a ndtrit.onal reco-nendation designed

to nelp lower the risK c: ,:ancer and to respond to the public

-nterest and :oncern .n a responsible way. The guidelines

.11.:strate the concert :ancer prevention as subtractive and

addit.ve.

-a'c- -oa.'- -roclems at the tdrr c:

*.ne cent'urv .ere 0:: 1.:!erert from tooay. Duri-g the t,:rn of

the entdry oefloiencles ara --fectious diseases were

responsIble rcst tte alsan'' es and death. Today,

Antlbodles aro log:nes, advances, and economic

_mprovements :-a%e teoreased ..-fectIous disease and nutritional

letio.ency

On ^ut-- .e rave overshot the mar',.. Mucn cnrcnic

aisease now arises 6-o- --*---onal excess, as Is,

:verconsumption :at, cho:estercl and sat-rated fat,

.n particular. :t .s estirateo that over 14 adults

are overweight, :or example, and tte American Cancer Society and

the Center for 2cience .n the Publ.o -nterest found a markedly

increased :no:dance of :ancer of the uterus, gall bladder,

.rest, 7o:on -Isscclatei ,It!" ocesity.

These olseases f-r _ver -ases of cancer and over

,,r --e .3.

p",
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Studies have sho-m that external :actors ray atfect the

.nit.ation or prorotion staaes of cancer development, and

statistical evidence .mp..es that some types of foods may

.rcrease or decrease the risk !or certain types of cancer.

3eca.lse of the ;:ner..:an ,:ancer Society's longtime commitment to

cancer prevention, the Society adopted seven nutritional

guidelines in 1384 to educate the public about the possible

correlation cet',.een d.et and cancer and to promote a healthier

:let for Americans. ':utritional labels that are rore clearly

-nders'_ood u1.11 "e.. :cnsoners to rake foou .nolces tnat will

1.1.ow :or healthier ._festyles overall. Following are the

n,trit.ona recormer-ations of the American Cancer Society:

.; AVC::: OBES:TY

Some studies, .ncldimq the massive prospective study,

:ancer Prevention Stuay : ;CPS :) conducted by the American

Sarcer Society over a -2-year period, have shown that being

overweight increases the risk for various types c: cancer, ,uct

Is colon, breast, gall bladder, and endometrium. CPS : also

found a markedly increased incidence of cancers of the uterus,

idney, and stomach assoc.ated with obesity. :n this study, when

data for obese ren and women, 40 percent or more overweight were

reviewdd, the wcren uere found to have a 55 percent greater risk,

and the men a 37 percent greater risk of cancer than those of

normal weight. Experiments in animals had Indic3ted much earlier

that the Incidence of cancer Is reduced and the lifespan is

72
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.enattened by provid_ng nutritionally aaequate diets that

maintained animals at :lose to :deal 1.eight.

The 1988 Furaeon Ceneral'5 Report on Nutrition and Health

also noted that ..nternational studies have found a correlation

cetween total per capita calories and cancers of the breast,

colon, rectum, dterus and kidney. For people who are overweight,

,eight reduction nay be one 4ay to lower cancer risk. S. 1425

a:Ls for stringent label_ng of foods, and this information could

nelp overweight people reduce their ..eight by increasing their

awareness of calories, and also help people of normal 4eight

-aintain their hea.thy zoay

11) CL:T_DOWN ON TOTAL FAT :NTAKF,

A diet high ir fat nay oe a factor in the promotion of

certain cancers such as breast, colon and prostate. A comparison

cf population groups .ndicaies that death rates :or these cancers

are dilectly proport.onal to est:natea dietary fat .ntakes. More

-tr.naent 1ace..ra cd.d len.....re the types cf fat to ze broken

n-o sa' -e", .ns,t-ratea ana total tat. :n order tor

tnis .nfornatio- to it, -ore eas.ly dnderstoog zy tne cons'uner,

the label snould alve an ..ndioation of how the amount of fat in

the product compares to a reco--ended tat consumption level. The

National Cancer 'ns''--"e and the American Heart Association have

-eco--ended -educ'-g fat .ntake to 30% of less o' -o-a, -aloies.

And, a benefit of decreasing the amount of fat in our aiets is

the corresponding :a:or::: decrease. Again, e fel.eve that S.

help acnieve this goal.
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EAT MORE H:GH F:BER FOODS

7iber _s a term used to cover many food components that are

-ot readil} digested in the human intestinal tract. These

Atostances, abundant in whole grains, fruits and vegetables,

:ons-st :argely of complex carbohydrates of diverse chemical

composition. According to Cancer: Principles and Practice ot

:neology, edited by Devita, Hellman and Rosenberg, "Evidence is

accdmulating that a low Intake of certain food groups nay

predispose to cancer, and Indeed a lower consumption of green

eaetaties ana fresh fruit has been one of the more consistent

i-rdings in aietary studies of cancer."

Stuales have -ndicated that fiber intake, especially \-1-len

neasured as ronstarch polysaccharides, tends to be lower In high

rowel cancer _ncidence regions and there is some support from

case-control stuaies that fiber protects against colon cancer.

ever, Agreement on fiber's role In cancer prevention Is not

.n_.ersai, .41th some scientists claiming that diets low -n fiber

1-e ._kely to Pe nldh _n fat, which may play a more prominent

rs-e _n cancer risk. Dther scientists claim that a high fiber

Aiet ,hleh incl.:des nany fruits and vegetables gains a protective

factor thro'ugn the mIcronutrients found in those fresn foods.

:NC:E FOODS ICH IN VITAMINS A AND C IN THE DAILY DIET

Foods rich in vitamin A may lower the risk of cancers of the

ar,nx, esophagus and lung, and It has been noted that mixed or

ple deficiencies -n the diet may be involved In some tumors,

espeelalli among ropulations with high risk of esohageal cancer.

,

I.
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DeVita, et.al. .1cte --. ,:arcer: Principles and Practice of

1)ncoloav, that " ..dmitea evidence sdggests that vitamin C may

protect against gastric. and certain other cancer, perhaps by

clocking against gastric and certain other cancer, perhaps by

clocking the endogenous formation cf nIt:osamines."

According the -988 Su_rgeon General's Report on Nutrition and

Liealth, "...epidemlologic studies provide suggestive evidence

that consumpt:on of foods containing carotenoids, dncluding tLe

ceta-carotene precursors of vitamin A, protects aaainst

development of epithel_a_ oell cancer scan as those cf the oral

:avity, claader 7r _dna. These stddies have generadly snown

_c..'er rates ct 7ancer among .ndividua s consuming tne nIgnest

overall levels of %Itamin A, catotenolds, or fruits and

vegetables." ,owever, e excessive ,dse of vitamin A supplements

is rot recnmmendea recause "f possible toxicity.

51 :NCL'.2DE CPVC:FEPCs -EGETABLES :N :'C'.:12 :::E7

:t has teen rated, t'at dndole compounas .n 7rdoliercus

:eqetables nave ueen sdggestea in experimental ana

epidemiological studies to aat as protective factors .n

decreasing the risk of colon cancer. A areat dead

experimental 'dor,: .o dn progress to uetermlne tha*, dompcnents of

these foods are pro...ective against cancer.
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,1 1-EEP ALCOHOL CONSUMPT'ON MODERATE

Heavy drinkers of alcohol, especially those who also use

tobacco products, are at 'nusually high r:sk for cancers of the

oral cavity, arynx, espnagus and liver.

.T DOWN 7s: SALT-CURED, *IONED AND NITRITE-CURED FOODS

Smoked fcoas, such as ham sausage and fish, absorb some of

:ne tars that arise :rom Incomplete combustion. These tars

contain numerals carcinogens that are similar chemically to the

carcinogenic :ars in tobacco smoke.

:here .s _7:tea evidence that salt-curec cr pickled foods

-ay increase :he risk of stomach and esophageal cancer. :n parts

of the ',orld ,here nitrate and nitrite are prevalent in food and

,'ater, as in :cicrpia, or ',here cured and pickled fooas are

commor In the clet, cuch as on Japan and China, stomacn and

esophageal carcers are common; and there is 'Food cnem:cal

eviaence that --trate and nitrite can enhance nitrosamone

:crmaticn, -otn .n icous and ir ctIr .locest..%e tr3cts. "any

-ltrosamines lre ;ctent ,-arcinoger.s in animals and may ze rcman

carc--oaens.

Mr Chair-an, .- rest .nstances, cxposure to cancer-causing

Igents takes ;lace 2.: to 30 years before a statistically

significant increase in carcer can te detected. Only then can It

be adLiced that the increase .n cancer may have been caused by

exposure to speci:Ic carcinogens.

7
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No concrete dietary advice can oe given that will guarantee

prevention of any specific human cancer. The American Cancer

.;ociety, nonetheless, celleves that there is sufficient

information to offer recommendations about nutrition that, .n the

-1dgment of experts, are l-kely to provide some measure of

reducing nancer rlsk. The ACS guidelines are consistent with the

maintenance of dood health, cut the American public must be able

'7_3 translate 1-.nowledge of healthy nutritional practices into the

nurchase of foods that are consistent with nutr-m'nnal

The 'ctr r labeling and Education Act" takes an
important stec provid_rd consumers with ciear information that
-ney ant Ina reed. :he kmericar Cancer Society is committed to

doing whatever can to make S. :425 Into law. Following this

impott,nt action, the 'oc.ety will help educate Americans how to
.sn labels to t'leir cenefit. : will be happy to

ocr 2olleag,:es -:gn:

'7 1
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Senator METZENBAUM Dr Nixon, do I understand the American
Cancer Society does support S. 1425?

Dr. NIXON. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much.
We are grateful to you for your support and look forward to

working with you.
Dr. NIXON. If you will excuse me, I will go. Thank you.
Senator METZENBAUM. We understand you have to leave, and

thank you so much for being here.
Senator METZENBAUM. Nancy Chapman, vice thairman of the

board of directors of the Nation's Capital affiliate of the American
Heart Association.

Ms. CHAPMAN. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum, for giving us
the opportunity to testify on behalf of the American Heart Associa-
tion.

I would like to start out and say as the vice chairman of the local
Heart Association affiliate, I am actually representing about two
million volunteers across the Nation.

I'd like to enter the full text of our testimony into the record,
and I'd like to highlight.

Senator METZENBAUM. The testimony of all the witnesses will be
included in the record in its entirety

MS. CHAPMAN. Thank you.
The American Heart Association is pleased to support S. 1425,

the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1989. We urge speedy
enactment of the legislative initiative so that important nutrition
information reaches millions of Amemans who want to reduce
their risk of heart disease.

According to the FDA, American consumers want accurate,
truthful, understandable information about the foods they eat Yet
in the present supermarket labeling of food products as well as ad-
vertising, one cannot help but be overwhelmed with the mixed,
misleading and confusing messages. Many product labels don't dis-
close the amount of fat, let alone the type of fat in the foods.
Others fail to disclose the cholesterol levels or sodium levels, or do
so only if such labeling seems to promoi; the product for economic
gain. Some labels make bold claims like "cholesterol-free", while at
the same time the products have high levels of saturated fats. Still
others tout claims of "low", "light", "lean"yet we often don't
know what these claims refer to, let alone how one quantifies that
amount.

For the millions of adults who have to lower their blood choles-
terol, shcpping can be worse than work:11g the New York Times
Crossword Puzzle. We know and recognize the need for food compa-
nies to make economic profits on the sale of their foods and the
need to sell the products based on the competitive advantages. But
such actions mu3t be conducted with health of the consuming
public in mind.

If companies wish to use labels and claims to sell their produ ts,
it is important that those claims be accurate, scientifically-based,
uniform, and not misleading.

We believe that it is time to bring order out of the chaos that
exists in the food labeling arena. The American Heart Association
hears from physicians, nurses and dieticians about how difficult it

-
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is to counsel patients on modifying their diets when the labels on
the foods are incomplete.

Statutory reforms are urgently needed to bring uniformity, accu-
racy and readability to the food label. We applaud you, Senator
Metzenbauni, and the other sponsors of the legislation. By requir-
ing all package foods to carry a nutrition label, Congress will en-
hance the ability of consumers to make healthy food choices and to
promote their health.

We endorse the inclusion of data regarding total fat, saturated
fat, unsaturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, etc., as part of a mandat-
ed nutrition labeling.

It is also important that labels include both calories derived from
fat and grams from fat per serving.

The American Heart Association seeks to ensure that consumers
are not misled into believing that the foods which obtain a high
percentage of their calories from fat can never be consumed. We
wish to emphasize that foods such as oils and margarines, which
are high in fats, may also contribute polyunsaturated fatty ar:ds
that are important to lowering the blood cholesterol. They should
be incorporated as part of a nutritious, well-balanced diet.

We endorse the provision of legislation that calls on the secre-
tary of Health and Human Services, in conjunction with the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, to develop a format for nutrition label-
ing. It is our hope that these governmental entities will seek out
the insight and expertise that abounds in the public sector.

The American Heart Association firmly believes that future nu-
trition labels should be useful and readable.

As regards to the issue of health claims and comparative claims
labeling, the American Heart Association endorses the legislative
initiative which would ensure that if nutrition claims about the
product are made, these claims are accurate, truthful and nonmis-
leading.

In recent years, a variety of public health initiatives have in-
creased the public's awareness of the health benefits of reducing
the amount and type of fat, cholesterol, and sodium in the dia.
The American Heart Association has and will continue to be in the
forefront of efforts to focus public attention on the benefits of low-
fat, low-cholesterol diets. To be successful in carrying out an effec-
tive public nutrition education campaign, we must have the right
tools.

The American Heart Association pledges its assistance to work
with others in both the Federal and private sectors to d-.velop pro-
grams to educate consumers on how to read and use the important
labeling information enabled by the Nutrition Labeling and Educa-
tion Act of 1989.

Thank you for asking us to contribute testimony.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Corinne Jochum, Nebraska State Coordina-

tor of' the American Association of Retired Persons
Ms. JocHwit. Good morning, Senator.
The American Association of Retired Persons appreciates this op-

portunity to address the important issues of food and nutrition la-
beling and regulation of health claims on food products. These
issues have a profound impact on the health and well-being of
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older persons, many of whom have been advised to modify their
diets for medical reasons.

AARP believes the time has come to enact uniform, mandatory
food labeling legislation such as S. 1425, the Nutrition Labeling
and Education Act of 1989.

In brief, AARP recommends the following:
Require uniform nutrition labeling of all foods,
Include readily understandable information on total amounts of

fat and saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, sugars and dietary fiber
the product contains per serving,

Establish standards for terms such as "light", "lean", "low fat"
and "natural",

Regulate nutritional claims such as "high in fiber" or -no choles-
terol" to prevent misleading statements,

Establish strict criteria for regulation of health claims on foods,
and

Ensure that nutrition label formats are clear and readable.
Americans of all ages are beginning to modify their diets to

make them more healthful, but older pei sons in particular are
most likely to already have experienced first-hand the effects of de-
bilitating disease or health conditions.

Further, many serious health conditions are more prevalent and
life-threatening among minorities.

A 1988 AARP survey of persons aged 45 and over and the 1989
Food Marketing Institute survey of shoppers aged 40 and over both
found that older persons are more likely than younger persons to
read labels for ingredient and nutrition information.

The nutrition label can be a powerful tool for educating the
public about healthy and unhealthy foods. In order to fulfill this
potential, however, the label must be clear and easy to read. It
must contain the information that is relevant to health, and it
should not contain extraneous information that serves more to con-
fuse than to inform.

Much of the information currently included on labels is extrane-
ous.

Those components that are most important to include are
amounts of fat and saturated fat, cholesteroi, sodium, sugars and
dietary fiber. Nutrition components should be listed per serving
and according to reasonabie and regulated serving sizes. A manda-
tory, uniform nutrition label should be required c; all foods.

Finally, food produc;... often are complex in content and may be
high in both beneficial and detrimental properties. For this reason,
particular attention should be paid to regulating health and nutri-
tion claims on foods.

It is misleading to allow claims on products that contain nutri-
ents whose effects may cancel or overshadow beneficial content.
Such claims should be prohibited.

One way to prevent misleading nutrition claims is to establish
trigger points for key nutrients like cholesterol, fat and sodium. In
other words, a product with no cholesterol could only feature "no
cholesterol" on th.: front label if it did not exceed pre-established
trigger points for fat and sodium, and only if the standard version
of that product contained cholesterol.

Su
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A related concern regarding health claims is the use of brand
names that imply some health benefit. Such brand names should
not be permitted unless that implied claim is validated or unless
the package discloses on the front label whenever the product ex-
ceeds pre-established trigger points.

Health claims must be monitored to ensure that actual health
benefits are discernible and that serving sizes are not manipulated.

Because diet and health are so closely linked, it is critical for
consumers to have the tools they need to select or avoid particular
foods. Improving nutrition labels will help consumers who want to
select or avoid particular foods and improving nutrition labels will
help consumers who want to select healthful products.

AARP appreciates the committee's interest in this issue, and our
staff stands ready to assist you in the enactment of legislation.

Thank you.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Ms. Jochum, and I

want to say I am very pleased to have the support of the AARP
and look forward to continuing to work with your organization.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Jochum follows:]

4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CORINNE JOCHUM

The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP)
appleciates this opportunity to address the important issues of
food and nutrition labeling and regulation of health claims en
food products. We believe the time has come for the enactment of
uniform, mandatory food labeling legislation such as S.1425
Introduced by Senators Metzenbaum and Chafee. This issue has a
profound impact on the health and well-being of older persons,
many of whom have been advised to modify their diets to prevent
or control the effects of health conditions. In brief, AARP
recommends the following:

o Require uniform nutrition labeling of all foods:

o Include readily understandable Information on total amounts
of fat and sativ:ated fat, cholesterol, sodium, sugars and
dietary fiber the product contains, per serving:

o Establish standards for terms such as "lite," "leant"
"low-fat," and "natural:"

o Regulate nutritional claims such as "high in fiber," or "no
cholesterol" to prevent misleading statements;

o Establish strict criteria for the regulation of health claims
on foods; and

o Ensure that nutrition label formats are clear and readable.

THE ROLE OF DIET AND HEALTH

In recent years, a growing body of scientific evidence has
established definite links between diet and health. Earlier this
year, the National Research Council of the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) released a report that synthesized the findings of
nearly 6,000 studies into one set of lietary guidelines. The
report called for a major reduction of fat in the American diet,
more consumption of fruits, vegetables, and starches, and
decreased use of salt and alcohol. In addition, other reports by
tele Surgeon General and the National Cancer Institute have called
for greater consumption of dietary fiber.

Many prevalent diseases such as heart disease, cancer,
diabetes and hypertension have direct links to diet. The NAS
study maintained that heart disease could be reduced by at least
20 percent if the public followed its fat and cholesterol
recommendations. Heart disease remains the leading cause of
death in this country. It also has been estimated that 25
percent of all cancer deaths may be relatcl to diet.
Alternatively, certain dietary factors are thought to protect
against particular forms of cancer.

Hypertension is a major risk factor for heart disease,
stroke and kidney disease. Blood pressure normally increases
with age, and, while not all hypertension is salt-sensitive, most

2
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;Iypettension among blacks and older persons can be treated by
restricting sodium intake.

As American consumers become more aware of the relationship
between diet and healt%, they need access to information that can
help them make healthy food choices.

IMPACT ON OLDER PERSONS

Americans of all ages h... s begun to modify their diets to
make them more healthful. B.. older persons in particular are
most likely to already have experienced, first-hand, the effects
...,f a debilitating disease. The following table indicates how the
prevalence of certain diet-related, chronic conditions increases
with age.

P-evalence of Selecteo Chronic Conditions by Age (1986)

Total Rate 18-44 45-64 65-74 75+

Heart Cond. 7 5% 3.9% 12.3% 25 0% 31.9%

8y2erten3ion .1.4% 6.7% 25.1% 38.5% 40.9%

Diabetes Z.6% .9% 6.4% 9.2% 10.8%

Source: National Center for Health Statistics)

Furthermore, many of these conditions are more prevalent and
life-threatening among minorities. Whereas approximately 9
percent of whites 65 ane over suffer from diabetes, this disease
affects 17 percent of J1der blacks. Black women are 123 percent
more likely to die as a result of diabetes than the national
average. A black male is 90 percent more likely than the
national average to die from stroke.

The sobering experience of a heart attack, stroke or other
life-threatening condition often brihgs about profound changes in
the lifestyle of individuals and their families. Previously
desirable foods that are high in fat or sodium may begin to be
.eassessed in terms of their impact on health.

According to data compiled by the National Center for exloth
Statistics, older men and women consume less fat than younger
petsons. On an average daily basis, men 25-34 consumed 103 grams
of fat compared to 68 grams for men 65-74 For women 25-34 the
average daily fat consumption was 63 grams versus 46 grams for
women 65-/4. This may reflect a growing awareness among older
persons of the need to modify t...ir dietary habits or adhere to
medically prescribed restrictions.
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USE OF FOOD LABELS BY OLDER PERSONS

Last year AARP commissioned a survey of 2,001 Americans age
45 and over which included questions to asses:, attitudes toward
nutrition. The responses to these questions follow:

"Would you say you have changed your thinking and your habits
about what you eat over the past few years or have you not
changed your eating habits very much?"

Changed 65%
Not Changei 34%
Don't Know 1%

"How often would you say yoo make an effort to read the
labels on the food products you buy to determine what the
contents and nutrients are always, most of the time, only
sometimes, or never?"

Always - 27%

Most of the time---30%
Only sometimes 32%
Never 11%
Don't know

"Do you think that havi a printed list of a product's
contents and nutrients o" the label has Increased your
awareness of a product's nutritional value or not?"

Yes, increased ---i3%
No, not increased----24*
Don't know 3%

"Are you on any kind of a restrictive diet that Neans you
can't eat certain foods, or not?"

Yes 31%
No 68%
Don't know----3%

A follow-up question was asked to those who responded "yes'
to being on a restrictive diet: "Do food labels as they
currently are provide you with enougn information about your
dietary needs, or not?"

Yes -67%
No 29%
Don't know----4%

It is evident that older consumers are aware of the
re1etIonship between diet and health and make use of nutrition
labeling. Although many of those on restrictive diets believe
that turrent nutrition labels provide enough information, three
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out of ten nutritionally-vul,lerable persons do not

These results are similar to information collected by the
Fooe Marketing Institute (FM) in its 1989 survey of trends,
"Consumer Attitudes and the Supermarket." According to FMI, 65
percent of consumers 50-64 and 63 percent of those 65 and over
are "very concerned" about the nutritional content of the foods
they eat. FMI also found that shoppers 40 and older are more
likely than those younger to read labels for Ingredients and
nutrition pretty much every time they shop. Over half (51%) of
shoppers 65 and over nearly always read ingredient and nutrition
labels.

FMI reported that two-thirds of older shoppers believe that
food labels provide all the information they need, but of persons
on restricted diets (of all ages) only 48 percent felt the food
label provided adequate information. Notably, persons with lower
educational attainment were more likely to find food labels
adequate than persons with some college. This could indicate
that persons with more sophisticated knowledge are more aware of
what information may be lacking on existing labels.

In addition, many labels are so misleading that it would be
difficult for consumers to truly know whether they are receiving
all the information they need. Survey data indicating
significant consumer satisfaction with current food labels should
not deter Congress from improving the quality of this information
and extending it to all food products.

The nutrition label can be a powerful tool for educating the
public about healthy and unhealthy foods. In order to fulfill
this potential, however, the label must be :lear and easy to
read; it must contain the information that is relevant to health,
and it should not contain extraneous information that serves more
to confuse than to inform.

PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT FOOD LABELING

The existing system for nutrition and ingredient labeling offoods has many flaws. First, nutrition labeling is required only
on products that are fortified or make Ljtritional claims. In
order for consumers to have the best access to 'iealth informa-
tion, it is critical that all foods carry nut:. Ion labels.

The relevance of information contained on the nutrition label
needs to be reexamined. Current nutrition labels contain much
information that has nc significant bearing on public health.
Information fo7 certain vitamins and protein is largely
extraneous ar does not contribute to what consumers most need toknow. Those components that are moat important to include are
amounts of fat and sat,,rated fat, cholesterol, sodium, sugars and
dietary fiber.

It is critical that amounts of these components oe listed per
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serving, but it also is necessary to regulate serving sizes to
ensure that they are reasonable. For example, some manufacturers
have made their "serving sire" ridiculously small to make it
appear that the product has less sodium than what most consumers
reasonably ingest. Likewise, an eight-ounce, single serving
container of a product such as juice may list the "serving size"
as six cunces, although virtually all persons would consume the
entire eight ohnces.

The ingredient list on products is Important for persons who
need to avoid particular items because of allergies, health
conditions or sensitivity. AARP does not believe that an
Improved nutrition label would obviate the need for ingredi.mt
listing on all packaged foods.

In addition, current labeling criteria are not consistent for
all food products. while labeling of most foods is regulated by
the Food ard Drug Administu.tion (FDA; labeling of meat and
poultry products is governed by the Department of Agriculture
lUSDA). There should be consistency between the labeling
standards used on all food products. Although jurisdiction over
USDA is beyond the scope of this committee, we would hope to see
greater cooperation among the concerned parties to establish
more consistency

And/Or Labeling

The current ingredient list allows "and/or" labeling of fats
.1d oils so that consumers are unable to determine exactly which
type of fat has been used. This presents a serious problem for
persons who must avoid saturated fats. While most vegetable oils
are not sa,urated, coconut, palm and palm kernel oils are highly
saturated and pose a definite health risk to persons who must
restrict th.ir cholesterol levels. A nutrition label that
indicates the awourt of saturated fat could diminish the need for
information about the exact type of oil used, especially if the
total amount is very low. However, the source of fat is still
relevant information to which the consumer should have access.

In response to an AARP News Bulletin article on nutrition
labeling published last summer, the Association received over 650
letters from members expressing their concerns about nutrition
labels. By far, the most common complaint had to do with the
"and/or" labeling. Most of these writers were aware of the
relationship between saturated fat and cholesterol and knew that
coconut and palm oils are high in saturated fat. The writers
expressed frustration and anger about this labeling practice.

For example, M.P. of Wisconsin wrote:

'Under doctor's orders to cut our cholesterol by the things
we eat, we have been reading labels. But few labels tell us
what we need to know. Too many read 'and/or may have coconut

or palm oil.' That 'may have' is what is deceiving and
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(makes it) very hard to pick and chcose.,..There should be
more federal standards in labeliag. Maybe then the companies
would produce more healthy foods."

HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL CLAIMS ON LABELS

A very important related issue has to do with health and
nutritional claims on food labels. Adequate standards do not
exist to define many of the terms that manufacturers use.
Current regulations prohibit labeling that "represents, suggests,
or implies" that the food "because of the presence or absence of
certain dietary properties, is adequate or effective in the
prevention, cure, mitigation, or treatment of any diseasz or
symptom."

First, this prohibition on health claims is not enforced
adequately. Furthermore, in 1987 FDA proposed allowing health
messages on a limited basis. This proposal has been fraught with
controversy. It is important for consumers to have the
information they need to make healthy food ,Noices, but it is
ptoblematic to claim that a particular food my reduce the risk
of disease when viewed in isolation from overa 1 dietary
patterns. Therefore, any health claims allowed on food products
would need to be scrutinized carefully for evidence of scientific
validity and for assurances that the product does not also
contain properties that are potentially harmful to health.

For example, there is a scientific link between calcium
consumption and osteoporosis, a debilitating condition prevalent
among older women. But a health claim on whole milk, promoting
its calcium content, could encourage the consumption of a product
high in saturated fat. (Whole milk derives 50 percent of its
calories from fat.) Low-fat milk has all the benefits of whole
milk, without the accompanying risks, and would be a more
appropriate vehicle for health claim labeling.

In addition to what strictly would be called nealth claims,
many manufacturers label food products in ways that imply they
promote health by touting the presence or absence of certain
nutritional characteristir.s. many of the terms that
manufacturers use are not regulated. For example, products often
have terms like "all natural" in large print on the front of the
package. This term is clearly used to imply a hea)thful product,
but it currently is meaningless since it is undefined. There are
a number of other specific components that ae of particular
concern.

"Light" or "Lite'

The use of terms like "light" or "lite" is not regulated.
Health-conscious consumers may select products labeled "light" or
"lite," assuming that they contain less fat or fewer calories.
In fact, the term may refer to color or texture. Some products
labeled "lite" actually contain ore -alories than the
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re,ularly-formulated product and many of them have excessive
amou"Ls of fat.

A recent article in "Changing Times" listed the percent of
calories from fat in a variety of frozen "lite" dinners. They
ranged from a low of 4 percent to a high of 54.6 percent. many
products promoted as diet meals greatly exceed the National
Academy of Sciences recommendation that no more than 30 percent
of calories be derived from fat.

Another example reported in "Changing Times" showed that a
"lite" cocoa had 70 calories per serving compared to 110 in the
regular mix. However, what appeared to be a 36 percent drop in
calories was actually )ust a 15 percent reduction: most of the
difference was achieved by shrinking the serving size Erom one
ounce to three-quarters of an ounce.

Cholesterol Labeling

Current regulation requires that products listing cholesterol
content include the statement, "Information on cholesterol
content is provided for individuals who, on the advice of a
physician, are modifying their dietary intake of cholesterol."
This qualifier should be removed, since most Americans consume
too much fat and would benefit by reducing their cholesterol
intake. Continued use of this statement implies that cholesterol
consumption is not a widespread concern.

There are no standards in force t, define comparative amounts
of cholesterol in products. A proposal has been pending at the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) since 1986 defining
"cholesterol free" (2 mg. or less per serving), "low cholesterol"
(20 mg. or less), and "cholesterol reduced" (at least 75 percent

cholesterol than the product it replaces).

Of particular concern to persons who must restrict their
cholesterol, is the "no cholesterol" claim boldly displayed on
many products that are made with highly saturated fats such as
palm or coconut oil. This labeling is deceptive because
consumption of saturated fats elevates cholesterol levels. The
use of the "no cholesterol" claim was a frequent complaint in the
le*ters DARR recPived from our members. For example, B.R. of
Texas wrote.

"I ..feel strongly that there is far too much misi_ding and
incomplete labeling on products My husband had a coronary
by-pass a year ago, and I have a high cholesterol count...we
have made many changes in our diets, and I spend a lot of
time in supermarkets reading labels....(M)any times a product
will say .in large prints) no cholesterol and then fail to
say that it contains saturated fat....Another probliTrEis
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labeling of fat content which is not designated saturated or
unsaturated."

Similarly deceptive claims include prominent display of the
term "all vegetable shortening" on products high in saturated
fat, or "no cholesterol" on products such as peanut butter that
never contail cholesterol, but are high in fat.

Sodium

Regulations do address terminology pertaining to sodium in
food products as follows: "sodium free" (less than 5 mg. per
serving), "very low sodium" (35 mg. or less per serving), and
"low sodium" (?.40 mg. or less per serving). The term "reduced
sodium" can be used only if the product contains at least 75
percent less sodium than the regularly formulated product.

while this regulation is helpful, currently there is no way
to prevent manufacturers from manipulating the "servIng size" so
their product can claim to be "low sodium" or "very low sodium."

Fiber

There is no regulation of terms associated with dietary
fiber. As public awareness of the benefits of fiber, and more
recently oat bran, have grown, manufacturers have increasingly
promoted products containing these substances. This can be very
misleading to consumers when a pcoduct labeled, "high in fiber"
is also loaded with fat, thereby negating any possible health
effects.

For example, one oat bran cereal which has four grams of
fiber per serving also contains four grams of fat per serving,
considerably more than most other cereals. In Wition. the
product is made with coconut which contains saturatod tat.
Another cereal that states prominently on its label, "with fiber
nuggets," contains just two grams of fiber per serving.

Low-Fat

Existing standards for use of the term "low-fat" are not
adequate. This is most troubling as it pertains to dairy
products, especially milk. Current standards allow "two percent
milk to be labeled "low-fat." But two percent milk derives 38
percent of its calories from fat, a much higher percentage than
is recommended for a healthy diet. Milk is one of the most
prevalent sources of saturated fat in the American dietc but,
since it also is a good source nf calcium, it is promoted as a
way to help prevent osteoporosis.

A more reasonable standard for the "low-fat" designation on
milk would be to restrict this claim to products with one percent
milkfat, or less.
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RFCOMMENDATIONS

Legislation to address these important issues should be
enacted without delay. AARP believes that a mandatory, uniform
nutrition label should be required on all foods. We understand
that there are logistical problems in labeling many prepared
foods such as those sold at the "deli" counter. Therefore, we
believe it is most important to begin by requiring labels on all
processed, packaged foods.

Such labels should include a reasonable serving size in
common household terms. Consumers more readily understand
amounts expressed in cups, tablespoons or even ounces than those
expressed in grams or milligrams. Furthermore, serving sizes
should reasonably correspond to amounts typically consumed and
tne number of servings per container should be evenly divisible.
It is extremely difficult for consumers to obtain meaningful
nutrition information from a product when the label indicates
there are, for example, two and one-third servings per package.

Information listed, per serving, should include the number of
calories, and amounts of fat and saturated fat, cholesterol,
sodium, sugars and dietary fiber the product contains. These are
the items of primary concern to consumers and include those that
have the most direct relation to health concerns.

Nutrition labels should be clear and readable. While there
are understandable logistical problems in conveying an adequate
amount of information on a small package, AARP believes these
difficulties can be overcome. Market research and field testing
are needed to help develop guidelines for clear and
understandable labeling standards. In order for consumers to be
able to follow the NAS guidelines for a healthy diet, they must
be able to translate the facts on the nutrition label into
meaningful information.

More clear and specific regulation of terms such as 'lite"
and 'lean is needed, as are specific standards for terms like
'high,' "low,' and "reduced." When a product claims to be high
or low in a substance such as fiber, calcium, or fat, there must
be some objective standard of comparison. Similarly, products
that claim to have "reduced" fat, calories, or other substance
should be meabucably lower in .5uch substance than the
regularly-formulated product so that the term "reduced" s

meaning.

Food prcducts often are complex and may be high in both
beneficial and detrimental properties. For example, many
products that call attention to their fiber content are also high
in saturated fat such as coconut oil. It is a disservice to
consumers to allow nutritional claims on such products and they
should be prohibited. This could be accomplished by establishing
"trigger points" for pertinent elements such as cholesterol,

90
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saturated fat and sodium. In other words, a product with no
cholesterol could be labeled "no cholesterol" on the front of the
package only if it did not exceed a pre-established level of
saturated fat and sodium.

Health claims on labels are even more problematic. If such
claims are permitted, it is critical that mandatory nutrition
labeling be a prerequisite Also, health claims should be
restrIcted to diet-health relationships that have a
scientifically-proven basis. For example, an FDA final rule that
has been pending at the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
since 1987 would have addressed five diet-health relationships:
calcium and osteoporosis; sodium and hypertension; lipids and
heart disease; lipids and cancer; and fiber and cancer. But
allowance of any health claims on foods should be addressed with
great caution.

Health claims must be monitored to ensure that serving sizes
are not manipulated, and that actual health effects are
significant. Consumers should have access to information that
will help them choose health-promoting foods. But they should
not be misled to believe that food products ace more healthful
than they really are

Because diet and health are so closely linked, it is critical
for consumers to have the tools they need to select or avoid
particular foods. Improving nutrition labels will help consumerswho want to select healthful products. AARP appreciates the
committee's interest in this issue and our staff stands ready toassist you in the enactment of .egislation.

9 I
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Senator METZENBAUM. Ellen Haas, executive director of Public
Voice for Food and Health Policy, whose voice is a consistent one
around here corkerning matters of' this kind. We are happy to gee
you again. It is nice to see you personally.

Ms. HAAS. Thank you so much, Senator Metzenbaum.
To begin with, I'd like to commend you for your unflagging le,A-

ership, your unflagging commitment to see that the food label re-
flect the dietary and health needs of consumers.

At times, I'm sure it seems like a lonely fight, but it is very en-
couraging to see this filled room and the fact that you have consist-
ently been there when consumers needed you.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
MS. HAAS. Also, let me say that Public Voice, since its formation

in 1982, has had a strong involvement and interest in refocusing
the food label to meet contemporary consumer health needs.
Through our food policy conference that we sponsor each March
which is the only forum that brings all parts of the food system to-
gether, from producers to consumers, manufacturers and food re-
tailers, and we sponsor it with the National Food Processors Asso-
ciationwe have found that there is growing conamsus and agree-
ment today that we need to improve food labels.

However, I have been here before as you have been here before I
look back and realize I have testified at seven food labeling hear-
ings, just having been in San Antonio. And when I spoke last week
at the White House Conference on Food and Nutrition's 20th anni-
versary commemoration, I look back, and in 1979 there, embla-
zoned, were the enthusiastic recommendations that we need to
have nutrition labeling. Well, it has been 20 years, and it has been
10 years since the FDA held their hearings around the country
Twenty-three hundred people submitted comments, and 500 peopl2
testified. Yet, we have had no legislation and no mandatory nutri-
tion labeling, nor no fil.alized regulations as the commissioner is
seeking.

HoweNer, I believe, as you do, that this time it is different. Today
we have a very strong scientific foundation that has grown through
these 10 years. It has become really solidified We have a market-
place that has changed. In 1969, there were 8,000 food products
Today the consumer faces on an average 26,000 products in the su-
permarket

Also, the consensus that the food label needs to change and re-
flect these changes in knowledge is something that is widespread.

The past decade has seen an outpouring of reports and recom-
mendations. We all know them so well, from the Surgeon General's
report to the Natnal Academy of Sciences' report. Numerous
public opinion stuu,es further document the widespread consumer
awareness about the relationship in diet and health.

Each year, the Food Marketing Institute does their trends report
In 1989 they found that 92 percent of the interviewed shoppers said
that nutrition was an important or somewhat important factor of
what they selected their foods on. However, 42 percent said the
labels did not provide them the information they needed.

Consumers today face a nutritional minefield, with 26,000 pack-
ages and often conflicting messages on those front packages In
that environment, food labeling is worse than an embarrassment-

9 2
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and everybody who brought their show-and-tell today knows the
kind of embarrassment that exists. It really is a hazard to public
health.

Nutrition labels mostly provide confusing, misdirected informa-
tion, basically unchanged since 1973. It has been voluntary, and
except for products that claim a nutrition benefit or are fortified,
the result is that less than 60 percent of the foods reguiated by
FDA have no nutrition labeling, and in no case is the type of fat or
amount of cholesterol reflected in that listing.

Public Voice strongly support3 your efforts in S. 1425 These ef-
forts would, at long last, extend mandatory nutrition labeling to
most foods regulated uy FDA, by focusing the label on those nutri-
ents that are directly related to the most serious American health
concerns.

Yet, S 1425 goes beyond just the simple requirement of nutrition
labeling in several ways In addition co packaged fools, this bill
also provides for nutrition informatior. for fresh fruits and vegeta-
bles. It has been argued that you c'n't individually label fresh
fruits and vegetables, which is true We are not expecting every
tomato to have a nutrition label, or every string bean to have a nu-
trition label. Rather, we expect to provide consumers with nutri-
tion information for this healthful section of the supermarket by
either tagging or pc int of purchase signs.

Second. S. 1425 d?als, both protectively and pragmatically, with
an area where consumer confusion abounds. In today's supermar-
ket, manufacturers often, voluntarily, add statements on the front
label of their product proclaiming its value in reducing the risk of
a particular disease. T,.o often, such claims mislead tl.e consumer
because they are false. They use terms for which no regulatory
standards exist or because they onnt information that is critical.

S 1-125 addresses this problem by providing for strict regulation
or such nutrient and health claims The amended bill provides a
very pragmatic basis by stating only that claims be used if there is
no scientific disagreement about ine claimThough this standard is
very strict. it still falls short of your original one of consensus.
However, I believe this proposed standard provides an opportunity
for the industry to have claims, while at the same time allows c
sumers to have strict protections against misleading claims.

I am pleased that in the an- ended legislation you ;lave included
the requirement for the Fedcral Government to sponsor widespread
consumer education progran s to explain how to use the new labels
required by S 1425. Nutrit on labeling can be insurance for the
American public. Preventioi and control of major disease depend
on individuals making personal choices and changing thr:r eating
behavior. This goal requires adequate nutritional information on
food products.

I am delighted to support yonr bill.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thar k you very much, Ellen We are

happy to have your organization's, as well as your personal support
for this legislation You have contributed much on this subject over
a period of years, and we look forward to continuing to work with
you.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Haas follows.)

0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELLEN HAAS

Gond morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. My

name is Ellen Haas and I am the Executive Director for Public

Voice for Food and Health Policy, a non-profit consumer resea.ch,

education and advocacy organization committed to ensuring a safe,

nutritious and affordable food supply tor the Amemican public

Public Voice has a long history of interest and involvener

in the fleld of food policy and nutrition labeling and has worked

for improvements in the food label since our formation in

November of 1982 Each year we have convened a National Food

Policy Conference, bringing together more than 400

representatives of all parts of the food system. This year'.,

Conference was entitled "Promoting Healthy Eating Challenges

for a New Administration," and by the end of the two-day

conference It was very clear that there is a strong consensus
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amorg all segments for improved food laheling policies

We also co-sponsored a Food Labeling Issues Roundtable last

June with the Food Marketing Institute. Rith representation from

consumer groups, the industry and the nutrition community, it ..as

apparent that the participants agreed that reform of the food

label is necessary.

For the record, we are including uith our testimony our

recently published policy document, "Nutrition Lat.eliog Plecino

Together a Healthy Diet,"

During the past decade, Americans haNe heard fro- pro,ate

health organi7ations as well as our gmernmert agen,,-ies about the

,iltical link between what ,e eat and the state of ,ur health

:he 1980 Netary Guidelines Issued by te Popartment

Agri,:Iture and the Department of Health and Hunan - 'he

agem.ies that oversee food labeling - called fur diets ic..er

.0 tat and cholesterol ani higher in fiber

"ihe Surgeon General's Report on hut:I.:on and Health,"

published last year, pointed out that what we eat may affect our

r.sk tor tho.le tI lneic,es whi,h, taFen togethf,r, ;1,CM)7.1. for nore
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than t....o-t'i,rds of all ar..1:0 In the lnited ,tate, These
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Further, in a i.ut vey ot consurer at t ude-, .or.duoted :or tne
iood Marf,etino Institute in January o: this year, percent of

the shoppers inter\ leued stated that nut:ft-on ^~ a -.onewhat
tant ur verl, 1,port ant factor when they select foods Of

those who shawed ,cni_eir. about the nut; it,ona contdnt of the
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Senator METZENBAUM. Our next witness is Bruce A. Silverglade,
director of legal affairs at the Center for Science in the Public In-
terest.

Mr. Silverglade.
Mr. SILVERGLADE. Good morning.
I'd like to thank you for this opportunity to testify. On ehalf of

our 175,000 members, we want to thank you for introducing this
legislation. We look forward to working with you toward its prompt
enactment.

Food labeling reform has been on the consumer agenda for many
years, but what has been made absolutely clear today is that food
labeling reform is now a public health priority. The grounds for
food labeling reform are set out fully in our report entitled, "Food
Labeling Chaos: The Case for Reform" and I would request that it
be incorporated into the record of. this hearing.

I would like to bring up one point from our report. Surveys taken
by the FDA show that most Americans are aware of the risks of an
improper diet and are trying to make the dietary modifications
that health experts recommend. Unfortunately, other surveys by
FDA confirm that the fight to reduce diet-related disease comes to
an abrupt halt in the aicles of the supermarket where the con-
sumer is confronted by a minefield of misleading nutrition claims.

One of the most important parts of S. 1425 deals with these mis-
leading nutrition and health claims. It is important, because the
benefits of complete nutrition labeling will never be realized fully
unless the FDA is required to strictly regulate these nutrition con-
tent and disease prevention messages.

These claims, slapped boldly across the fronts of food labels, are
often the first source of nutrition information that busy shoppers
notice. A food that is prominently labeled as "light", "high fiber"
or "reduces cholesterol". may appear to be healthful, notwithstand-
ing the nutrition content disclosures found in small print on the
backs of food labels.

I have brought a few examples here today
We have Safeway oat bran doughnuts. Safeway, of course, is the

largest grocery retailer in the country. Earlier this summer they
came out with new oat bran doughnuts "Reduces cholesterol", it
says tight here on the package.

Senator HATCH Somebody has eaten one of thoseor is that a
defective package? [Laughter.]

Mr SILVERGLADE. For food safety reasons, I should have thrown
them all out. They have been around for a while,

Each doughnut has 10 grams of fat per serving, although it is 1
beled as "reduces cholesterol".

Misleading nutrition claims extend to the brand name. There-
fore, it is very important that your legislation be clarified to indi-
cate that the restrictions about the nutrition claims extend to nu-
trition claims implied within the brand name of the food.

For example. let's examine Weight Watchers. One would think if
you were on a diet: you could eat Weight Watchers. In fact, this
product, and many Weight Watchers products, provide more than
-15 percent of their calories from fat. Now, as we know, the guide-
line that health authorities recommend is no more than 30 percent
of our calories from fat
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Weight Watchers was asked about this inconsistency. In a recent
issue of Ad Week's Marketing Week magazine, they stated that the
30 percent of fat guidelines applies to the total diet, not to individ-
ual foods. As Marketing Week concludes, that means that consum-
ers should expect their diet to compensate for eating Weight
Watchers.

I'd like to spend my remaining time talking about the relation-
ship between the States and the Federal Governm?nt in the area of
food labeling. Section 4 of your bill allows the attorneys general
across the country to enforce the Federal law. This is essential, be-
cause as FDA has conceded here today, it lacks the r ?,sources to ex-
ercise the agency's existing authority to prevent misleading label-
ing. As a result, actions against deceptive labeling are few and far
between. Fortunately, State attorneys general have stepped in
across this country and have protected consumers from problems in
this area.

Section 6 of your bill is entitled "National Uniform Nutrition La-
beling." This provision does more than its title implies. Section 6
not only preempts States from departing from the nutrition label-
ing requirements of section 2 of your bill. It also prohibits State at-
torneys general, State health departments, State agriculture de-
partments and other State and local agencies from taking any
action inconsistent with the legislation, including those sections
dealing with nutrition and disease prevention claims. Thus, we are
not merely talking about a national uniform nutrition label, but
also about preemption of numerous State and local enforcement of-
ficials who have been relied on so often during the past 10 years to
take action against misleading claims.

Therefore, State preemption of any type must be approached
very cautiously. In this case, preemption of States in the area of
regulating misleading label claims, should not even be considered,
unless Federal law sets standards that are as strong or stronger
than the s;.andards crrrently being employed by State officials and
authorizes State and local officials to enforce Federal law Your bill
currently achieves both of these goals. But we are going to look out
for attempts to weaken the legislation on this point.

Major food industry trade associations claim that they support
mandatory nutrition labeling. However, what they have actually
been doing over the last few months is, under the guise of national
uniformity, been seeking legislation that would preempt all State
laws governing food labeling, not just those concerning nutrition la-
beling matters and health claims that your bill addresses. Under
this approach, nutrition labeling reform would come only at the
cost of nullifying State laws on numerous other matters for which
your legislation establishes no national framework. We certainly
object to that legislation.

I'd like to thank you, and I'd be pleased to answer any questions
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very mueh, Mr. Silverglade. I

am happy to have your support in connection with our bill, and I
look forward to continuing to work with you.

[The prepared statement of Mr Silverglade followsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE A. SILVERGLADE

Good morning. I am Bruce Silverglade, Legal Director of the

Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI). We wish to

thank you Mr. Chairman for this opportunity to testify in support

of S. 1425, the Nutrition Labeling and Education /5 t of 1989 and

wish to congratulate Senators
Metzenbaum and Chafee for

introducing this much needed legislation.

CSPI is a national non-profit consumer advocacy

organization. We are supported by more than 175,000 dues paying

members. We have been concerned about improving the quality of

food labeling since we were formed in 1971.

Food labeling reform has been on the consumer agenda for

many years. Yet, as recognized recently in both the Journal 9f

the American Medical
Association and The New England Journal Qi

Medicille, food labeling reform has become a priority of the

medical and health communities as well.

The grounds for food laoeling reform are set out fully in

our report entitled Food Labeling Chaos: The Case for Reform,

which I would request, along with the aforementioned articles, be

incorporated into the record at this time. As detailed in our

report, diet related diseases claim hundreds of tnousands of

lives each year. Surveys taken by Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) show that most Americans are aware of the risks of an

improper diet, and are trying to make the dietary modifications

that health experts recommend.

Unfortunately, FDA surveys also confirm that the fight to

reduce diet related disease often comes to an abrupt halt in the

aisles of the supermarket, where consumers are
confronted by a

mine field of misleading labeling claims and a paucity of

meaningful nutrition information

S. 1425 requires the FDA to take important steps that will

help correct these problems. The bill requi_es FDA regulated

food labels to disclose the content of key nutrients, in a format

that consumers can readily undertand and use. It also requires

FDA to set standard definitions for nutrient content claims and

to ensure that disease prevention claims have a sound scientific

basis and do not misleadingly highlight single nutritional

attributes of foods.

S. 1425 does not address all of the concerns discussed in

our report. For example, the bill does not cover meat and

poultry products. Nor does it address the matter of standards of

identity that sometimes mandate unhealthful amounts of fat or

other nutrients in certain foods. The bill however, does take

ma)or steps towards making the food label a tool that the

American public can use to make the dietary changes that they

have been advised to make and are trying to attain. Accordingly,

we enthusiastically support this measure.
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We are pleased to provide the following specific comments onS. 1425:

Section 2 -- Nutrition Labeling:

(al Labeling reauirements - We support the requirements inthis section of S. 1425. The bill requires information about the
precise nutritional components that health authorities agree
consumers should consider when choosing foods. This label
information will allow consumers to follow the advice of health
authorities to reduce consumption of fat, saturated fat,
cholesterol, sodium and sugar and to increase consumption of
foods rich in starch and fiber.

The Committee however should consider requiring thedisclosure of the percentage of calories from fat and saturated
fat as opposed to the number of calories from these nutrients.
Consumers are increasingly aware of the advice of health
authorities to consume no more than 30 percent of calories fromfat. S. 1425 however does not provide the consumer with the
information that he or she needs to readily adhere to thisguideline.

(bl Regulations - The National Academy of Sciences report on
recommended labeling formats is an essential part of this
legislation. Nutrition information is of little use unless it isdisclosed in a manner that will allow most consumers to readily
observe it, comprehend it, and relate it to their total dailydiets. To ensure that this objective is satisfied, we urge theCommittee to see to it that the NAS bases its recommendations OAappropriate consumer studies designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of a variety of possible label formats.

Section 3. Claims:

This section of S. 1425 is of key importance. The benefitsof complete nutrition labeling will never be realized fully
unless the FDA is required to adequately regulate nutrient
content and disease prevention claims. These claims, slapped
boldly across front labels, are often the first source of
nutrition information that busy shoppers notice. A food
prominently labeled as "Light," "High fiber," or "Reduces
Cholesterol" may appear to be healthful notwithstanding thenutrient content disclosures found in smaller print on the backsof food labels.

Presently, all too many products in the grocery store
contain nutrient content and disease prevention claims that arebased on outdated, inconsistent, or inadequately enforced
regulatory standards. Sometimes, no regulatory standard at allexists to control such label claims. As a result, misleading

have proliferated. These claims aren't just deceptive,
they're dangerous!

in4
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S. 1425 helps put an end to the deception by prohibiting
such label statements until the FDA issues regulations governing
the meaning and use of these claims. The bill requires the FDA
to base regulitions on sound nutritional criteria to ensure that
foods that make claims are in fact as healthful as they purport
to be, and do not have any serious nutritional drawbacks.
Express disease prevention promises could n4' be made if there
was significant disagreement about the claith within the
scientific community. This requirement wIll prevent food
manufacturers from basing these claims on inadequate or tentative
data.

We hope the Committee will strengthen S. 1425s provisions
governing misleading claims in two ways. First, the Committee
should clarify that the types of label statements covered by the
bill's requirements include "Organic," "Natural," and similar
claims. These claims implicitly characterize the nutritional
value of the food without mentioning any nutrient by name.

Se-ond, the Committee should require that disease prevention
messages on food labels be based on the totality of the
scientific evidence before the FDA. This bill recognizes that
these claims are uniquely powerful in persuading consumers. By
requiring that claims be based on the totality of scientific
evidence before the FDA, this bill can help ensure that such
claims will be consistent with mainstream scientific opinion.

Section 4. State Enforcement:

This provision is essential to ensure that the reforms in
the S. 1425 will have practical effect. FDA has conceded that it
lacks the resources to exercise the agency's existing authority
to prevent misleading labeling. Fortunately, state attorneys
general have supplemented FDA's efforts by acting under parallel
provisions of their state laws. However, they currently lack
legal authority to directly enforce the federal law in federal
court. As a result, such actions have legal effect only within
the states in which they are brought. This bill would help
ensure that these actions have uniform nationwide effect.

Section 6. National Uniform Nutrition Labeling:

This provision does more than its title implies. It not
only preempts states from departing from the nutrition labeling
requirements in Section 2 of this bill, it also prohibits state
attorneys general, state health departments, state agriculture
departments, and other state and local agencies from taking any
legal action Inconsistent with Section 3 of this bill which
governs nutrition and disease prevention claims. Thus, we are
not really talking just about a national, uniform nutrition
label, but also about the preemption of numerous state ano local
enforcement officials who have been increasingly relied on in
recent years to take action in this area.

.1. r) 5
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State preemption of any type must be approached cautiously.
In this case, preemption of states in the area of regulating
misleadinc label claims should not even be considered unless the
federal law:

1. Sa.ts standards governing misleading label claims that are
as strong, or stronger than the standards currently being
employed )1, state officials, and

2. Authorizes state aild local officials to enforce the
federal law.

If either of these two preconditions cannot be mst, state
preemption in the area of nutrition and disease prevention claims
should not even be considered.

Moreover, it is also clear that this bill should not preempt
states in any areas of food regul.tion beyond the matters
addressed in S. 1425. We are pleased that several major members
of the food industry have indicated their support for this, or
portions of this bill, without dem*nding further preemption of
state laws governing food labeling matters beyond the scope of
S. 1425.

Unfortunately, some of the major trade associations claiming
to represent the industry on this issue are still attempting to
use this legislation as a vehicle to gain preemption of
practically all state laws and regulations governing the food
label. Under the guise of so-called "National Uniformity," these
associations are supporting S. 1505, legislation introduced by
Senator Hatch, that would preempt all state laws concerning food
labeling, not just laws concerning the nutrition labeling matters
that S. 1425 addresses. Under this approach, nutrition labeling
reform would come only at the cost of nullifying state laws on
numerous matters for waich che federal bill establishes no
national framework. For example, S. 1505 would preempt:

* A Maine law requiring disclosure of the use of post-
harvest pesticides on produce;

* A New York law on the labeling of kosher foods;

* A Massachusetts law requiring unit pricing of foods;

* A Washington law requiring freshness dating of foods; and

* A California law requiring food companies who use lead
soldered food cans to warn the public that the
product may contain a .:ubstance known to the state to
be a reproductive toxin.

These laws have nothing to do with reducing cholesterol or
cutting back on the fat in our diet. Thus it would be ludicrous
to preempt such laws in a bill that does not even purport to

1 il C
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address sum matters.

Since S. 1425 was originally introduced, The Grocery
Manufacturers of American (GMA) and the National Food Processors
Association (NFPA) claimed that they reversed their traditional
opposition to nutrition labeling reform and that they now support
legislation that would achieve this goal. Yet it has become
clear that these associations are more interested in using the
legislative process to gain preemption of unrelated state laws
than in seriously working on a nutrition labeling reform bill.
Thus, we can only conclude that GMA's and NFPA's pronouncements
are less than sincere. However, we again renew our invitation to
sit down with these organizations and work seriously on nutrition
labeling reform legislation if that is in fact what they are
interested in achieving.

We wish to thank the Committee for this opportunity to
testify and would be pleased to answer any questions.
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Senator METzmaAtnvt. Dr. Nancy Wel linen, reesident of the
American Dietetic Association.

Dr. WELLMAN. Good morning, Chairman Metzenbaum and Semi-
tor Hatch. I am representing 58,000 professional members of our
association, and that includes over 90 percent of all registered dieti-
cians in the entire country. I am also a faculty member in the De-
partment of Dietetics and Nutrition at Florida International Uni-
versity in Miami. I speak in strong support of the Nutrition Label-
ing and Education Act.

Dieticians, as you know, are food and nutrition experts. In our
everyday work, we use food labels to try to help people translate
the sometimes confusing science of nutrition into the art of choos-
ing healthier foods.

Today, consumer interest is sky high in nutrition. Yet, even in-
telligent, well-motivated people are confused and are actually being
misled by today's labels, their heakh claims, and ads about foods.
Just the other day, my tenois partner asked apologetically if she
could ask a dumb question. She wondered whether cholesterol and
fat are the same thing. She also was surprised when the bananas
that she brought home from the supermarket had a "no cholester-
ol" sticker on them.

While people are trying to avoid excesses in foods such as calo-
ries, sodium, salt, fats, oils, cholesterol and preservatives, today's
labeling regulations are still focusing on preventing deficiency dis-
eases which are primarily nonexistent in this country. Americans
want to eat healthier to decrease their risks of certain devastating
chronic diseases such as cancer, heart disease, diabetes, obesity, os-
teoporosis, kidney disease and dental caries.

Therefore, our association supports mandatory, uniform labeling
of all packaged and processed foods.

Although S. 1425 addresses only FDA-regulated foods, we believe
that there is a need for one uniform set of labeling regulations for
both FDA and USDA. We also feel that it is time for stronger FTC
regulations on advertising of nutrition and health claims for the
benefit of the American public.

Changes to the labeling regulations have been proceeding piece-
meal, and it is time to completely overhaul the system. The diet
and health report by the National Academy of Sciences gives us a
fine foundation for this overhaul.

We believe that nutrition information on food labels as addressed
in S. 1425 and in food advertising governed by the Federal Trade
Commission can improve the food literacy of Americans as well as
their nutritional status.

We are realistic, and we know that there is a limit to the amount
of information that can be placed on a label Some micro nutrient
information required today can be replaced with more useful infor-
mation. Key nutrients today we believe are total calories, protein,
total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, complex carbohydrates, fiber,
sodium and calcium.

Also, we support the S. 1425 provision that the Secretary of
Het.lth and Human Services can have the flexibility to add to or
subtract from the content of nutrition information on labels de-
pending on newer scientific information
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ADA supports expression of serving sizes in common household
measures and in standardized portions for easier comparisons. Our
written testimony gives illustrations regarding the need for uni-
form standards for serving sizes.

The label should give nutritin information for the food as con-
sumed, not necessarily just as packaged. Single-serving containers
should also carry information regarding a standard portion size to
make comparisons easier.

We do not believe that the percent of calories from fat is neces-
sary and useful information because it would require the consumer
to make sequential computations over the day. As consumers aim
for an average fat intake of less than 30 percent of their calories
from fat, they could easily misinterpret any food with greater than
30 percent fat calories as being not good or not healthy.

Health messages must relate food to the total diet over time.
Health claims should be based upon the prioritized recommenda-
tions as stated in the diet and health report because today people
are distorting their diets in very; very strange ways as they are en-
couraged to become preoccupied with specific and single-disease en-
tities S 1423 appropriately addresses our concerns on this matter.

We certainly need definitions for those descriptors on the labels.
We need to define "high". "reduced", "low". "light", "lean", "natu-
ral.' and "organic".

The movement in the sodium and calorie and cholesterol descrip-
tors is fairly good, and we need definitions for descriptors for all
the nutrients in your bill.

Nutrient content claims should not ignore negative aspects of a
food The "no cholesterol" claim should not be allowed unless the
food is low in fat and saturated fat.

Unfortunately, S 1423 does not link health and nutrition claims
with positive and negative attributes of foods. We suggest that the
word "each" be substituted for "any" so that nutrients for which
there is no significant scientific disagreement about their common
or group relationship to a diet and disease can be linked together.
An example would be grouping total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol
and sodium because of their relationship to heart disease.

Many of today's 300 standards of identities are passe. Standards
of identities should be completely revamped. Flexibility would en-
courage manufacturers to reformulate and perhaps deeiop new,
hopefully healthier, food products.

ADA strongly supports the consumer education provision in S
1425 We definitely need to speak as une voice ia an integrated
manner to encourage consumers to use the information that we are
going to provide in a better fashion on food labels

In closing, again I urge that we all work together I do believe for
our association that congressional action is necessary for food label-
ing reform. S 142 3 provides a very strong framework, and we hope
legislation will be enacted into law this year. Thank you.

Senator METZENHAUM. Thank you very much, Dr. Wellman. We
very much appreciate the support of the American Dietetic Asso-
ciation and your t-stimony We appreciate the excellem sugges-
tions that you have made as to how we might improve the bill, and
certainly will take a look at those subjects.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wellman follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF- NANCY S. WELLMAN

Introduction
ciiskt morning, Chairman Kennedy and members Ott ( commove on labor and I luman Resourc es

I am Nancy Wellman PhD RO President ot 1 he Amen( au Dietetic Association (ADA) I hi

Sinencon Dieteto Association promotes optimal heal,h and nutritional stattA of the pop,,lation thror

t,,ralit, dietetic practice education, and researc h Or tx halt of the more than 58,00b ADA members

d e thank you tor the opportunity to addic w si .1 today in support of the Nutrition lahelim,

and Idotatron Act of 1989 S 1425
Members of The Ammo, on Diptetit Assoc id: hase unique professional sk.11s to help the pan'ff

ansfee the soente of nutrition into the Pt of healthy hod choices Dietitians 0. that good d

tro rue health and prevent disease A sound tic triti.ei labeling system will help Amricans mak(

'ie.:if:filer kW choices it a addresses current poblic health problems

Consumer interest in nutrition has risen dramatic ails Yet transforming mention informal or-

nto appropriate actions is difficult even for intelligent ami well motivated indisidi a Is Current labc'",

itormation, health claims, and advertising messages aboat fond are confusing and misleading the

ADA believes that it is important kx the public to make informed kxyd choices oased on

insistent and accurate nutrition information on toixt labels ADA supports the need( imprm,e

ui'ent labeling intorrisatiOn and is committed to paitic ipatc in this important effort through support ii

'

Consumer concerns
sariety ot federal and prisate surveys show that c tiONOMU'S 1Ise f000 labeling information

Ytensisely While most consumers read tood labels .1 mut h tosser leSul ot use ss S 'itund sshr

onsornet's were asked to recall what label information the., used

Seseral survess show th ,. more consumeis re using labeling information to asoid escess t

soltsodium fatc/oils, cholesterol and iveseisatises this shift from t.iS Recommended Di ,

!imam ri (US RDA; information lpresention nI n it io di fa lent fest to publq health t. orri

esiots trom a better understanding ot the link between diet and health c hronit diseases and tond

' with diet related factors that encourage label tist int loth ancer &Nal caries diabetes hex,

d Nyasa hspe tension, kidney disease obesits and osteoporosis-

Nutrition labeling legislation and regulation

ADA along v"lh lhe food induslrY, arx1 manY P oressfimal and t onsumer organizations c on( erm d

oat) promoting thy health and nutritional status IP 1 ht. 15 ii,,i1ation °Nor wth ( rmgrr, or ret rig1 /

!Orr need to revise current latie) mg regulations ADA supports mandatory unikruh labeling of all

oar k aged and processed food products An est 'rimed 41 to 60 1. ent of pmkaged and pro( eswil

101 xis currently carry voluntary nutrition information on their labels While some segments of thc to.

,thistty oppow mandatory food labeling indusfii. s oserriding tom em is Me prolifoation ru
ndisidual state laws which may conflict with (1ne anothei ,t,Itt or with federal statutes

Althoof h S 1 42f" addresses only I 04.id and Drug Administration (IDA) regulated foixis AD\

supports tht nem for one undone sx t of food labeling no' ifions Inc boa, FDA and tbv Deux '"
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ot Agriculture (USDA) Stronger I eder a1 Wile S onunission (I lc I regulations on the adsenoing io

iragition and health aspects co food pro,lige, are alSO needed

In the regulatory arena I I OS t ;CDA and II( underwok a reevaluation in 1478 ia their

respective labehr p coach( es by holding iegoinal public hearings and sponsoring a I onsumer I ood

Survey ADA hei,,ommented on the need to revise the Content and format of nutrition labeiing in the

past 11) Since then, changes to labeling regulations haxe been proceeding in a piecemeal (adios,- It is

tone to completely overhaul the chrrent system

label content and format
Ingredient information and nutrient rontent on rood labels air, two ways of providing nutrahon

information to the public the Amer.( a r Dietetic Association sees the need to provide nutrition

information within the context of a broader health education policy ADA believes that maroon

information on food labels as addressed in S 1425, and in food advemsing, go,erned try the fIt,,

an improve the food literacy of Americans (2)
We recognize there is a limit to the amount of useful information tifat can be placed on the

package label Some mu runiatient intro rhation required tq current nutrition labeling regulato in., is

VstraneoUS and Could be replac('o ,sith mog usetul information
ADA agrees with statements in Inc National Academy of Sciences report Owl and ?Wald)

Iniphcations for Reduc sng chronts ()swami Kink, and the Surgeon Cenedvl's Kepon on Nurnoon dint

With that nutritional components of cons VIII tor most Americans are total calories, protein, total tat

sat ,ared Isr, cholesterol, comoles carbohydrates fiber, sodium, and cak ium 13, 41 ADA fly)

ports the requirvments in s 142`, that provide the Secretary of Health and Human Sersices the

flexibility to add to or subtract from the i untent of nutrition information labeling based on current

science through regulation resision
ADA supports provisions in S 1425 that require FDA to express serving sivzs In common

household measures appropriate to the rood and to food consumption patterns of Americans (such as

1/2 cup or 2 Tablespoons) or in s Unnts liii h as 2 pineapple rings) 1 he serving size should a

standardized porhon for similar Mods for easier comparrsons
For example, we cogently see jellr and jam produced by the same manufachirer that list 1

teaspoon or 2 teaspoons as the serving size Consumers may think one has twrce the calories when

an equal portion is about the same
Single serving containers for foods such as yogurt, bored turces or cereal, and frozen foods

should provide calories and nutrients per container It is not reasonable to assume 1 4 servings from a

ynglefserve container of juice with one straw Such packages could carry additional labeling on the

standard portion size for comparison purposes This would be particularly useful for products suc h as

yogurt that come in 3, 4, 6, and 8 ounce single serving containers
Another example is tuna fish packed in oil or water Both carry labels stating that a 6 S ounce

can equals 3 3 servings 12 ounces per serving), We question if a typical serving is only 2 ounces and

wonder who getn the 0 3 serving Also the stated sersing size for tuna includes the liquid oil or water

Most people dram the oil or water from their tuna, marry also rinse it, thus reducing the fat and/ot

sodium levels, A reliabh), non misleading nutrition labeling systen should reflect nutrition information as

consumed, not necessarily just as packaged
When a packaged Mod requires preparation, including the addition of other ingredients, me

product should provide nutritional whomation based on the edible portion For example boxed
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macaroni and c heese should kw labeled to include 'he milk and ma prim. reinfired hy the directi,ms to
crcepare the finished pr(Xuct In other words. the nutrient les els at the tune or Mod wnsumption ras
the food is typically servwd) should be listed If consumers are rum cored about panic ular num, nts
()kcal; too high, they ;an then substitute or omit ingredients to meet their panic ular needs

There has been much discussion over the expression of percentage of ca4eies from fat. We
heheve that percent of calories from fat, or from other food components, does not provide the public
with useful information to determine overall fat contribution to one's daily diet 1..beling foods with the
pen entage of calories from fats is difficult for Consigners to integrate into a total day's diet It would
requIre sequential computations over the day. The percentages often lead to erroneous conclusions
aboat the nutritional value of a particular food

Expressing labeling information as total fat calories, satwated fat calories, and unsaturated fat
alories per serving, a, well as grams of fat, saturaeo fat, and unsaturated fat, will better help the public

unnlemen, sucrent recommendations into their daily diet
Health and Nutrient Content Claims

riealrh and nutrient content claims are two very imponarir issues related to focx.1 labeling ADA believes
that health and nutrient c taints on trx)(1 labels may provide the consumer with useful information if
claims are substantiated and related to currem public health problems less than responsible health

lairns on labels and in advertising hype is leading to an inevitable wnsumer backlash and distrust of
credible scientific research almut diet and health

Therekre, health-related messages must convey a food's relationship to a total diet over time,
and reflect prudent dietary recommendations embodied in the National Academy of Sciences repoit Met
and ttealth Imphcations for Reducing Chrcslic C ,ease Risk, and the Surgeon General's Report on
Nutrition and Health 13, 4, 51 Health Claims lanelitig should assist the public to integrate specific food
products into a well-balanced diet, and avoid distortion of dietary habits and preoccupation with
specific diseases The priblic must be provided with truthful, non misleading information that is blsed
upon a preponderance of scientific evidence Although ADA agrees, in principle, with the IDA draft
nnal rule proposed in August 1986, the original proposal did not provide forislITCrs with these
aforementioned assurances and believes that the provisions of S 1425 will more appropriately address
these «um erns (6)

I or nutrient comers, cl re food products, ADA uges the IDA to establish regulations to
define such terms as "high-,' *Ieduced-,* lean,"natural,"orgamc,* and
others as needed As FDA has established definitions through regulation to describe sodium and
caloric content of foods, and has proposed regulations for cholesterol, definitions are needed for, at a
mmtrotim, the nutrients required by S 142i to bc. included on he nutrition information label Other
niarients of significant public health concern in addition to those required should have nutrient content
definitions developed through regula, is a, needed

Nutrient content claims must aiso talc, .nm account the positive and negative aspects of foods
at order to not milead and/or fcx us consumers on singular food characteristics As an example, (or a
food to be able to make a *no-cholesterol' claim, the food should also be required by regulation to be
low in total fat and saturated fat Another example Is, II a food does not naturally contain cholesterol

g , fruits & vegetables, vegetable oils, peanut butter), or any other nutrient as an inherent
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Senator METZENBAUM. With respect to the broad-based issues of
including meat and poultry as well, as in the legislation, there is no
secret about the fact that that comes within the jurisdiction of the
Agriculture committee. We are working with them and are hopeful
that they will see fit to proceed in that area. With respect to the
FTC getting jurisdiction, I can only say to you we're going to have
one hell of a time getting it through this committeelet alone
through the Congresswithout grabbing on the jurisdiction of the
FTC and the Agriculture Department. However, we appreciate
what you are saying, and we think it would make a lot of sense.

Now, I suppose for most Americans, the term "light" on a pack-
age means fewer calories. But I have here a jar of Coffeemate Light
that says it is light because it has 50 percent less fat. However, on
the label of regular Coffeemate, it lists the exact same fat content.
Now, here is no cholesterol, extra light olive oil, yet I don't know
what is extra light about it. I mean. compared to what?

Here is light and dark corn syrup, both with the same number of
calories. The question is, what does "light" mean on a food label or
anything else, for that matter?

I might say that, on behalf of Senator Hatch and myself, I think
we should be commended for contributing to the economy of the
country by going out and buying all these products in order to have
them available today. We are happy to have all of these products
available to us.

What does "light" mean on a food label? Dr. Wellman, you might
want to respond to that.

Dr. WELLMAN. Well, it can mean many things. It can mean light
in color, it can mean lower in calories, it can mean a smaller por-
tion size, o..- it can even mean lower in sodium. A number of
cheeses are called "light" cheese, and the only difference is that
their sodium content is a bit lower, sometimes naturally so in the
example of Swiss cheese.

Senator METZENBAUM. Clearly, a product should not be allowed
to splash a "no cholesterol" claim on the front panel whm it buries
the saturated fat content on the back of the box. But where do we
draw the line on health messages or health claims, and are they all
bad, or are some helpful?

Ms. Haas, perhaps you'd like to answer that.
MS. HAAS. I would. I'd like to say one thing about the previous

statement. As long as we don't have any standard for "light", and
as long as the manufacturer can put it on at will, then it doesn't
mean very much to consumers at all. I think that is what this leg-
islation is all about. It's about setting standards so that the words
that are used by manufacturers, whether they be health claims or
characteristics like "light", mean something to consumers, and
that they relate to health.

I think it has been our position at Public Voice and in this coali-
tion as well, that in the proper way and regulated with the proper
standards, that health claims and disease prevention messages are
appropriate in today's marketplace.

The important thing is that we set those standards, sc that we do
not have misleading claims. At the same time, our intent is not to
strangle the food industry. I think that the amended version of S.
1425 provides the kind of balance that is needed. We will then have
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situations where claim:: are used that would not increase dietary
risk, while at the same time we are promoting a nutritional value
in the product. I think if we look at this as a balancing act, then I
think we can derive the kind of legislation that we need.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Now, critics of this bill argue that we shouldn't prescribe the ele-

ments that appear on the labelfat, salt, cholesterol, carbohy-
drates, etc. I believe we have provided flexibility in the bill while
specifically labeling the elements which are recognized as nutri-
tionally significant.

For those of you with scientific background, do you feel that la-
beling these key elementsagain, fat, salt, cholesterol, fiber, etc.
puts us on nutritionally solid ground?

Dr. WELLMAN. If I can respond to that, I would say definitely yes.
I think there is substantial scientific evidence, and we have the
foundation upon which to develop the regulation.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Ms. CHAPMAN. I'd like to comment from the Anwrican Heart As-

sociation's viewpoint, too. I think we absolutely concur with that.
Since those have been the major nutrients for which we have given
dietary advice for almost 20 years, we believe it is really a very im-
portant step forward to include those nutrients on the label.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Now, the question of cooking oils is a particularly difficult one.

These are all fat products, yet some are clearly better for you than
others. Should an oil be allowed to a "low saturated- claim
to distinguish itself from heavily-saturated cooking oil?

Ms. CHAPMAN. Let me just respond to that In the American
Heart Association's educational material. we identify all liquid oils
as okay oils As they become slightiy hydrogenated, they become a
little bit more saturated However, even in their most saturated
form, the hydrogenated fat only becomes about 25 percent saturat-
ed, that is. compared to something like other tropical oils that are
50 percent saturated or more When you talk about oils, I think
you have to distinguish what is typically acceptable. This would in-
clude corn, soybean. safflower, sunflower, canola oil, olive oil
peanut oil.

Senator METZENBAUM As some of' you know, one of the major
companies in this country has had pending with the FDA for about
2 years a proposal to approve tne sale of an oil tnat is to be low on
fat, low on saturated oils, and allegedly causes no dietary problems.

Are any of you famihar with the productI think it is being
tested by P&G and would you care to make any comment in con-
nection with it?

Dr. WELLMAN. I am fairly familiar with the product You are
ing about Olestra, and it is a nondigestable fat in that it is not

dissimilar to what happens with mineral oil. This means it is a
complex molecule, it goes right tnrough you. Olestra doesn't allow
the enzymes in your G I tract to grab onto it and to break it down.
Unless it is broken down, it can't be absorbed, so it passes right
through.

It is my understanding that it is still under review at the FDA
and that they haNe substantial scientific studies behind it that they
are sharing quite openly with the scientific community.
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There is another product also that works as a fat but is really a
protein source. It is made from egg whites and the protein in milk,
and that is digestible, but it is lower in calories because it is made
from protein rather than fat. I think that one is still under review
also. That is a natural food product from my understanding.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Mr. SILVERGLADE. Senator, I have to add that we have expressed

our concerns to FDA about Olestra. We have looked at the tests.
We have some serious questions about them, and we have sent
FDA our opinion on that.

Senator METZENBAUM. And in general, what are your concerns,
Mr. Silverglade?

Mr. SILVERGLADE. I wish I had our scientific food safety staff sit-
ting next to me, but since this was a hearing on food labeling, they
are not here. We could certainly submit that for the record.

Senator HATCH. Would you yield for a second, Howard? Aren't
they treating those as food additives, so they have to go through
the whole food additive process.

Dr. WELLMAN. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. Back to the oat bran potato chips, these

delectable products--
Senator HATCH. I want to try one of those before the day is over.
Senator METZENBAUM. Be my guest.
Senator HATCH. He is doing that too quickly; I'm not sure I want

to eat them.
Senator METZENBAUM. Tne ingredients are potatoes, peanut oil,

oat bran and salt. We all know about the studies regarding oat
bran and cholesterol levels. My question is, should p company be
allowed to market potaio chips by sprinkling a little oat bran on
them, with the implication that they are "heart healthy"?

Ms. Jocimm. Well, I would say it is a misnomer, because potato
chips don't contain oats. Of course, we know why they have incor-
porated themto play upon the scientific evidence that if you eat
so much oat bran, you lower your cholesterol level. The question is,
how much oat bran would you have to eat to lower your cholesterol
level significantly? Now I have forgotten the question, Senator.

Senator METZENBAUM. My question is, should the company be al-
lowed to market potato chips by sprinkling a little oat bran on
them in order to suggest that they are "heart healthy"?

Ms. Joctium. No. I think it is misconstruing the evidence, and it
is strictly to prey upon the public. No, they shouldn't.

Dr. WELLMAN. It is interesting to me that I recently saw a bill-
board advertising oat bran pizza. So we are into billboard-size ad-
vertising.

Senator METZENBAUM. One argument on the legislation is that
consumers aren't ready for this kind of information, that education
should come first. Would any of you care to comment on that?

Ms. HAAS. No. I think having a consumer education program
first would be like putting the cart before the horse. First yo i. need
the tools in the marketplace, which is where you purchase the
products. It is critically important as you are purchasing the prod-
uct to have that information there to help guide you to a healthy
diet. Afterwards it is appropriate to have the education program to
learn how to use the label.
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I think that they both really go together as well. We shouldn't
have one without the other. But nutrition labeling must come first.

Mr. SILVERGLADE. The surveys are quite clear on this, that con-
sumers, the majority of Americans, are aware of the steps they
should be taking to modify their diet in order to reduce their risk
of diet-related disease, and they are trying to look at food levels.
Surveys already show that, so we are ready for a better food label
now.

SenatOr METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Senator Hatch.
Senator HATcH. Thank you.
Let me ask all of you a few questions. In a recent study conduct-

ed by the Federal Trade Commission entitled, "Health Claims in
Advertising and Labeling: A Study of the Cereal Market", it was
found that the health claims for cereals have had a marked posi-
tive effect on the eating habits of Americans, particularly non-
whites, smokers, and women living in female-headed households.

Considering these claims were made in a virtually nonregulated
environment, do you believe it to be in the Nation's best interest to
prohibit or severely restrict health claims, or should they be per-
mitted and in fact encouraged subject to the requirement that they
be truthful and nonmisleading?

Ms. Chapman.
Ms. CHAPMAN. Senator Hatch, if you look into that study, it is

my understanding that those cereals that claim to be high in die-
tary fiber in fact were, and that that label was not used on any
cereals that were not high in fiber. So in that case, I think the in-
dustry had taken a license. They had looked at the research that
we have just heard from the gentleman from the Cancer Society
about the need to increase dietary fiber and put forward some in-
formation. It is not my understanding that those products had any
detrimental component as a part of those particular products.

I think that illustrates that there is a tremendous benefit of
giving consumers information in a variety of settings. The Ameri-
can Heart Association has done a great deal in terms of public edu-
cation. But in terms of when it gets down to the supermarket
choice on the shelfwith that information that they can compara-
tively shop between productsit is difficult for them to know what
that actual brand has in it. I think there are very appropriate uses,
but again I think it needs to not confuse the consumer or to cover
over other components in a product that are deleterious.

Senator HATCH. Ms. Jochum.
Ms. JOCHUM. I don't have information on that study.
Senator HATCH. OK. Ellen.
MS. HAAS. The question you ask, Senator Hatch, is a good one,

but let me say I believe there is no one at this table that would
prohibit the use of health claims and nutrition messages. I think as
we said earlier, there is an appropriate role for themnor would I
think that anyone would severely restrict them, as you said, so
that we don't get that nutrition information in the marketplace.

The question is how do you define what is misleading. In the
cases where there are both positive and negative attributes of a
food product, it is very important if you are going to be putting
forth the positive attributes, which might be no cholesterol or high
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fiber, that we also have protections so that the consumer under-
stands some of the negative attributes that are in the product, like
high saturated fat.

I think our challenge is how you define what is misleading and
what kind of restrictions you put in there.

Mr. SILVERGLADE. Senator, I think the FTC should be given Ad
Week's Pinocchio Award for those two studies. There are actually
two studies. The first one looked only at Kellogg's All-Bran Cereal
as an example of a health claim. That's the report that you dis-
cussed, which said that the company has been so successful in edu-
cating the public.

It is interesting about that labelthat label was precleared by
the National Cancer Institute, and the food had no nutritional
drawbacks. And those are two criteria that the food industry has
constantly opposed while this legislation has been discussed. They
say they will not support any bill that requires preclearance of
health claims, and they don't like health claims prohibited if the
food has nutritional drawbacks. Yet, the example studied by the
FTC met those two criteria.

With that information in hand, the FTC then issued a second
report on the same day which called for a general policy very dif-
ferent from one that would require preclearance or prohibit health
claims on foods that had nutritional drawbacks.

In fact, the FTC policy is basically the same as the policy the
FDA has had in effect since 1987. The policy that was imposed
upon FDA by OMB. We have seen the results of that policyyes,
there are some useful claims for cereals that we support, but there
are many, many, many other misleading and deceptive claims and
some that are downright false.

Senator HATCH. OK.
Dr. WELLMAN. I'd like to add that I do believe we need much

stronger regulations for nutrient content claims and health claims,
if only for the simple reason that those things are usually on the
front of the package, and the nutrition information labeling infor-
mation is on the back of the package.

What is displayed in the supermarkets, of course, is the front of
the package, and we are not sure whether consumers actually turn
the packages around and read the more controlled, regulated infor-
mation.

Senator HATCH. OK. If health claims are to be permitted, could
you recommend a test for the degree of substantiation needed to
support a health claim which would balance the consumer's desire
and need for diet and health information with the equally impor-
tant public policy of ensuring labeling and advertising as truthful
and not misleading.

Ms. Chapman.
Ms. CHAPMAN. I think the issuance of two major reports this past

year by the Surgeon General and the National Academy of Sci-
ences National Research Council illustrate the consensus that is
building on particular areas, and I think they hr,ve also identified
the major public health concerns. I think it is that type of body
that ,:omes together to look at the science that would indicate the
importance of coming with a more consensus approach in the sci-
ence as a measure of whether it is a sound health claim.
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Senator HATCH. OK. Thank you.
Ms. JOCHUM. I concur that this would be a consensus of the

major medical leaders in the Nation, scientific evidence consensus
to permit such labeling.

Senator HATCH. OK. Ms. Haas.
Ms. HAAS. We have to realize that we are never going to have

unanimity in an evolving science. I think there are always going to
be some people off to the left or off to the right who are going to
disagree somewhat. However, if we are going to have claims in the
marketplace that are not misleading, then we've got to base it on
the best of scientific evidence.

As I said in my prepared remarks, we believe that scientific con-
sensus is the appropriate standard. However, there are all kinds of
ways that you can define that. The amended version of S. 1425
states that there is no significant scientific disagreement. I think
this allows us to have the kind of foundation of scientific evidence
that allows us some of the flexibility that you spoke of earlier, Sen-
ator Hatch. That is necessary, and I think that that is the kind of
standard that would be appropriate.

Senator HATCH. OK. Mr. Silverglade.
Mr. SILVERGLADE. We would support the standard in S. 1425; we

have no significant scientific disagreement.
Fortunately, on the major problems related to diet and health,

there is significant scientific agreement of the changes that we
should make. We know about saturated fat, cholesterol and sodium
and heart disease. There is little scientific disagreement about the
relationship between fiber and diet-related disease.

Really, one article in Atlantic Monthly doesn't mean there is sig-
nificant scientific disagreement. Where there is significant scientif-
ic disagreement invokes nutrients and diet-related diseases that
really are not major problems, vitamin therapy, for example,
things of that sort. So I think the standard in S. 1425 is certainly
the best standard.

Senator HATCH. Thank you. Dr. Wellman.
Dr. WELLMAN. I think we have significant scientific foundation

for regulating health claims. The diet and health report from a di-
etician's point of view is the best thing that we have seen come
along in a long time. It pulls together all the scientific studies to
date, and it ranks them in priority and makes recommendations in
terms of what foods one would Ix more likely to eat to be health-
ier. So I think we've got the information there.

The diet and health report is in concert with the Surgeon Gene,-
al's report.

Senator HATCH. That's great.
Well, Ms. Haas, you and I have worked together very closely to

create tne President's Commission on Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion because I think we share the common goal of
working to prevent diseases happening to the American people.

Ms. HAAS. We have appreciated your leadership tremendously,
Senator Hatch, in that effort, and it is wonderful to see the work
that they have been doing.

Senator HATCH. Yes, I think so, too. I hope we can work together
to work out some of these issues on food labeling as well because
they really are important. Both Senator Metzenbaum and I, as well
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as other leaders in Congress, really are concerned in this area and
want to do the very best job we can by developing a bill that will
work.

Now, let me just ask you, Mr. Silverglade, a couple of questions.
On numerous occasions. CSPI has decried the lack of consistent
definitions for terms such as "natural", "light", "low in", "re-
duced", etc. Assuming that you support the development of single
Federal standards for these terms, do you also support the proposi-
tion that all labeling requirements including nutrition claims,
health claims, product names, ingredient declarations, and health
warning claims should be nationally developed and uniform; and if
not, how do you distinguish between nutrition claims and other la-
beling claims such as "warning"?

Mr. SILVERGLADE. Well, I think there is a very easy waythe
way the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act has always distinguished be-
tween food safety and food labeling No, I don't believe that this
bill, which only covers nutrition issuesgetting the fat and choles-
terol out of our dietshould preempt State laws such as Califor-
nia's Proposition 65, which is trying to get the lead out of canned
foods. There is a big difference between fat and cholesterol and
lead cans.

You know, this is actually a good point. About 25 percent of all
canned foods in the country come in lead soldered cans. When the
cane are opened and stored in the refrigerator, studies show that
lead seeps into the food and is a cause of blood poisoning among
young children.

In California, there are reports that lead soldered cans are no
longer being used because of California's Proposition 65. If they
were used in California, the manufacturer would be required to put
a health warning label on the cans about the reproductive hazards
of lead if consumed in food.

I thinkand I will let other environmental groups who are
behind Proposition 65 defend thet law in a different forum involv-
ing food safetybut I think the point is clear that addressing prob-
lems such as lead contamination is not the same at all as dealing
with the fat and cholesterol and sodium in our diets. Certainly, a
bill that ac iresses the latter should not preempt States in areas of
food safety.

Senator HATCH. Well, I have a lot of other questions, but I will
submit them to you in the interest of moving ahead here. But itseems to meI hate to characterize your commentsbut it seems
to me that all citizens should have the benefit of knowing whether
there is lead in a can, and I think that is part of having uniform
nutritional labeling. But, if you are going to have 50 different ap-
proaches to it, then that means some citizens in some States have
better information than citizens in others. It may mean that some
citizens in some States pay considerably more money for what are
really negligible health benefits.

So again it comes down to being reasonable, practical and
making the best decisions you can under the circumstances. It
seems to me without uniform mandatory labeling and Federal pre-
emption we are going to have all kinds of difficulties like that.

If it is that important, then it ought to be part of the labeling
process.
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Mr. SILVERGLADE. Well, Senator, I have to disagree with you. It
should be nationalthe FDA can't get rid of lead cans because
under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, lead soldered cans are
prior-sanctioned, meaning they are grandfathered----

Senator HATCH. Then we have to change that.
Mr. SILVERGLADE. Well, we need to change the food safety laws.
Senator HATCH, Well, let's change it preemptively so that every-

body in the country benefits, not just those in California.
Mr. SILVERGLADE. That has to be done in the context of a hearing

on food safety laws, because that's why then. , lead in cans, not
because of labeling.
MS. HAAS. Senator Hatch, if I may just add one point, as this

committee has discussed in the pesticide issueand has addressed
itwe do not have the strong standards that are needed. The
President has recognized that in his proposal, and the committee is
addressing certain legislative proposals.

In the absence of strong standards in the food safety area, disclo-
sure becomes paramount. It is most important. Therefore we can't
take away that protection and that right of consumers to have the
information.

With nuti ition labeling, as your bill and Senator Metzenbaum's
bills both will provide, we would have the strongest of standards
and therefore, preemption for nutrition labeling or claims would be
very appropriate.

Senator HATCH. Yes. I would support it if the standards are
strong enough.

Ms. HAAS. But we don't have that in the food safety area, and I
don't think there is anyone who would say that we would. There-
fore, we have to separate the tracks of food safety and pesticide
regulation from nutrition regulation. We cannot tarnish our
progress in nutrition labeling. If we allow this debate to just re-
volve around preemption, we'll have another 20 years, and we'll
have the next White House Conference on Nutrition say we still
don't have mandatory nutrition labeling.

Senator HATCH. Well, my point has always been we should put
them both together so that you can have mandatory preemption.
And we are capable of doing that.

Mr. SILVERGLADE. Well, Senator, Ellen and I have been working
on food safety laws now since 1981, and--

Senator HATCH. Yes, and I remember back in 1981, when I first
started to bring up the negligible risk standard, the decrying I took
from all over America by people just like you, and today, that's
where we are. Now, we would have been 8 years ahead if we had
just followed what we were doing back then.

Mr. SILVERGLADE. Well, we have a consensus on food labeling,
the industries, the FDA, consumer and health organizations all
agreeso why don't we move ahead on things that we have a con-
sensus on, which is nutrition labeling?

Senator HATCH. In other words, don't do what is right for the
rest of the public because some organizations may or may not
agree, or may think it should be more stringent. Look, i think
these are important areas, and I think we ought to move ahead in
the best interests of the public and not haggle over them. But be
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that as it may, that's part of what makes 'his country great are the
differences of opinion. But--

Ms. HAAS. We do have A n opportunity to move ahead with Sena-
tor Kennedy's legislation on pesticides. So there is an opportunity
to deal with these food safety questions on another track.

Senator HATCH. Only part of the food safety questions, when we
could deal with all of them. You see, that's what I ha,,e trouble
with. What bathers me is that we recommended years ago that we
move to a negligible risk standard and get rid of this idiotic fealty
to the Delaney clause that allows some foods to be on the market
that shot;LL::: 1.- there and prohibits others that should be there
from bung there. iii:yone who has looked at this area lately knows
it is not scientific; it the least scientific approach we can have.
And yet we are still hav ,. ig these difficulties.

I guess that is a debatt for another day. But I have appreciated
the testimony we have had, and it has been very interesting to me.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much. We appreciate the
cooperation of this panel and your support for my legislation. We
look forward to continuing to work with you.

Senator METZENBAUM. Our last panel includes Mr. E. Linwood
Tipton, president of the Milk Industry Foundation and the Interna-
tional Ice Cream Association; John R. Cady, president of the Na-
tional Food Processors Association; Sherwin Gardner, vice presi-
dent for Science and Technology, Grocery Manufacturers of Amer-
ica, and George Burditt, of Burditt, Bowles and Radzius.

think you all know our 5-minute rule. We are happy to have
you with us.

Senator HATCH. And I want to welcome all of you here, too. I
have to run, but I do want to welcome you all and thank you for
coming.

Senator METZENBAUM. I want to say that the chair feels thp
there has been some progress made as far as the food
concerned with respect to this sublject. The only trouble is I feet
that being "a little bit pregnant' doesn't solve the prol lem. I
would hope we could find some means of working out the differ-
ences that continue to exist. We stand prepared to work with you
and to meet with you as much as is necessary in order to bring
about a consensus.

We'll start off with Mr. Tipton, president of the Milk Industry
Foundation and the International Ice Cream Association.

STATEMENTS OF E. IANWOOD TIPTON, PRESIDENT, MILK INDUS-
TRY FOUNDATION AND INTERNATIONAL ICE CREAM ASSOCIA-
TION; JOHN R. CADY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FOOD PROCES-
SORS ASSOCIATION; SHERWIN GARDNER, VICE PRESIDENT
I.'OR SCIENCE ANI) TECHNOLOGY, GROCERY MANUFACTURERS
OF AMERICA, AND GEORGE BURDITT, ATTORNEY, BURDITT.
'BOWLES AND RADZIUS

Mr. TwroN. Mr. a:airman, on behalf of the daify industry, we
want to thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Dairy foods are unique. They are one of the four basic food
groups They are rich in nutrients, including vitamins and miner-
als, and we have a long history of providing nutntion information.
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We helped pioneer nutrition labeling in the early 1970's, during
the period of nutrition deficiencies. We are prepared to lead again,
but we want equal treatment with respect to all foods.

Eighty percent of dairy foods on the supermarket shelves are
currently nutritionally labeled. While nutrition labeling legislation
under consideration starts to define the labeling in foods, it stops
far short of providing an adequate basis for comparison. The bill
sets as its standard to provide information in the context of total
daily die' but covers only about 35 percent of the U.S. consumer's
food dollar.

Only with labeling of all foods eaten on all occasions, can con-
sumers make informed choices about food selections in their diets.
For instance, skinless chicken is usualiy regarded as low in fat.
However, 6 chicken nuggets at a fast food restaurant contain the
equivalent amount of fat as 11'2 pints of regular ice cream. We be-
lieve everyone has ,he right to know the nutrients of all foods at
all times.

Nutrition labeling must not provide a basis for unfair discrimina-
tion among foods and possibly lead to unbalanced diets. It should
facilitate the consumer s ability to choose a healthy, well-balanced
diet from the full variety of foods available and at all occasions.
The only way to provide that information on which informed
choices and decisions can be made is to nutritionally label all foods
Foods without many nutrients should be labeled to divulge their
deficiencies. We should avoid the potential for nonnutritious foods
appearing to be nutritionally superior to those which make signifi-
cant nutrition contributions simply because they are not labeled.

We applaud the goal of the members of Congress to provide nh.,.e
complete nutrition information to consumers.

Mr. Chairman. we are pleased to see the inclusion of vitamins
and minerals ,n the list of nutrients required to be on the label in
your bill Many of these are very important This is a significant
improvement to the House version.

While most Americans receive adequate vitamins and minerals
in their daily diet, those with the most urgent nutritional needs
such as pool, elderly, or pregnant women. smokers, dieters and
those suffering from infections or diseases. may not It is important
to label the positive nutrients of food, not just the ones to watch
(-fat for.

For many years the dairy industry has been a leader in provid-
ing consumers reduced calorie and reduced fat alternatives Many
piuducts have lung-established Federal standards of identity which
are fully recognized by consumersfor example, lowfat yogurt,,
luwtat cottage cheese, lowfat milk and light cream. These products
are subject tu the standards of identity which describe the composi-
tion uf the food. We are larful that the proposed legislation might
disrupt these long Federally-established names. Descriptive terms
helpful to consumers and not misleading should be allowed to be
continued in use

Mr. Chairman, we urge yuu to carefully rev w the effect of your
bill un existing standardized foods, common ur usual names, and
brand names. This is extremely important.

We believe the descriptor claims and health claims sections of
the bill are overly burdensome, often will prevent the use of de-
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scriptors which are helpful to consumers in making their selec-
tions, and geneially could be m..,e harmful than helpful. Label
statements which characterize the amount of ' 'le nutrient in the
food can be helpful to consumers and should be allowed. If the nu-
trient characterized in the statement has nutritional significance
as defined in the regulations, the statement uses terms which are
defined in the regulations, the statement is accompanied by a refer-
ence to the complete nutrition label on the producti.e., full disclo-
sure of all nutrientsthe statement is not descriptive or mislead-
ing in light of other nutritional properties of the food, we believe
those are four criteria which would solve the problem on claims.

Full disclosure and prohibition against deceptive and misleading
statements will allow consumers to properly evaluate claims or de-
scriptions on the food labels. The standards in the billi.e., each of
the nutrients required to be labeled in an amount which does not
increase the risk of diet-related disease or health conditions of an
individual in the general populationis too restrictive.

We believe the Food and Drug Administration should have the
full authority to determine specifically how to label the format and
should have total enforcement authority. We applaud the approach
taken by Senator Hatch in laying the groundwork but leaving the
details of the bin as written to the regulatory agencies.

National uniformity is important. The concept of national uni-
formity and enforcement requires equal labeling of all important
nutrients on all foods consumed on all occasions in all placesthe
same rules no matter where you live or what you eat.

Likewise, States should be prohibited from promulgating laws or
regulations which may mislead or confuse the information that is
Federally required.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we believe your bill falls short of
providing full and uniform nutrition labeling and contains inappro-
priat( claim provisions which could eliminate useful consumer in-
formation. Legislation introduced by Senator Hatch includes the
necessary requirements for the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to act and provides adequate authority for FDA to move
forward and do its job.

Neither bill encompasses all foods eaten on all occasions, and we
believe this is essential for the consumer to truly select balanced
diets. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Senator METZENRAUM. Thank you, Mr. Tipton
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tipton follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF E. LINWOOD TIPTON

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to

appear today on behalf rf the Milk Industry Foundation and International Ice

Cream Association to provide comments on proposed nutrition labeling

legislation.

The Malk Industry Foundation (MIF) is the national trade association for

processors of fluid milk and milk products, such as yogurt, cottage cheese,

sour cream, soft chce,3es, and dips. MIF's 220 member companies operate over

1000 plants nationwide and process nearl.: 80 percent of the fluid milk and

related products consumed in the United States.

The International ice Cream Association (IICA) is the trade association for

manufacturert, ano distributors of ice cieam and related frozen dessert

products. Its 210 member cmpanies operate about wo plants nationwide and

manufact,..:e and distribute approximately 85 percent of the ice cream and

related frozen desserts consumed in the United States.

Together, these two segments of the dairy processing Industry utilize about

two-thirds of the nation's milk supply to produce their products. The

member companies of both associations are proud of the number and variety of

nutritious products they provide and from which consumers can choose.

Dairy foods constitute one of the four basic food groups along with cereals,

fruits and vegetables, and meats (including fish and poultry)'. They provide

many important nutrients such as protein, calcium, phosphorous, magnesium,
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and many vitamins. Our industry has a long history of providing complete

and accurate nutrition information to consumers and helped pioneer many of

the nutrition education programs currently in use around the country.

In addition, the milk industry was the first in the food industry to endorse

nutrition labeling. In the early 1970's, our Associations svpported

nutrition labeling. With the assistance of the Foc.d and Drug

Administration, we developed labeling information manuals that have allowed

efficient and accurate presentation of nutrition information on fluid milk,

milk products, ice cream, and related products.

Today, these manuals are used throughout the country not ordy by dairy foods

ptocessors, but also by state regulatory agencies and the FDA as reference

documents fot checking individual label compliance with existing nutrition

labeling regulations. Collecting and preparing the nutritional data

supplied in these manulls was accomplished at great expense to the

Associations.

As a result of these activities and other voluntary labeling actions by milk

and Ice cream manufacturers, abwit 80% of all dairy foods found on

supermarket shelves currently bear nutrition labeling. It is from our

unique perspective within the food Industry. and with our considerable

experience in labeling the nutrient content of our products, that we

respectfully suggest the following basic principles to guide any revisions

to regulations governing the content of the nutrition label:

.1. 1) P4)
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Nutrition labeling information should be mandatory only if it is

extended to all foods.

We support providing complete. useful. and useable nutritional labeling

Information that will enable consumers to manage the total nutrient intake

of their individual diets. However, in order for Oil; to work, we believe

mandatory nutrition labeling should be extended to all foods with no

except ions.

Since many food items are unaffected by Food and Diug Administration

regulation. Including cleats and foods consumed away-from-home, mandatory

nutrition labeling placed solely on FDA-regulated foods will not provide

sufficient information for the total diet. Such a stance ma;, in fact.

encourage consumption of less nutritious foods simply because they are not

labeled to provide information about fat, calories, or sodium, thus

permitting the consumer to indulge in "blissful ignorance."

If the nutrition .nformation supplied to consumers is to be truly meaningful

in terms of the total diet, complete information should be available to them

for all the foods they consume, including awry-from-home purchasas such as

"fast food."

Expanded nutrition labeling must not provide a basis for unfair

discrimination among foods and possibly lead to unbalanced diets. Nutrition

label information should facilitate the consumer's ability to choose a

healthy, well-balanced diet from the full variety of foods available and at

all occasions.

1 ""
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The nutrition label should bear complete nutrient information, includia

vitamins and minerals.

Good nutrition dictates eating a variety of foods that can be selected from

the four basic groups, not selecting food groups that avoid certain

component.. Some have argued that it is no longer necessary that the

nutrition label bear vitamin and mineral information. We strongly disagree

with this assertion. Vitamins and minerals are important contributors to

good nutrition and health, and therefore, should not be overlooked.

While most Americans are no longer deficient in vitamins and minerals, we

shoull nct overlook those with the most urgent nutritional needs, including

the poor, the elderly, certain minoriti2s, women of child-bearing age

(especially pregrant and lactating women), those suffering from infections

and diseases, dieters, ane smokers.

Some spec:f1,_ examples of the important micronutrient information needs in

this nation have been identified in the 1988 Surgeon General's Report on

Nutrition and Health, the Public Health S2rvice draft report, Promoting

Health/Preventing Disease: Year 2000 Objectives for the Nation, and the

National Academy of Sciences' Recommended Dietary Allowances (9th Ed.).

They include:

The Elderly

As their metabolism fails and physical activity decreases, the elderly

require less food to meet theil daily energy cequirements. As a result,

extieme care must be taken to ensure that food intake provides essential

nutrients. In addition, the elderly are more likely to suffer from
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chronic diseases and require certain medications that may necessitate

dietary modification and increased intake of vitamins and minerals.

The Poor

A limited food budget can make tne intake of essential vitamins and

minerals extremely difficult without proper information. The lack of

essential vitamins and minerals can lead to serious functional

c..nsequences. particularly among children.

oreinant and Lactating Women

Pregnant women have high nutrient needs and a consequent need for

information about vitamins and minerals in their diet. Among several

factors, failure to maintain proper nutr.tion during pregnancy can result

in sucS problems as premature delivery, los, birth weight, and birth

defects. Women who are breast-feeding their babies also have a critical

need for proper intake of vitamins and minerals and therefore for

information about the presence or absence of vitamins and minerals in

their diet.

In addition, a large percentage of the public fails to consume the

Recommended Daily Allowances of vitaoins and minerals...

NUTRIENT

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
PoPuLATION WIrd INTAKE
LESS THAN 100% U.S. RDA

Vitaain A 50%
Vitamin C 41%
Thiamin 45%
Riboflavin 34%
Calcium 68%
Iron 57%

Source: USDA Nationwide Food Consaaption Survey
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Placing undue emphasis on nutrients that some believe should be reduced or

eliminated In the American diet and drodping requirements for labeling of

important vitamins and minerals may well re-create problems associated with

deficiencies of certain micronutrients. This can be avoided Ly requiring

complete and understandable information about all nutrients.

Food nutrition labels that do not fully disclose complete information may

facilitate claims regarding low levels of certatn nutrients, and unfairly

disadvantage foods whose macronutrient "profile" may not be viewed as

favorably. In other wo:ds, if we :equire labels to contain only information

about those components we should "watch out for," such as fat or sodium, we

could create a dangerous imbalance in consumer perceptions regarding foods.

We are fcarful that some foods could claim Low levels of certain macro-

nutrients, but not be required to inform consumers that the products are also

very low in or devoid of many or all of the essential micronutrlents.

For instinice, without a balanced approach to nutrition labeling, a carton of

IT lowfat milk may not compare favorably with some other beverages that have

no fat, saturated fat, or cholesterol, even though milk is far more nutritious

than most beverage alternstives. We pose the question: "Is a beer or diet

soft drink a morc nutritious choice than a glass of IT lowfat milk?"

.1 :4 1
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Standards of Identity should be _preserved. but the procedure fo.

amending existing_standards and proposing new standards should be

improved.

The dairy industry bas probably spent mo:e time and resources on standards of

identity than almost any other segment of the food business. From dry curd

cottage cheese to sour half and half to heavy cream, almost every product our

member companies manufacture is subject to a standard of idLntity.

It is true we have had our share of headaches with this system, but the

overriding fact Is that standards of Identity have brought a level of

consistent high quality to our industry, and we have earned the confidence of

American consumers as a result. Unfortunately, we believe this message has

been lost at senior levels of the Food and Drug Administration and, perhaps

more importantly, at the Office of Management and Budget. We take this

oppsrtunity to encourage the federal government to dedicate sufficent

resources to continue an active role in this area.

If we did not believe that this systes works, we could have ignored the recent

call from the frozen dessert industry, the states, and the public to develop

standards of identity for frozen yogurt, frozen lowfat yogurt, and frozen

nonfat yogurt. We did not ignore this need, however, and last June our

proposals for standards for these products were submitted to FDA and from

which they will hopefully emerge at some point in the near future.

We agtee with thcse who say that the standards system can pose barriers to new

product innovation and has failed to keep pace with advances in food
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technology. The rapid developments taking place in sweeteners and fat

replacement technologies make the system's weaknesses even more acute.

We do believe, however. that It is not the concept of standards that is st

fault, but rather the operation of the system. The sometimes painfully slow

means of adoption and change within the food standards program can even be

seen as In conflict with other policies and progrocs of the federal

government. For example. many of the recent dtetary recammendattons cce_rg

forth from various public health officials have encouraged a reduction In the
amount of calortes from fat.

7",,e dairy industry has responded by attempting to market reduced fat versions

of tradittonal dairy products, auch as ice cream, sour cream, and eggnog. In

order to let consumers kncx. that these products are completely acceptable

substitutes for their higher fat counterparts, proposala have beun submitted

for res. standards of identIty employIng the existing food names with the

prefix "light" or "lite." These proposals re,e submitted to FDA over one year

ago am+ have yet to be piblished in the Federal Register for subsequent

action. As a result, dairy manufacturers are reluctant to market these

products under alternate nomenclature, and these products are not being

offered for sale to the extent possible. Due to the problems caused by the

rather lengthy process to amend existing standards, we also have not seen any

meaningful marketung of reduced calorie Ice cream and Ice milk products made

with aspartame.

1 .1 3
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We would reiterate our statement that FDA be permitted to devote sufficient

time and personnel to these issues. To assist in updating and streamlining

the procedures to permit more expedited changes, we have urged the

Commissioner to appoint a blue ribbon committee of quali fied indivi als from

FDA. the states, the food Industry, and consumer organizations to develop a

mechanism by which the process for amending existing standards and

establishing necessary new standards can be improved. The Milk Industry

Foundation and the International Ice Cream Association would be pleased to

participate in any ouch endeavor.

Standardized foods which utilize a descriptive tens as part of the name

of the food should be exempt from additional "descriptor" labeling

regulations.

For many years, the dairy Industry has been a food industry leader in

providing consumers with reduced calorie and reduced fat alternatives. Many

products. such as lowfat milk, lowfat yogurt, lowfat cottage cheese, and light

cream have a long established identity with the public.

These products are currently subject to standards of identity which require

the inclusion of the terms, "lowfat" and "light." as part of the name of the

food. Based on their long history in the marketplace, we would urge the

exclusion of :hese foods from any future regulations governing the use of

these terms.

r
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We applaud the recognition of tandaidimed foods In the bill reported out of

the House Subcommittee on Energy and Fnv.romment and would hope that the

Senate hill would also allow for the continued use of these terms which are

specified In standards of identity or wh.ch are, through use, the common or

usual name of the food. We believe the use of such terms should not be

cc^strued as a "health claim" ard thereby sub;ect to the additional

constraints of the health claims section

Food descriptor claims help, consumers identif_y_lood attributes.

Label descriptors lave been used to inform consumers about important and

beneficial food attributes. These descriptors are an extremely useful way for

f-oe. anufactLzers to dist .ngu.sh their products from others In the same

category. and the,' hel p Lonsumers f ind the product s that have the qualities

they are looking for out of the innumerable food items sold in stores today.

believe the Nutritiun Labeling and Education Act should allow the continued

use cf food descriptor claims so long as they are properly defined and are not

misleading to consumers in the context of full nutrition labeling.

The regulations adopted by FDA to define descr.ptors for calorie content and

sodium content were established only after intensive intemal study and

evaluation of data supplied by all interested outside parties. A similar

procedure has been employed for the proposed set of cholesterol descriptors.

We support this approach to def ining terms which can accurately portray the

relative amount of individual nut Tient s in a f inished food.
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Claims section is needlessly complex.

Providing full and accurate information on food labels about the nutrient

content of foods. Including label statements which characterize the amount of

a nutrient in the food, can be helpful to consumers and should be allowed

under the following conditions:

I) the nutrient characterized in the statement has nutritional
significance as defined in regulations;

2) the statement uses terms whicn are defined in regulations;

31 the statement is accompanied by a teference to the complete nutrition
label on the product; and,

4) the statement is not deceptive or misleading in light of the other
nutntiOnal properties of the food

We believe a provision in the bill spelling out these conditions could

replace much of tne complexity currently contained in the claims section of

the Bill and would result in Tore helpful information for consumers than

the complex test of whether a food contains a single nutrient which exceeds

some guideline. Full disclosure and a prohibltion against deception and

misleading statements is the answer to properly permit consumeis to evaluate

health claims.

FDA should have full authority.

Instituting appropriate nutrition labeling changes will require adequate and

systematic consumer research, market pre-testi%, .nd evaluation of proposed

label format changes before they become regulation. Proper coordination

will ensure that companies are not faced With multiple label revisions.

This approach should be spear-headed by the Food and Drug Administration.
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Just as development of an apptopriate nutrition label should rest with FDA,

so should enforcement of any labeling p:ovisions subsequently adopted. We

oppose state enforcement as set forth In the Bill.

Tng_of implementation.

For food processors. changing product labels is a big step requiring

.ngre,.ient analv.is. data gathering, and dissemination, as w1,11 as actual

7ev:s:on and reprinting of product containers and labels. These steps are

ar impoitant part of the process and adequate time should be provid.d to

al:ow prope: rmons in a cost-effective mannes.

Changaig labels or vir.ially all food containers is a very expensive and

time consuming t ter Cft en, companies' inventories of product s may be

su.ff.cient to la:t well ,ver a year, and Inventories of packaging labels may

c.,er, nger. Discarding product s or packages In Invent or ies simply

ause the) failed to meet any new nutritlonal labeling requirements with.n

a feu. munths cf the finalization of a rule I nappropr.ate and should be

avoided. The effective date should be established after considering these

fact s

National uniformity and enforcement is essential.

The foods business is highly competitive on a regional and national

basis. In addition. consumers are more mobile today than ever before. It

,./oulJ be a mistake to allow a multiplicity of labeling rules, creating an

1 .1
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impediment to interstate commerce and to consumer understanding. Labels

should bear uniform information with direction and enforcement from the

federal Food and Drug Adoinistrat ion.

The concept of national uniformity and enfortement r..quites equal labeling

of all nutrients ;macro, as well as vitamins and minerals). on all foods

cluding fast foods and those under USDA's jurisdiction. as well as FDA's

urzsd.cIon. I also includes the same rules and enforcement in all

tolit:cal subdivisions. Finally. it must not only include uniformity rah

respect tt the specif .c provisions of this legislation. but also it must

prohibit other state oc local juristhctions from required labehng which in

any i..ay ccnflitts or makes the labeling provisions of this legislation less

fect .ve .

t.t.r.mar., the leg:Elation introauced by Senator Metzenbaum (S.1425) falls

short of providing full and uniform nutrition labeling and is fat more

complicated than netessary to accomplish the task at hand. Legislation

..rtroduced by Senator Hatch (5.1505). howe'. Includes the necessary

:equ.reraerts for the Secreta-y of Health and Himman Services to act and

pdes authority for the federal Food and Drug Administration to move

expeditiously. While neither of 11,ese bills is broad enough in

sccpe to encompass all foods on all occassions. we believe the approach of

the Hatch bill is preferable.
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Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Cady.
Mr. CADY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is John Cady, and I am president of the National Food

Processors Association.
NFPA believes it is time for a national food labeling policy, one

that takes into consideration nutrition labeling, health and safety
warnings and other aspects ri a food package that come under the
heading of general labeling.

The consumer interest and need for a national labeling policy is
apparent, and the need fcr all consumers, regardless of where they
live, to have access to th,: same information is paramount.

A national, uniform, 11-encompassing labeling system would sat-
isfy these consumer nr eds.

It is also time to put strength into FDA by allowing the agency
to fulfill its mission fur the Federal Government and the Nation's
consumers. There is no reason why a strong labeling law at the
Federal level cannot be defined and enforced for all consumers
across the country by FDA.

ft is also time to address all labeling issues and refrain from
leaving part of the issue open to further debate. We have arrived
at a point that has taken us years to reach. We should take advan-
tage of where we are and address the labeling issue on a national
uniform basis rather than on a recipe basis and a basis which
leaves issues open to individual, nonuniform State requirements.

It is time to answer the consumers' needs, and we ask that the
committee enact the enabling legislation that is required. We ask
that the committee allow FDA to do its job and establish a frame-
work where the label and its rules and regulations are allowed to
evolve from input from all interested parties, with the end result
being a national uniform labeling system with mandatory nutri-
tional labeling.

In the enabling legislation. the Congress should establish dates
certain for FDA to complete its tasks and for dates for reports on
its progress. I believe S. 1506, introduced by Senator Hatch, goes a
long way toward achieving a national food labeling policy. The con-
tents of S. 1506 should be discussed and its essential elements in-
corporated into any legislation reported out by this committee.

On the subject of health claims, we believe they must b allowed
for communication with consumers and customers on the relation-
ship of dietary and nutritional aspects of foods to health matters.
Such claims should be accompanied by a statement clearly indicat-
ing that the product must be part of a well-balanced diet. Health
claims should nr require pre-clearance as the time involved for ap-
proval would be nonbeneficial to both the consumer and the indus-
try. Pre-clearance would stifle new health and diet innovations. We
do ask FDA to issue strong uniform health claims rules and regula-
tions along with penalties for rule violations.

Health claims should have scientific backup data available, al-
though release of competitive advantage and/or product formula-
tion data must be addressed, or industry research on new improved
products will cease.

Competitive advantages and product formulations must receive
protection. Health claims must be truthful, not misleading, and
subject to stringent enforcement.

1
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Finally, NFPA believes that legislation should take into consider-
ation the results of FDA's labeling initiatives now being carried out
across the country through the agency's hearings. It is important
that the Congress hear directly from the public as part of its label-
ing law deliberations. NFPA for its part has completed phase one
of its consumer research study on labeling and has begun phase
two, where we will show some 40 different labels to consumers uti-
lizing many forms, graphic and others, to determine what type of
label format and content consumers desire.

The results of this study will be made available to FDA, this
committee and other interested parties.

NFPA strongly urges that resulting legislation require a national
consumer education program which addresses the labeling system.
A national uniform labeling law as part of an overall national
policy must have a consumer education program for helping the
public fully understand new labeling requirements.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Cady.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cady follows:I

Flu
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN R. CADY

Mr. Chairman, my name is John Cady, President of the National
Food Processors Association, and I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before your Committee today to address the issues raised by
the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1989. The National
Food Processors Association, a scientifically based trade
association representing over 600 companies in the food processing
industry, was founded in 1907 in order to represent food
processors on a broad range of legislative, regulatory and food
safety issues. The Association has been deeply involved in a
number of food labeling regulatory and voluntary programs over the
years, including promulgation of standards of identity; net
content labeling under the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act;
nutrition labeling; health messages; our descriptive labeling
program; date labeling; drained weight labeling; and sodium
content labeling for all foods.

With reference to the instant bill, the food industry must
start with the prerequisite that food labeling and safety
requirements must be prescribed on a nationally uniform basis.
Consideration and adoption of legislative or regulatory changes In
food labeling requirements must involve full participation by all
interested segments of our society, including government,
industry, consumer advocate groups and, most importantly,
individual consumers. The development of national labeling rules
must recognize the complexity of the issues involved, and should
not attempt a quick fix without all relevant facts and views being
presented and considered. Congress must of course enact the
necessary statutory authority, establishing basic guidelines and
policies, but consideration and development of specific labeling
requirements must be left, we believe, to the federal
administrative process, based on the accumulated years of
expertise of the FDA.

Once Congress and the FDA, working together in this fashion,
have debated and resolved these issues at the federal level, it
makes no sense for those who are dissatisfied with any aspect of
the federal resolution of the issue to defeat its effectiveness by
securing aeoption of state requirements that impose additional,
varying or inconsistent requirements for the regulation of food
and fcod labels. The labeling policies and requirements that are
appropriate for Portland, Maine, are equally applicable to
Portland, Oregon.
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Varying or Inconsistent state labeling, health and safety
requirements seriously undercut the effectiveness of federal
statutory and regulatory policies and controls, and create
confusion and uncertainty in the minds of consumers. They also
seriously disrupt the interstate distribution of foods in a
national market, and unduly burden local economies with unneeded
costs which are passed on to consumers in the form of higher
prices.

Indeed, it is paradoxical that at a time when Europe is well
on its way to a unified market and the adoption of uniform
regulation of products that move across national boundaries, some
in this country are calling for the rejection of a national policy
that is based upon adoption of uniform rules and the prevention of
barriers to the free flow of food products in interstate
commerce. Recent developments in Europe recognize the increasing
global nature of food production, processing and distribution.
Through Codex Alimentarius, countries throughout the world are
agreeing to the need for labeling uniformity, and the freest
possible distribution of food products without inconsistent or
conflicting local or regional requirements. The United Statea'
historic commitment to free trade in the distribution of foods
militates strongly in favor of an explicit provision of federal
law that prevents states or localities from imposing their own
ideas about the labeling and contents of foods, and thereby
disrupting both the national and international marketing of food
products.

For these very fundamental reasons NFPA and its members
believe that the starting point for consideration of totally new
food labeling and regulatory schemes must be explicit acceptance
of a national uniform system of food regulation. Once it is made
clear that national, uniform labeling r,quirements relating to
nutrition, health an, safety will definitely be made a part of any
legislation or regulation in this area, then NFPA will be more
than willing to participate fully in proceedings in Congress and
with the FDA to reach a consensus as to what specific labeling
requirements should be adopted on a mandatory basis.

National uniformity will allow for a much needed nationwide
nutrition education program that would go hand-in-hand with any
new set of labeling rules. We must have a national nutrition
education program so that government, consumer groups, industry,
health organizations, the media and, most importantly, the
consumer will be utilizing the same set of information regarding
nutrition, dietary decisions, and food safety.

While our association, and the food industry in general,
favor making the food label more responsive to the nutritional
needs of today's consumers, we will not here attempt to deal with
the specifics cl the labeling provisions of this bill. We very
strohgly believe that any federal food labeling legislation
relating to nutrition and health at this point should be confined

142,
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essentially to assJring national uniformity and empowering the FDA
to consider and develop revisions to its announced nutrition
labeling program. To some extent the bill before us takes this
approach by authorizing the FDA to propose and adopt regulations
to carry out the manner in which the statutorily required
information will be included in food labels and labeling. We are
concerned, however, that ,n some respects the bill would pre-judge
certain issues and seriously restrict FDA's discretion by Imposing
such recipe requirements as serving-size definitions for all
foods, and compulsory declaration of calories derived from total
fat and saturated fat well in advance of the label development
process.

Another aspect of the bill that gives us some concern is the
provision for the National Academy of Sciences to prepare a report
making recommendations on the manner in which the required
nutrition information is to be presented. The NAS is undoubtedly
a most respected scientifically based institution, but it is not
expert on consumer communication, it includes no industry
representation, it provides for no consumer input, and as far as
we know it has little experience or expertise on food labeling
matters. If NAS believes it is able to contribute to the food
labeling debate, then it should of course be free to do so, but we
see no need for forcefully injecting NAS into the existinG
administrative processe

As the agency responsible for the implementation and
enforcement of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the FDA
must carry the burden of developing a public record that will
support changes in nutrition labeling requ'rements. Il order to
make useful and effective contribution to that effort, NFPA has
undertaken a major study to consider consumer perceptions and
satisfaction with food labels, and to determine what consumers
want and need in food labels of the future. We think this
consumer study will provide important data that shuuld te taken
into account in any national effort to change food labels, and to
be responsive to consumer desires concerning goud nutrition and
the selection of a healthy diet. The NFPA 3tudy will be completed
by the end of the year.

Turning to the health claiml provisions of the bill, NFPA is
strongly of the view that the FDk has adequate authority to
consider this issue and to adopt regulations that will serve the
Interests of consumers. Our Assyciation initiated discussions
with the FDA Commissioner in 1984 loco..ing toward the modification
of FDA regulations that purport to prohibit disease-related
statements on food labels. We followed up these discussions with
the submission of a Citizen Petition in the spring of 1985,
formally proposing regulaticns that would permit health claims on
labels, with adequate safeguards and standards for enforcement.
We continue to urge the FDA to finalize regulations that are
consistent with its proposal of August 1987, in order to ensure
that appropriate health messages will be permitted and that
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irresponsible or unsubstantiated label claims will be promptly
moved against by the agency.

Accordingly, we request that Congress leave the health claims
issue in the hands of the FDA. Inclusion of the health claims
provision in the bill would further delay the already protracted
regulatory process. Here again, we believe that the FDA itself is
in the best position to formulate labeling requirements and
regulatory safeguards, and we see no need for the injection of
this issue into the legislative process, where no new statutory
authority is needed and where consideration of the issue could
merely complicate the legislative process.

One particular aspect of the health claims provisiofs of the
bill that gives the food industry extreme concern is the total
prohibition of health claims unless every constituent in the food
is present in amounts that would reduce dietary risk to persons in
the general population. This provision is nece.7sarily based on
the concept that there are so-called "perfect foods" from which
consumers can reasonably be expected to obtain balanced,
acceptable diets.

There are, of course, no "perfect foods." qutritionists
emphasize that a wide variety of foods, eaten in moderation and as
part of a balanced diet, are necessary for consuners to obtain all
required nutrients, including those that may not yet have been
identified or clearly established by science. Undue attention to
a particular "bad" constituent -- such as by insisting that
consumers should totally avoid foods that may be higher than
others in that constituent -- would result in a seriously
inadequate diet. There are no bad foods of themselves.

The Congress and federal regulatory agencies certainly have a
role to play in consumer education and nutrition labeling, but
they must not attempt to become the decision-maker as to what
particular choices consumers must make in their diets. Federal
guidelines and consumer education programs will help consumers
select from a variety of foods to satisfy their tastes as well as
their nutritional needs. A realistic approach to diet and health
must account for widely varying consumer tastes and preferences
due to lifestyle, ethnic background, geographic dietary customs,
availability of foods, price, and other personal factors.

Accordingly, a national nutrition labeling program must not
condemn certain foods as "bad." Instead, such a program must
provide for fully informative labeling that enables consumers to
arrive at their own choices and dietary schemes based on their
individual tastes, needs and desires. Give consumers the priority
facts they want, without information overload, and let them make
their choices in putting together a balanced, acceptable diet.
Any suggestion that there may in fact be perfect foods could
encourage consumers to reject the basic staples of the American
diet in favor of highly formulated specialty foods that

1 '1
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substantially increase the consumer's cost without in fact
assuring a balanced, healthful diet.

summary, HFPA supports mandatory nutrition labeling
legislation that will enable the FDA to consider all relevant
views and information in the light of its own expertise, and then
to promulgate nutrition and health labeling requirements that will
be applicable on a uniform basis throughoLt the country. In our
view, S. 1505, introduced by Senator Hatch, would provide an
excellent starting point for consideration and enactment of
legislation along those lines.

We again would like to express our appreciation to the
Committee for this opportunity to appear and to take part in your
consideration of this most important issue.

4 5
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Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Sherwin Gardner, vice president for
Science and Technology at Grocery Manufacturers of America.

Mr. GARDNER. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum.
I am pleased to be able to submit the views of the Grocery Manu-

facturers of America today on S. 1425, the Nutrition Labeling and
Education Act of 1989.

We agree that this bill is timely in that it would establish new
labeling requirements in recognition of scientific knowledge and in
that it responds to the public interest in nutrition and health infor-
mation. GMA agrees that 15 years after nutrition labeling require-
ments were first established, there is a need to update labeling
policies and requirements.

In that regard, there are several guiding principles in our view
that should apply in the consideration of any new labeling law.

First, the Food and Drug Administration is the appropriate orga-
nization to undertake a labeling review because nutrition labeling
questions turn on matters of science. Because FDA is a scientifical-
ly-based regulatory agency, it is well-positioned to determine the
specific details of any nutriticn labeling rules. We also believe it
has sufficient authority to take on this task.

The second principle is that dietary, health and safety informa-
tion must be based on the best and most current science available.
Because scientific knowledge is continually changing, detailed la-
beling requirements should not be written into statute but applied
by FDA through its rulemaking procedures.

The third principle concerns labeling requirements is that they
should permit honest, meaningful communication with consumers
and also permit sufficient flexibility for manufacturers to comply
efficiently with those requirements. Our laws and regulations
should establish appropriate rules that guide the way health and
nutrition information is provided in labeling. However, we should
not close off an effective way of communicating that information.

The fourth principle is that there should be a nationally uniform
set of labeling rules for nutrition and health information. Valid
health information is not a function of geography. Health knows no
borders. Whatever the Federal Government establishes in the way
of scientifically-based labeling requirements shot 'd apply uniform-
ly across the country.

In general, S. 1425 is unduly rigid and restrictive in its require-
ments for nutrient declarations. No exceptions are allowed for food
or nutrients that make an insignificant contribution to the diet.
Further, it would virtually prohibit health claims for descriptors
and for diet and health relationships. Finally, it does not establish
national uniformity in food labeling, an essential component of
health information policy.

In contrast, S. 1505, introduced by Senator Hatch, provides an
appropriate balance of congressional policy direction and FDA im-
plementation of that policy. We would recommend adding to the
core group of important nutrients in that bill for which labeling re-
quirements should be established.

We would also recommend that the scope of uniformity provi-
sions be clarified. As written, they appear to affect some labeling
provisions that are essential local, while they do not fall within the

1 4 G
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province of Federal interest. This bill, with some modification,
would be supported by GMA.

Returning to S. 1425, we believe Congress should set labeling
policy and deadlines and not write regulations into law.

The health claims section of S. 1425 is drafted so narrowly as to
make it useless. We strongly object to the approach embodied in
the bill which would require that FDA pass judgment on each
claim. Clea.ly, claims should be scientifically valid, truthful, not
misleading, and fairly represent the overall nutrition contribution
of a food in the diet. We also agree that claims should be strictly
enforced by FDA.

Finally, the issue of national uniformity. We have a national
food supply system, Mr. Chairman, with consumers on the West
Coast eating the identical, nationally marketed food as their coun-
terparts on the East Coast. Congress should establish the policy on
what health information should be borne, be it nutrient content or
other health information about a food.

Mr. Chairman, again, we believe that the time is right to estab-
lish a modernized and nationally uniform food labeling policy and
look forward to working with the committee to achieve that objec-
tive.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gardner follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHERWIN GARDNER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, I am Sherwin Gardner, Vice President for Science and
Technology of the Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc. (GHIA).
GMA is an 80 year old national trade association comprised of 119
companies that manufacture food and other products sold in retail
grocery stores throughout the United States. GMA member companies
employ over 2.3 million people and have annual sales in excess of
$280 billion. We appreciate the opportunity to share our views on

food labeling with the Committee.

The food labeling requirements that exist today have evolved over a
period of more than 80 years, beginning with enactment of the 1906

Food and Drugs Act. These requirements, by and large, have served
the public well, providing both health and economic protection.
The most recent major policy change in food labeling requirements
was the establishment of nutrition labeling regulations by FDA in

January, 1973.

Several significant changes in nutrition labeling rules have been
introduced or proposed by FDA since 1973:

1-Sodium content labeling: This was added as a component of
nutrition labeling in July, 1985;

2-Cholesterol and fatty acid content: These requirements were
proposed as additional mandatory components of nutrition
labeling in November 1986;

3-Diet and health 'nformation: Conditions and criteria for
labeling foods with this information were proposed in
August, 1987.

These changes were introduced in response to developments in
nutrition knowledge. Recognizing that research in the nutrition
sciences has materially advanced at a rapid pace in the past 15
years, however, we agree that it is timely to review the kinds of
nutritional and health related information that the federal
government requires on packaged food labels. Indeed, the issuance
of significant reports by the Surgeon General in 1988 and by the
National Academy of Sciences in 1989 provides a valuable resource of
material relating diet, nutrition and health that should help this
review.

1 4 3
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S. 1425, the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1989, is timely
in that it would establish new labeling requirements in recognition
of scientific knowledge and in that it responds to the public
interest in nutrition and health information. GMA agrees that there
is a need to update labeling policies and requirements.

In that regard, GMA believes that several guiding principles should
apply in the consideration of any new labeling requirements:

1-FDA is the appropriate organization to undertake a labeling
review. Because nutrition labeling questions turn on matters
of science, and because FDA is a scientifically based regulatory
agency, it is well positioned to determine the specific details
of any nutrition 1abeli4g rules. Further, it already has
sufficient authority to take on this task.

2-Dietary, health and safety information must be based on the
best and mos: current science available. Because scientific
knowledge is continually changing, detailed labeling requirements
should not be written into statute, but applied by FDA through
its rulemaking procedures. Through oversight and resource
appropriations, Congress can assure that labeling reflects
contemporary knowledge and needs.

3-Labeling requirements should permit meaningful communication
with consumers and also permit sufficient flexibility for
manufacturers to comply efficiently with requirements.
Newspapers, tlevision, magazines, and radio all provide
consumers with news about developments in nutrition knowledge;
and government and private health institutions also provide such
information. Food labling complements this information and
gives consumers a practical way to apply it. The FTC reports
issued last August conclude that health information in food
labeling is helpful to consumers. Our laws and regulations
should establish appropriate rules that guide tho way health and
nutrition information is provided in labeling, but we should not
close off an effective way of communicating that information.

4-There should be a nationally uniform set of labeling rules for
nutrition and health information. More than ever, food 'labeling
serves as an important way to effectively communicate health
information to consumers. Indeed, the principal objective of
the bill is to help consumers select foods that satisfy their
personal health objectives. Valid health information is not a
function of geography: Hezlth knows no borders. Whatever the
federal government establishes in the way of scientifically
based labeling requirements should apply uniformly across the
country.

In light of these principles, we would like to make the following
comments concerning S. 1425, the Nutrition 1 eling and Education
Act of 1989.
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In general, S. 1425 is unduly rigid and restrictive in its
requirements for nutrient declarations; no exceptions are allowed
for food or nutrients that make an insignificant contribution to the

diet. Further, it would virtually prohibit health claims--for
desc-iptors and for diet and health relationships. Finally, it does
not establish national uniformity in food labeling, an essential
component of health information policy.

In contrast S. 1505. the Food and Nutrition Labeling Act of 1989,
provides an appropriate balance of Congressional policy direction

and FDA implementation of that policy. We would recommend adding to
the group of important nutrients identified in the bill for
which labeling requirements should be established. Ne would also
recommend that the scope of uniformity provisions in S. 1505 be

clarified. As written, they appear to affect some labeling
provisions that are essentially local or that do not fall within the

province of federal interest. This bill, with some modification,

would be supported by INA.

Returning to S. 1425, we believe Congress should set labeling policy
and deadlines, and not, in effect, write regulations into law. The

details of nutrition labeling decisions are best left to FDA since
there are numerous technical details that require consideration.
For example. although there is a provision which would exempt
certain foods which do not contain significant amounts of all of the
specified nutrients, there is no flexibility to allow a simplified
labeling presentation for foods that contain insignificant amounts
of mut nutrients.

The health claims section of S. 1425 is drafted so narrowly as to
make it useless. We strongly object to the approach mbodied in the
bill which would require that FDA pass judgment on each claim.
Clearly, claims should be scientifically valid, truthful, not
misleading, and fairly represent the overall nutrition contribution
of a food in the diet; we also agree that claims should be strictly
enforced by FDA. Toward this end, we respectfully recommend that
FDA be directed to finish its rulemaking already begun in an
appropriate time frame.

Finally, the issue of national uniformity. Mr. Chairman, health

knows no borders. We have a national food supply system with
consumers on the West Coast eating the identical, nationally
marketed foods as their counterparts on the East Coast. Congress,

in our judgment, should establish the policy on what health
information the food should bear, be it nutrient content or other
health information about a food.

ingress, not the states, should decide what diet and health
information should be on food marketed in interstate commerce.
Under this approach, however, FDA and the States should concurrently,
enforce identical health information requirements. The absence of
labeling uniformity provisions makes this legislation unacceptabie
to GMA. Mr. Chairman, we believe that the time is right to
establish a modernized, nationally uniform food labeling policy. We
look forward to working with the committee to achieve that objective.

1.5u
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Senator MEMNBAUM. As I understand the position of GMA, you
don't support S. 1425, arid you also have some difficulties with the
Hatch bill. Is that correct?

Mr. GARDNER. We believe our difficulties with the Hatch bill are
more easily overcome than the difficulties we have with S. 1425,
sir.

Senator MVTZENBAUM. Thank you. I just wanted to be certain I
understood that.

Mr. George Burditt, of Burditt, Bowles and Radzius.
Mr. BuaDrrr. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for allowing

me to appear this morning. Actually, I have on two hats; I'll try to
wear them one at a time. The first one is for an association that
isn't very often heard of in these halls. It is the Association of Food
and Drug Officials, which is the professional association of the
State and also Federal and local food and drug iow enforcement of-
ficials. Now, quite obviously, I am an industry lawyer, not a
member of that association. I am only an associate member. But
the president of that association who this year is Edsel Moore of
Kentucky wrote me a letter and asked if I would make a statement
for him this morning. Let me read you two paragraphs, if I may, of
his letter, because it will spell it out, and the letter is attached to
my statement.

"Dear George, I understand that you are testifying at the hear-
ing on Senator Metzenbaum's labeling bill. I hope you can work
into your testimony some comments on the dedicated commitment
of the Association of Food and Drug Officials to the concept of uni-
formity.

"Like all of my predecessors as president of AFDO, I am person-
all:' committed to support and encourage uniformity between the
laws of the Unit.nd States and the laws of the several States and
among the laws of the several States. Indeed, AFDO's slogan,
which appears on its banner md on this letterhead, is 'Uniformity
through cooperation and communi.?ation! "

Mr. Chairman, that position of Imiformity by the Association of
Food and Drug Officials is one which has been taken for many
years. It is really based on three different interests, all of which
ccincide on this issue. The first is the interest of consumers, which
the panel which preceded us so articulately presented. We have a
very fluid society, and it is just as important for consumers in
Washington, the State of Washington, or California, or New York,
or Ohio, or Utah, or anywhere else to receive the same informa-
tion This can only be done if we have uniform legislation and reg-
ulation and policies.

The second reason for it is really the enforcement officials them
selves can do a much better job and be much more effective if they
are enforcing the same laws and regulations wherever they are.

And of course the third reason is that industry will be able to
comply better if industry knows what is expected in one State, in
all States, as well as in the United States, they can follow those
lines. Unfortunately over the last few years, we have drifted off
from that, and now industry is in a position \, \re they are not
sure what they have to do.

It is very important, and Mr. Chairman, you sh Ad be commend-
ed for your leadership in bringing this industry and the enforce-
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ment officials and consumers together in accomplishing that pur-
pose through uniformity.

While I personally agree with all of those statements that I have
just made on behalf of the Association of Food and Drug Officials, I
did want this committee and particularly, Mr. Chairman, you to
know that the association itself, which is dedicated officials who
are devoting their lives to the protection of consumers, are very in-
terested in this issue of uniformity.

Now let me take off that hat and put on my own hat, which is an
industry lawyer. I represent firms who are facing these daily prob-
lems of how do they comply with the laws in their labeling require-
ments.

My comments, of course, I agree with virtually everything that
these three gentlemen have said with that hat on, but let me just
make two points. First of all, as to health claims, everybody be-
lieves, I think, that health claims of some kind should be allowed.
The question is what quantum of proof do you need before you can
make a health claim. The rules aren't very clear on that now, and
they need to be made clear.

Your bill, Mr. Chairman, makes a significant step in the direc-
tion by saying "no significant scientific disagreement". I think that
is certainly a basis for doing it. I would prefer, Mr. Chairman, that
you take a positie approach to it; instead of saying "no significant
disagreement", say that there is "significant scientific support" for
the claim. That lets an industry who has a peer-reviewed, pub-
lished study make a claim, and if the claim is lot e,upported by
that kind of evidence, it may not be made. There is never going to
be consensus among the scientists in this industry. If I have ever
learned anything in my 40 years of practicing food and drug laws,
it is that scientists are as diverse on this as lawyers are. They are
all over the lot. But if this committee can establish a positive rule
of letting the industry decide whether there is adequate scientific
support for a position, let them take it.

The other point that I would like to make goes to nutrition
claims, and that is the position which was taken at the very outset,
and certainly, Commissioner Young tookthis is a very difficult
area. There is great complexity, and it is important for consumers
not to be misled by all kinds of different information, some of it
irrelevant, on the labels. I suggest that this is such a fast-moving
food technology field that the committee and consumers would be
better served to provide a bill which would let FDA keep current
as new developments come along, and they do come alongwe
don't even know in 1989 what is going to be necessary or desirable
for consumers ia 1990. I believe that an agency is better equipped
to do that. I was in the Illinois legislature for 8 years, and it is
hard for me to say that the legislature isn't omnipotent and omni-
scient on everything. But I really believe that in this particular cir-
cumstance that the legislative branch should yield to the adminis-
trative branch.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1 L.
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Burditt, and I
appreciate also your submitting the comments on behalf of the as-
sociation of State regulators. They call for uniformity; as you know,
our bill provides for uniformity. So we interpret that as being nei-ther forward nor backward support for our legislation, and wewould be happy to include that gentleman's letter in the record if
you want to have it in the record, but that is optional with you.Mr. Buantrr. I would appreciate it, Senator, and it is attached to
my statement that has been submitted for the record.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Burditt (with an attachment) fol-lowsj

1%
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. BURDITT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on the

proposed "Nutr:tion Labeling and Education Act of 1989." This is

one of the most important sublects facing our country, and all

three branches of government. It is obviously presumptuous of me

to thank you and congratulate you for entering this thicket, but

after forty years of practicing law in the private sector,

virtually exclusively in food and drug law, I join with many

others in expressing our appreciation to you for undertaking

consideration of the important subjects of nutrition labeling and

education.

Today, I am wearing a couple of hats. First, I am honored

to have been asked by E. Edsel Moore, this year's president of

the Association of Food and Drug Officials to convey to you

AFDO's dedicated commitment to the concept of uniformity. AFDO

is the professional association of state, federal and local food

and drug law enforcement officials. It was founded in 1897, and

for almost 100 years, through its members individually and

1 ..."..:r"
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collectively, has promoted consumer protection by helping to

assure the safet and proper labeling of the American food

supply. For many years, AFDO's slogan has been "Uniformity

Through Cooperation and Communication."

Attached to these comments is a copy of Mr. Moore's letter

of October 20, 1989 to me asking me as an Associate Member of

AFDO, to say a few words on AFDO's behalf on the issue of

uniformity between federal and state laws, and among state laws.

AFDO's position is based on three primary factors:

1. Consumers are the chief beneficiary of uniformity.

with the development of multi-state urban

complexes, and with the increasing mobility of the

American populace, consumers are entitled to be

able to count on the fact that their food is

equally safe anywhere in tne United States an0

that food packages will give them the same

labeling wherever they live or move about the

country.

2. Law enforcement is quicker and more certain if

federal and state officials are enforcing uniform

laws and regulations. The same ingredients should

be prohibited or permitted everywhere in the

courry, the same names should be used for

1 5 5
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products, the same descriptors should be allowed

or disallowed, and the same labeling, particularly

nutrition labeling, should be required or

prohibited throughout the country.

3. Food manufacturers and labelers will know

precisely what is expected of them. There will be

no incentive to take advantage of different laws,

regulations or enforcement policies between the

federal government and an individual state, or

among the states.

Of course hanging over all of this issue of uniformity like

a black cloud is Zurope's comprehensive move toward uniformity in

1992. Having experienced the detriments of diverse laws and

regulations, and sensing the benefits of uniformity, the European

Community is moving toward uniformity. How strange it would be

if the United States, having enjoyed the benefits of uniformity,

would suddenly go the other direction and balkanize our food

labeling policies.

So, Mr. Chairman, in behalf of the Association of Food and

Drug Officials, I urge uniformity in our labeling laws.
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Now, M. Chairman, I would like to put on the hat that I

have worn for many years, the hat of a lawyer who has represented

various segm,.nts of the food Industry almost full time since I

was admitted to th, bar. In that capacity, I have seen all kinds

of fads come and go, have worked frequently with, and

occasionally against, federal and state officials on labeling

matters, have seen standards of identity totter from their

pedestal of sanctity, have helped from the legal side in the

development of foods for special segments of our population like

infants and children and have seen the burgeoning use of

descriptors like "low" and "light."

All of those issues, and of course many others need to be

addressed by Congress, by the executive branch and perhaps

eventually by the judicial branch. Since I have taught food and

drug law at Northwestern University School of Law for about a

quarter of a century, I hope you will excuse, Mr. Chairman, if I

make some observations which may sound pedantic but they are also

based on my personal experience.

Foo: technology is a rapidly advancing science to the great

benefit of consumers. Statutory enactments and regulatory

promulgations must be crafted to avoid freezing into our body of

law rigid concepts which may soon be outmoded by advances in food

science. With that important concept in mind, let me give some

examples:

1 !S
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1. Standards

Standards of identity, quality and fill of container were

authorized by the 1938 Act, and in general have provided

consumers with assurance of nutrition, constant uniformity and

appropriate lab..ling. The Hale Amendment facilitated the

procedure for changing standards, but consumer groups and

industry alike shudder at the prospect of trying to persuade FDA

to make appropriate amendments. I urge the Congress to establish

an Advisozy Committee representing consumers, the food industry

and the appropriate fields of science to assist FDA in making

certain that standards are kept current with consumer needs and

new developments in food technology. Concepts like the alternate

make-procedure clause in most of the cheese standards, and the

allowance of "safe and suitable" ingredients, remit industry to

utilize scientific advances for the benefit of consum:rs.

2. Nutrition Labeling

Nutrition labeling obviously needs attention and, in my

opinioa, should be made mandatory. The key questions of course

are what should be made mandatory, and who should establisn the

rules. Let me address those issues separately.
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What should be made mandatory depends on the advice of

experts in food technology, nutrition and food safety. It is a

masterpiece of understatement to say that the experts are not in

agreement at any point in time, and that their views change over

a period of time. Therefore I urge the Congress to adopt broad

policies enabling the experts within the federal agencies, in

consultation with experts in academia and the food industry, to

take advantage of developing technology and new discoveries, all

to the benefit of consumers. The Advisory Committee could

perform this function. That is the best way to determine what

should be included in nutrition labeling.

Who should make those determinations is an equally Important

matter. From my eight years in the Illinois legislature, I am

fully aware of the temptations of a legislator to make the

decisions directly. Congress, because its range of

responsibilities is far greater than a state legislatures',

necessarily cannot be omniscient in all of the multitude of

fields of legislative endeavor. Nor cin legislative bodies

usually act sufficiently quickly to utilize new developments.

For that reason, I urge the Congress to set forth clear and

unambiguous guidelines, but to leave implementation of the

policies to the agencies, particularly FDA in the case of food

safety, nutrition labeling and health messages.
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Whoever determines what should be included in nutrition

labeling should bear several concepts in mind:

a. Confusion will result if too technical or too much

information is required.

b. The special nutritional needs of infants and children

must be considered.

c. Future changes are inevitable as knowledge unfolds.

For these reasons I urge Congress to designate FDA as

the who to prescribe specific rules.

The question of who also involves the states. State

legislatures should clearly not be involved in establishing

nutrition labeling requirements, nor in my opinion should state

administrative agencies. State lawmakers and administrators are

subject to too many local pressures not necessarily beneficial to

consumers. Therefore, Congress and FDA should set the

requirements on nutrition labeling which must be followed

throughout the country. An escape clause in Lase a state has a

particular problem might be Justified if the federal agency

approves.

jCu
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3. Health Messages

Health messages must be addressed by Congress and the

agencies. We know far more now about the importance of food to

health than we did when the Act was originally passed in 1938.

Again the questions are what should be required and who should do

the requiring. In addition, the quantum of proof necessary to

justify a health message must be addressed.

Unfortunately, the scientists are not in agreemen as to

what should be required in the interest of consumer health and

information. Mr. Chaiman, I am sure your files are full of

conflicting views, and views with differing emphasis, expressed

by scientists of equal competence. These views are changing

almost on a daily basis. No one can say that what appears to be

apprupriate in 1989 will continue to be appropriate even in 1990.

That of course leads directly to the question as to who

should do the requiring. Under these circumstances, for

Congress, and a for_iori for state legislatures, to do the

requiring I submit would be a mistake. Rather, Congress should

lay down clear rules for adminiJtrative agencies to follow as

science develops. Experience tells us, however, that Congress

should establish explicit time constraints on FDA, and should

monitor FDA's implementation of the national mandate. And in the

Interest of consumers, to assist those members of industry who

24-19! - 90 - 6
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are seeking federal guidance, and above all in the Interest of

uniformity, please give FDA a short string! FDA can act

expeditiously and efficiently, as they did in the tamper

resistant packaging regulation, and rules on health messages are

critically needed now.

As to the quantum of proof needed to justify a health cla.m,

again I urge Congress to establish a guideline. But the

guideline deserves careful attention. If the guideline is

"consensus," I suggest that consumers may never get the benefit

of health messages. At the other extreme, if health messages

justified by a single in-house study are authorized, confusion

will proliferate and consumer confusion will abound. I suggest

that Congress prescribe a middle course, authorizing the approval

of health messages based on peer-reviewed published studies.

Exnlicit terms governing the quantum of proof necessary should be

established by FDA, again with a tight time line.

In no area is national uniformity more important than in

health messages. A health message supported by published, peer-

reviewed studies is equally important to consumers in Ohio,

Texas, Utah or any other state. The Congress should require

uniformity on this issue.
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4. Safety

Americans in every state are entitled to a uniform assurance

of safety. To allow one state to impose special safety rules

based on the whi of a local interest group is sheer folly. It

implies that consumers in the other 49 states are not entitled to

the same Asurance of safety. It implies that the federal

government and the other 49 states are not concerned about the

safety of their citizens. It undermines consumer confidence in

the Congress, state legislatures, federal and state

administrative agencies, and indeed in our entire system of

assuring the safety of the American food supply. With all of the

effort that Congress, FDA, USDA and other federal agencies have

expended to assure safety, it is unfortunate that dedicated but

misguided local organizations are attempting to undermine public

confidence in the national effort. Congress should put a

peremptory end to such efforts by preempting any state or local

safety labeling requirements which are in addition to or

different than federal requirements.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your courtesy in permitting me

to testify before you today.

11/13/89
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October 20. 1989

George Burditt
Burditt. Bowles & Badzius. Chartered
333 West Wacker Drive
Suite 1900
Chicago. IL 60606 1218

Dear George:

_ RECEIva. _
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Dt000n of Itadiatton Product S4fel.
1-> I Main Street

Ir.inkforl, KY 10621
I501) 564 137

I understand that you are testifying at the hearing on Senator
Metzenbaum's labeling bill I hope you can work into your
testimony some comments on the dedicc,d commitment of the
AssoCiation of Food and Drug Officials to the concept of
uniformity

Like all of my predecessors as President of AFDO. I am
personally committed to support and encourage uniformity between
thc laws of the United States and the laws of the several states.
and among the laws of the several states Indeed. AFDO's slo,,an.
which appears on its banner and on this letterhead. is "Uniformity
Through Cooperation and Communication."

AFDO may very well have comments on the substantive portions
of the Metzenbaum bill. but at the hearing the point I would
greatly appreciate your stressing is our interest in uniformity.
You have been an associate member of AFDO for about as long as
anyone has, and have been chairman of our Associate Member
Committee three times Your AFDO knowledge and experience clearly
Qualify you to advise Senator Metzenbaum and his colleagues as to
the rationale for our Interest in uniformity

ELMIng

Sincerely.

_... c 7....t.,___

E Edsel Moore
President
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Senator MMENBAUM. Let me ask a few questionsand I appre-
ci-`c, the comments of each of the witnesses.

, there or is there not a feeling by many in the food industry
that the whole question of labeling has gotten out-of-hand and that
claims have gone too far? You have seen some of the claims here
today.

Here is one that I got a kick out of. This is a Sara Lee strawber-
ry cheesecakelooks pretty good, as a matter of factwhich says,
"Surpriseonly 200 calories per serving". That sounds pretty good.
But then, if you look at the serving size information which is to be
found elsewhere, it tells you there are 10 slices in the pie. So for
the 200 calories, you get this little, tiny piece of strawberr: cheese-
cake.

Now, frankly, I am no', a big eater, but that is a pretty small
serving size for the 200 calories. I just wonder whether you in your
experience haven't seen a number of these misleading representa-
tions, and don't you feel there is a need for us to do something
about that?

Mr. TIPTON. Mr Chairman, I would start the comment on that. I
think everybody can find lots of examples of foods that their label-
ing could be improved. There is no question about that, and we are
supportive of some changes in that regard.

I guess our major concern, however, is that we don't throw out
the baby with the bath water, because we believe that there are a
number of things that are currently good about our nutrition label-
ing scheme, and we want to make sure that those are maintained.

For example, we are concerned that lowfat cottage cheesea
standardized food, prescribed by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, has been on the market for mlny, many years. It is a product
that has about 1 gram of fat, has less than 5 milligrams of choles-
terol, but it might be slightly high on the sodium side. We are con-
cerned that under the stringent requirements of the legislation as
you have drafted it that that nutritious foodand I think every-
body would agree that it is a nutritious foodmight not be able to
stay on the market. We think that we may be going too far in
trying to correct some of the problems that easily you can identify;
certain areas, you can identify, but others you may need to take
another look at.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, Mr. Tipton, I think you are sort ot
makirg the case that I have made all along. For years, I have been
saying to the industry, "Come, let us reson together and let us
work thus out," and we have spent untold numbet of hours doing
that. I remember talking with Mr. Geor-e Cook of the Grocery
Manufacturers Assoc Atkin and saying eany on let's see if we can't
work this out.

Now, we don't take any adamant position. We don't think we are
very obdurate. We think the bill represents that fact. But I have to
say to you that we are concerned about the very point you make. I
think that not all parts of the industry, because as you wc,ll know,
some segments of the industry have indicated a willingness to sup-
port our legislation and at the appropriate time, we will be discuss-
ing that publicly. I've been around this Senate long enough, and
when I sat on the legislature many y:ars ago and then subsequent-
ly as a lobi- ist, I pretty well learned the best iegislation comes

1 0 .-
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about when those who are affected negotiate with those who are
pushing the legislation. Both groups Lan then try to work out an
efficacious manner of passing the bill. Otherwise, you win some
and you lose some. And I know of no better example than what has
occurred with respect to labor legislation. When we passed the
Wagner Act originally, the pendulum was way over here. Then
subsequently, we moved over to the Landrum-Griffin bill and the
Taft-Hartley Act, and we moved in the opposite mannerprobably
somewhere in between is where the legislation should have been.

So we think that there is a pretty good sense of movement on
this subject of food labeling today. We think the Food and Drug
Acaninistration recognizes that movement. We are aware of the
fact that OMB is less than supportive of legislation. But I would
say to the industry that the American people are demanding some-
thing, and if they don't get it this way, they'll go to the initiative.
In my own State of Ohio the initiative is ipen, and I'm certain the
initiative is open in other places in this country. We ;,.now that
California has used the initiative quite often.

I would just say to you that we are not looking to do anything to
harm the food industry. We are proud of the food industry in this
country. But we think that there needs to be some movement on
the part of the food industry to work with us, work with Senator
Hatch as well as myself, to come up with a bill that you can live
with, but that will meet the demands of the American people.
Every poll that you take indicates the American people want to
know more about what they are ingesting. They are concerned
about their health, they are concerned about the food that they
eat. And when the door is open, and when Senators are saying,
"Come, let's work together," and there is a kind of obdurate posi-
tion that, "Nowe won't do it unless you preempt the matter of
safety and preempt the California law '1 that area," we think you
are mixing apples and oranges. The two are not in the same box
Unless you go forward to have food safety legislation as well as
other safety aspectspesticide safetyyou can't expect this bill to
solve the problem that some of you are experiencing in California.
I can't say it much more strongly than that.

We think it is time to change your position. You might beat us
this week, this month, this year, but we will be back, and so will
the people of the country; they will not be slowed down; they are
demanding action. Mr. Gardner.

Mr. GARDNER. If I could take just 2 minutes, Senator Metz-
enbaum, because you mentioned Mr. Cook, who happens to be my
boss, I thought I might insert a word or two.

We have been willing to come and negotiate on food labeling,
and indeed have done so and ,.emain willing to do that. The ques-
tion of health claims is one At was somewhat of a late-add to the
issue agenda, and I don't think we have had an adequate opportu-
nity to fully explore that--

Senator METZENBAUM. Excuse me. What question was the late-
add, did you say?

Mr. GARDNER. Health claims. We have not had an adequate op-
portunity to explore that with your staff, and we look forward to
doing that.
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I do feel that on the question of uniformitypeople can differ on
this interpretation, sirbut we think there is an artificial distinc-
tion being made between food safety and nutrition labeling. The
nutrition labeling bill is designed to be a health promotion meas-
ure, and so too are warnings that California and other States are
interested in putting on food labels.

The whole question is the common denominator of health. The
Cancer Society was here this morning to speak in behalf of the bill
because they believe that nutrition information will help prevent
some forms of cancer. If cancer is a cause for putting warnings on
food, that is a health issue. So that is where we are coming from
when we look at the bill that is designed to modernize food labeling
requirements. That bill is a health bill, and we believe that all
health information that appears on the label should be made na-
tionally uniform in its requirement. That is the essence of our view
on that. Thank you.

Mr. CADY. Senator, if I could just add a little bit to that, in my
opening statement I talked about a national food policy, and I
think it is time that we had a national food labeling policy.

I don't think we need patchwork legislation. If you have got two
or three pieces of legislation that are addressing the same subject
and when I am talking about the same subject, I'm talking about
the package that you have held up, or other packagesthe con-
sumer looks at that package as a totality. They don't break it out
in terms of this is a nutrition labeling bill, this is a safety bill, this
is a food warning bill; what am I going to do in California versus
when I spend time elsewhere, like my mother with me in Virginia?

Why do we have to make this distinction? I have heard the argu-
ments, and I have not been swayed at all by any of them that say
that there should be a difference between nutritional labeling and
food safety warnings. I think we need to take this time where we
are right now to try to take care of this. If it is going to be thor-
ough legislation, then it ought to be all-encompassing and address
what is totally on that package and not half a loaf, which I think is
where we are going right now.

Additionally, I think that there has to be some flexibility, sir, be-
cause as you know, you pass legislation now; as was mentioned ear-
lier, 2or 3 years from now, things change, and we can't keep going
back to the drawing board. I think we should not cut the regula-
tory process out. We :lave a regulatory system that has been devel-
oped over the years, and I think we ought to let it work.

As far as negotiations are concerned, sir, we stand ready to sit
down and talk with you, along with the other food groups here,
with the FDA, and with Senator Hatch. I think we ought to not
discount his input into this bill and into this process, and I think
we ought to sit downwe are willing to sit down and talk about it.

Senator METZENBAUM. We don't discount Senator Hatch's input.
Mr. CADY. I didn't say that. I said in the overall framework, I

think we ought to make sure it is included in our discussions, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. I think my staff is marrying some of his

staff, they spend so much time back and forth together.
Mr. CADY. Well, that's good. [Laughter.]
Senator METZENBAUM. And his office is right across from mine,

so we work together very closely.
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Mr. CADY. Thank you. Thank you for your time, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. I'd say to you that the door is open to you.

We want to pass a bill, we expect to pass a bill. We are going to
give it a full court press, and if you have some points that make
some validity, we are willing to listen to them.

Mr. CADY. I'd like to just clarify two things, and I don't want to
get into a controversy, but there was a statement made by a previ-
ous witness, and I'm riot going to get into an argument about it,
but I do want to make a point of clarification for the record.

Mr. Silverglade talked about 25 percent of cans are lead soldered,
and children among others suffer blood poisoning from lead that
leaks into food cans. My position on that, sir, is that that just is not
true, and if we are going to discuss that type of thing here, we
ought to be able to provide proof for what we're talking about and
not just statements and walk away. Thank you, sir.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, and certainly, Mr.
Silverglade had the right to make his comment and you have the
right to refute it, but we don't monitor what people say before the
committee.

Mr. Bus.nrrr. Mr. Chairman, your statement that this is a fast-
moving technological field with changes coming along all the time
leads me to two conclusions. One is that the agencies ought to be
making the decision to keen current with that. The second one is
that certainly on food safety issues, the Congress ought to preempt
the field so that when these changes come along, they will be taken
care of nationally and not on an ad hoc basis from State to State,
with 50 different rules. That just can't be handled by our country.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, Mr. Burditt, you are aware of the
fact that Dr. Young did put into the record the letter from OMB
with reference to the matter of preemption--

Mr. BURDITT. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM [continuing]. And making it very clear the

administration does not support preemption. Now, I've got enough
of a problem getting this bill through the Congress without trying
to find a way to take on the President as well, and I think that we
have to be realistic. It is nice to say preemption, but the adminis-
tration says categorically that they do not support preemption.

Mr. GARDNER. That letter, Mr. Chairman, is quite a bit older
than the President's current position. I suggest that that has been
revised by events. The President's statement on pesticide residues
that was just issued 10 days ago took a position in favor of preemp-
tion of States. So I think that that letter is a little out-of-date, sir.

Senator METZENBAUM. I think his position is that if a standard is
set up that he favors preemption. But we are not setting up a
standard in that respect. But we'll be happy to explore all these
issues with you promptly. Yesterday was too late. Let's move for-
ward.

[Additional statements and material submitted for the record
follow]

1 r I ..)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

The American Academy of Pediatrics strongly favors nutrition
labeling of as many foods as possible, including foods for
children under the age of two. Parents need information to
make wise food choices for their children. Food labels offer
an excellent opportunity to have such information available
at the time of purchase.

rhe labels should list the content of protein, fat,
carbohydrates, (the energy nutrients) as a percent of
calories in the food, in addition to identifying the grams
per serving. Tie major constituents of fats, namely
saturated, monosaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty acids
should be stated. Any additive or preservative that may
contribute calories to the food should be identified on the
label. When there is more than one serving per container,
the number of servings should be clearly displayed.

A second issue of concern to the Academy is the use of health
messages or health claims on foods. We oppose the placement
of health messages or health related claims on foods. Health
messages based on clinical data obtained from the adult
population could be inappropriate, even harmful for children.
The nutritional needs of children differ, sometimes markedly
from those of adults. However, once infants graduate from a
diet of baby foods the foods they are served are generally
the same as what other family membe-s are eating. The
proposals allowing generic health claims do not reflect this
reality.

In addition, health messages often nighlight only one
ingredient in a food item, without prcviding full disclosure
of the nutritional value of other ingredients. Nutrition and
health are too complex and multifaceted to be reduced to one
line cues.

We are also concerned that promotional competition will le6d
to abuses which could have adverse effects on consumers,
particularly children. Examples include publication of
dietary information before the information is scientifically
validated P.--; ozivertisement of foods fortified with nutrients
that may not be beneficial.

Comprehensive labeling of foods is an important, useful
vehicle for educating the public. Labels on as many foods as
possible provide an excellent opportunity for food
manufacturers to inform rather than persuade consumers of the
value of their product.

November 7, 1989
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE SNACK FOOD ASSOCIATION

The Snack Food Association ("SFA" or the

"Association") is pleased to present its views for the Record

on S. 1425, The Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1989.

The Association is a non-profit international trade association

representing over 480 domestic manufacturers and suppliers

involved in the making and distribution of more than 95 percent

of the snacks made from vegetables, grains, fruits, meats, and

nuts consumed in the United States. Although there are

corporate giants in our :ndustry, the majority of our member

companies are moderately small, family-owned, regional

businesses.

The Association supports nutrition labeling. Over 90

percent of our snack products (based on a percentage of sales)

carry a nutrition panel according to the FDA's Food Label &

Packacie Survey (1988). SFA supports current efforts to

modernize the nutrition panel. The Association believes the

nutrition label should provide nutrient information that is

useful, scientifically accurate and responsible. The

Association believes that the current format is complex,

outdated and too rigid.

S. 1425 requires that the labels of packaged food

products subject to the jurisdiction of the Food and Drug

Administration disclose the amount of total fat, saturated fat,

unsaturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrates,

complex carbohydrates, sugar, total protein, dietary fiber,

total calories, fat calories and saturated fat calories per

serving or other customarily used unit of measure, which may

17o
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not be appropriate for all foods. For example, dietary fiber

would not be expected to be labeled in such products as cheese

and milk, but would be appropriate for cereals and vegetables.

Thus some degree of nutrition labeling flexibility is desirable.

The Association supports mandated labeling for

"macro-nutrients" (i.e., calories, protein, total fat and

carbohydrates) when combined with uniformity of health, safety

and nutrition information. SFA supports njuataly labeling of

"micro-nutrients" (i.e., vitamins, and other nutrients).

We feel that the multiple labeling of fat, which would

be required if this bill were passed, would be confusing and

unnecessary. Aultiple labeling would result from the two

methods required in the bill itself, which are, the labeling of

the number of calories derived fr, . fat and saturated fat per

serving and the grams of fat, saturated fat and unsaturated fat

per servinc, plus the requirement under current regulations

that the percentage of calories per serving derived from fat be

disclosed. We support the requirement of labeling grams per

serving of total fat only. The latter method (grams per

serving) is the most useful to track the total daily intake of

fat.

Revisions to the nutrition label should not iaclude

the percentage of calories from fat or saturated fat. Such

labeling can only be used relative to the total dietary intake

- 2 -
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of fat in planning complete diets. This type of labeling

shifts the emphasis from the total diet to individual foods and

facilitates the inappropriate design.tt3n of "good foods and

bad foods." Certain foods, such a,.; lean meats, poultry, and

cheese contain a substantial portion of their total energy as

fat. However, these foods, representing two of the four basic

food groups, are important contributors of other nutrients

essential to a balanced diet. Reduction in the intake of these

products because of a desire not to eat any foods containing

more than 30 percent of calories from fat, could result in

micronutrient deficiencies. Additionally, percent of calories

cannot be added, but grams of fat may be added to reflect the

total daily intake of fat.

S.1425 presents an attempt, among other things, to

better educate the consumer regarding consumption of saturated

and unsaturated fatty acids. Yet, meat, poultry and dairy

products, which contribute approximately 60 percent of the

saturated fats in the total diet, are not covered by this

legislation. The Snack Food Association believes, in the

absence of a consensus of cpinion regarding the benefits and

detriments of the consumption of specific fatty acids, that the

information required by this bill overemphasizes the fat

content of packaged food products and is too complicated for

the average consumer. While food manufacturers welcome a

- 3 -
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knowledgeable and fully informed consumer, we are alarmed by

the potential distortion in buying decisions made possible by a

lack of consumer education en the labeling issues addressed in

S 1425.

We believe a major goal of the legislation is to

simplify the nutrition label and provide information most

important to the health of consumers. The inclusion of complex

carbohydrates, sugar and fiber declarations for all foods

covered by this Act would provide little useful information.

Moreover, the link between chronic disease and these nutrients

is scientifically less definitive, Unless a claim is made

regarding these nutrients, we do not support their mandatory

labeling.

We do not agree with the requirement in the bill that

the serving size be expressed in terms of a 'common household

measure". This is unnecessarily restrictive and could result,

in some instances, in serving size information which is not

useful. Instead, it should be expressed in a common,

convenient measure appropriate to the food and suitable for

consumption as part of a meal. For example, a serving of chips

can be determined by specifying the actual number of chips in a

serving (i.e., one serving equals 16 chips). Clearly, a cup of

chips, although a common household measure, is inappropriate.

The chip count allows consumers to compare "like foods" and to

visualize the actual serving of the snack product.

- 4 -
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With respect to the "nutrient content and "disease

prevention claims" provisions of the bill, SFA believes that

health claims and product descriptors are a viable and useful

methods for manufacturers to convey information to consumers

about their products. SFA supports the establishment, by a

certain date, of health claim guidelines by the FDA through the

federal regulatory process. We support the reasonable

standardization and definition of product descriptors. In

addition, care should be taken not to confuse or link product

descriptors with health claims. Product descriptors provide

factual content information, they do not claim health or

medical benefits. Both the health claims guidelines and

definitions of product descriptors would have to be supported

by sound scientific bases.

The "Claims" section of the bill as currently written,

would have a major detrimental effect on the development of

more nutritious foods. Food producers are not going to develop

more healthful products if they can't use terms to market the

characteristics of the product that they've been able to

improve. For example, if a company develops a product that is

significantly lower in fat, calories, or cholesterol, it

couldn't use product descriptors on the 1ab.:1 unless all the

nutritional components of the product were deemed not to

"increase the risk of disease or health related condition which

is diet related."

- 5 -
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In effect, this means that if a manufacfturer cannot

develop a "perfect° nutritional product, then U. cannot make

any statement on the label regarding the positive nutritional

value of any aspect cf the product. For example, if a company

makes a one-third less oil potato chip that is also

cholesterol-free , it would not be permitted to describe those

characteristics if the Secretary deemed the chips to be

moderately high in sodium. The fact that a form of a product

(normally high in fat, in this example) is available with less

oil and no cholesterol is Important information for the

consumer to know.

Finally, SFA would like to comment on the matter of

national uniformity

state gove,nments are

labeling requirements

restrictive than the

and label standardization. Presently,

asserting authority to establish food

for FDA-regulated products that are more

federal requirements. This authority

threatens the existence of a uniform focd label. To provide

consumers with helpful information about the content and

nutritional value of a food product, a national standard for

food labeling must be established and the authority for

governing the food label must lie with the FDA. This authority

should mirror USDA's ctatutory authority for USDA-regulated

products.

The Association believes that consumers and food

manufacturers support the standardization of labeling laws on a

- 6 -
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national basis. SFA supports labeling standards that are

national in scope and uniform in application. We oppose the

continuation of the existence of state laws that threaten to

disrupt the distribution of food products in interstate

commerce.

The 'uniformity" provisions of this bill are limited.

They do not preempt all state requirements on food labeling

matters now addressed in the FFDCA. Furthermore, the bill

permits state enforcement of its provisions. Enforcement by

State Attorneys General will lead to varying interpretations

from state to state. Food manufacturers can comply with

consistent application of the federal regulations by FDA, but

not with conflicting, state-by-state requirements for food

labeling.

Health recognizes no borders. We have a national food

supply system with consumers on the West Coast eating

Identical, nationally-marketed foods as their counterparts on

the East Coast. Congress, not the states, should decide what

diet and health information should be on food marketed in

interstate commerce.

The Snack Food Association supports efforts to

determine what information is truly important to an informed

food purchasing decision, and how best to present that

information. We ssk that in this process, Congress remain

- 7 -

1 7
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sensitive to the ramifications to industry in providing the

desired information. As a general proposition, we urge that,

before enacting any specific labeling requirements for the food

industry, Congress thoroughly examine the extent of this

industry's and other food manufacturers' cooperation in

consumer education and in voluntary informational labeling.

we appreciate this opportunity to share our views

concerning this important legislation and look forward to

working together in providing information consumers view as

important in making informed purchase decisions.

- 8 -

1 7 7
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EY ECUTIVE SUMMARY

Health authonties have reached a consensus thatour diet contnbutes heavdy to the
leading causes of death in this country today ca.diovasallar diseases and cancer The
Surgeon General. the National Academy of Sciences. the Department of Health and
Human Services and numerous other authorities all agree that by changing our diets, we
can sharply reduce our nsks of these diseases which take lives of hundreds of
thousands Americans each year and cost tens of billions allars annually.

The changes Americans must make in their diets are ,:lear. Health authorities
adstse that we consume less fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium,and that we eat
more of the foods that are rich in starch and dietary fiber. Surveys taken by FDA and
others show that a majonty of Americans know about much of this advice and are striving tofolloK it HoKever, FDA surveys also suggest that current food labeling pra . s and
regulatory policies thwart efforts by consumers to actually follow thu advice when choosing
panicular foods

7he Problem

Most labeling problems that pn u consumers from following the advice of health
authorities to modify their diets fall into three areas

1,10, of Useful Nutrition Information

Only about half of all food labels disclose nutrition informatton. and those that do
so are not : .quired to list many of the nutrients that authorities consider most critical
saturated fat, cholesterol, starch, and fiber. Furthermore, the current labeling format does
not enable consumers to quickly grasp the significance of the information listed

2 Misleading Nutrition and Hmkh ClairnS

Manufacturers use nutntion and health claims on the front of food packages to
attract shoppers These claims often are based on nutntionally-obsolete regulatory
standards, or are not defined by regulation at all. Major offenders include claims such as
'IOU% vegetable oil; 'high fiber," "light" and "natural.' as well as claims that a food can
actually help reduce the nsk of specific diseases

3 Incomr:ete Unclear IngmitenLinformation

Contrary to what most people believe, ingrechent hsts are not always required to
list the exact ingredients of a food Furthermore, the quantities of major ingredients are
not disclosed In additioi, the information disclosed is often provided in formats that are
hard to read

?S
11.1%.
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aracioctaidlaisiarkfaan
Over the last decade, consumer and health groups have called upon the Food and

Drug Administration, the Department of Agriculture (which regulates egg, meat, and

poultry product labehrg) and the Bureau of A/cohol, Tobacco and Firearms (which

regulates alcoholic beverage labeling) to address these problems. In some areas, the

agencies have faded to keep labeling regulations up to date with nutritional findings, in

others, they have promulgated regulat.ons that are inconsistent with each other; in others

still, they have completely neglected requests for reform. Recently, however, even FDA

Commissioner Frank Young, M D., has conceded that current food labels arc walniost

uninteilipble and that labeling policies art: in drastic need of change.

During this period of regulatory neglect. Congress has failed to pass comprehensive

food labeling reform legislation. Narrower labeling bills have been introduced in recent

sessions of Congress and comprehensive
food labeling legislation may be considered by

Congress in 1989

Recommendanow

Reform in these major areas of food labeling are needed The human aid

emnourc benefits front these reforms -- additional years of productive life and reduced

medical expenses -- dwarf the implementation costs to industry and government These
recominendations thus make sense economically as well as from the standpoint of public health

1 Mandatory NotritioalnformatiomImproved Forn,

Require labels of all processed foods to disclose the amoons of key nutrients

related to major public hezith problems. calories, total fat, saturated fat. Oolesterol,

sodium, total carbohydrate, starch, sugars. and dietary fiber.

Appoint a broadly representative advisory committee to recommend to FDA a

labeling format that will clearly highlight a food's strengths and weaknesses in these kes

nutrients, enabling consumers to use the information in choosing a typical daily diet

2 5tandards_forlateding1airas

Require regulatory agencies to set standards for all nutrnion and health claims

For health claims, require that claims he supported by a consensus of scientific

(pinion, that significant nutritional drawbacks be disclosed, and that the diet-disease

ielationship be recognized by the Public Health Service as asignificant probleni for the

aserage American

3 Improved Ingtelenaateling

Require that all ingrelents, as well as percentages of major ingredients, he kted

on all foods in a format recommended by the advisory committee

Thii report 25 prepared by C harks P Mitchell, Staff A111/111Cy,
BrucC Stlyerglade, Director of Legal Affair,

and Bonme F Liebman, Director of Nutolion

S
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PART I: INTRODUCTION

Diet-related disease takes an enormous toll on our society. Last year, The Surgeon
General's Report onlAttrition and Health noted that dietary factors play a "prominent
role in five of the ten leading causes of death for Americans," including the top two
cardiovascular disease and cancer Based on scientific evidence that the Surgeon General
called "even more impressive than that 'or tobacco and health" (at the time of the Surgeon
General's 1964 landmark report on smoking), his new report concludes that:

For the two out of three adult Americans who do not smoke
and do not drink excessively, one personal choice seems to
influence long-term health prospects more than any other
what we eat

eswatratormiss

This impressive scientific evidence has produced a consensus among health
authorities that American diets are too high in fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, and
calories, and too low' in complex carbohydrates, starch, and fiber Furthermore, health
authorities agree that the typical American diet increases the risks of coronary heart
disease, high blood pressure, stroke, diabetes, obesity, and some forms of cancer

Fortunately, these same iaithonties have also reached a consensus that Americans
can cut their risks of these disea,es by eating less fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and
sodium, and by consuming more (it foods that are rich in complex carbohydrates.
Since 1980, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and Department
of Agriculture (USDA) have recommended that Americans "avoid too much" fat,
saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, and sugar and "eat foods w .h adequate starch and
fiber," in Dietary Guidelines for Americans the official null. tonal advice of the federal
government.' Similar recommendations have been made b.. leading health organizations

I U S Department d Health and Human Services, Public Health Service The Surgeon General's Report
un Nutrition and Health (19SS), "Message from the Surgeon General* and p 1

2 HHS and USDA, Luugion and Your Health, Dietary Gindehnes Or Americans (Home and Carden
Bulletin No 232, Second Edition. 1985)

1
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such as tht American Heart Association' and the American Cancer Society.' These
recommendations have most t candy been reaffirmed by the Surgeon General's Report,
by the National Academy of Sciences/NationaJ Research Council's (NAS/NRC) 1988
report, flesigninglopils, and by the NAS/NRCs 1989 report, Diet and Health.'

Lakc lingShaz

Unfortunately, conscientious efforts by millions of Americans to follow this advice
are often stymied by inadequate disclosures and misleading claims on food labels.

Nutrition information (usually optional under current law) appears on only
about half of processed foods. Those foods that are labeled generally omit
information on critical nutrients such as fiber, cholesterol, and saturated fat,
and are cluttered with information about several nutnents that do not play a
major role in diet-related disease.

Popular, seductive claims such as lite' and "natural" are used deceptive!) in
food labe:s and mislead consumers as to the nutritional value of foods.

Nutrition and ingredient information is displayed in a confusing format that
does not highlight the information that public health authorities consider
most important.

As a result, consumers find it difficult to shop for nutritious foods and to folloss the
ads ice of health authorities to modify their diets.

Rev !dory hid=

Traditionally, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has had primary
responsibility for regulating food labeling However, during the 1980s, as the public health
consensus on diet and disease solidified, FDA abdicated this responsibility. Duringthis

IlerlCall Heart ASSOCUMON 04... .
,

in Cacti WE& Vol. 77, No 3 (19138)

American Cancer Sooety,

SticeiaL&izi(t984),pnntedinCa-ACancni1ownalkicCbniaaa& Vol 34, No 2 (1984)

Committee oe Diet and Heakh, Food and Nutruson Board, Cornmission on LAC Sciences, National
Research Council, 12standlicalth. lmokabons for Reducing Chronic 111.4ea..Se Ra (National Academy
Pim, 1989). C0011111HGC on Tedinologscal Options to Improve the Nutritional Attnbutes of Animal Products,
Board on Agnculture, National Research Council. Prugul "ng.agsla (National Academy Press, 1988)

411, 1 .1 I

(1988), printed

2
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period, the agency issued only one major new regulation (sodium labeling) designed to
update the nutrition label.

Furthermore, enforcement actions against misleading nutrition claims decreased.
Numerous calls by public health organizations, consumer groups, state government
officials, and even some members of the food industry for enforcement action against
deceptive label claims, and for regulations improving the quality of label information, have
fallen upon deaf ears at FDA. From 1984 to 1988, FDA denied, ignored, or failed to act
on at least eight citizens petitions calling for improvements in food labeling. In the face of
this record, even Food and Drug Commissioner Frank E. Young, M.D., who in 1987 had
previously indicated a lack of interest by stating that 'no one has died from a food label,'
co :eded in late 1988 that today's food label is "a relic' and that food labeling is now the

"dominant issue" facing FDA, "an issue whose time has come." In 1989, Commissioner
Young stated that labels today are "almost unintelligible."

Requests for health-onented reforms of labeling policies at USDA, which regulates
meat, poultry, and egg labeling, have faced a similar fate. For example:

USDA requires nutrition labeling only if labeling claims are made and even
then does not require all of the same information that FDA requires on
nutrition labels."

USDA exempted ground beef from its policy on "lean" meat labeling in
response to pressure from beef producers."'

The Department adopted a standard inconsistent with the FDA's informal
policy on "lite" claims."

A 1988 report by the General Accounting Office (GAO) noted a number of

6 Announce. ...eased FDA Emphasis on Imported Foods,' Food Chemical NeW5 (Feb IS,
1987), p 45

7 i_95)51 Chemical News (Dec 5, 1988), pp 2, 24

t Sugarman. 'Keeping thc Faith FDA Commissioner Frank Young Talks About Grapes, Glory, and God:
Washington Poll (Apr 12, 1%9), pp El, E14

9 USDA, Food Safety and Inspection Service, siaillicituasaaktuclolicy Aca (1986), pp 98.99

" Compare USDA, Food Safety and Inspection SCIVICC'S Lihrliaaolisx_Mtmak% (1986) with Ili
Labehtlli Pole Memo MOE (1987)

" USDA, Food Safety and Inspection Service. LahsliatinkszMaraa2716 (1M)

3
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problems and inconsistencies in USDA and FDA food labeling regulations and policies,
and concluded that lejany of these are generic to federal food information rulemaking "12

Gammafinguda

Surveys show that consumers are well aware of thc major dietary changes that
experts recommend, and are striving to follow these reconunendations. According to a
1984 Roper poll, consumers look to food labels more than to any other source of nutrition
information." Other survey findings, however, indicate that, although the public is
generally aware of expert recommendations, it cannot rely on today's food labels to make
specific decisions Consequently, consumers may understand which nutnents they should
seek and which they should avoid, but arc not so sure which particular foods contain
desirable or undesirable amounts of these nutrients.

FDA's conclusions from a recent survey of consumers' perceptions, behavior, and
knowledge about nutrition are particularly telling in suggesting priorities for labeling
reform FDA believes that.

The pubiic has "quite impressive" general knowledge and understanding
about dietary risk factors for heart disease,

"mhe cognitive gains taking place in all segments of the population with
respect to diet/disease relationships are providing the basis for meaningful
changes in food choices, marketing strategies and government policies."

However, lilt is very possible to have a highly concerned public with respect to
diet and health issues which is not very knowledgeable about detailed nutrition
facts that could help them to effective6, implement these concerns.'

Those observaticns suggest that what consumers most need is labeling reforms that will
allow them to put their general knowledge to work by enabling them to judge thc
nutritional value of parucular foods.

12 GAO, Export to the Clarman. Subcommittee on Oversight and liwestiga; &Spat mgtec on Enctgyno Commerce. House of Representatives. Food MukettneFrOZCO Pt.= Cheese Representative 0(Broader Food Labelinn Lugo (GAO/RCED-88-70, Mal 1988), p 28

u Roper Organization, Boer Report 84-9 (1984)
14

Levy, Ostrow, Guthrie, and Heunbadi, Division ofConsumer Studies, Center for Food Safety and
Applied Nutrition, Food and Drug Administration, Recent Trends in Beliefs About Dmiablease
Rthlinnalum Reaults of lk 1979-1988 FDA Health and Diet Surma presented at FDA/USDA Food EditorConference (Dec. 1-2, 1988)

.t
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A_Challensejor Coning

Several bills were introduced in the 100th Congress to address particular food
Libeling problems, but not one was enacted One bill (H R. 2148), to reform deceptive
labeling of foods containing highly-saturated tropical vegetable oils, gained 170 cosponsors
in the House of Representatives One obstacle to passage of the bill was that key
menibers of Congress believed that any food labeling legislation should be more
comprehensive

l'hus. the MC Is rIpC for comprehensive action. The public health community
agrees that Americans need to change their diets in order to reduce their risks of diet-
ratted disease Amencans are trying hard, but finding it difficult, to follow that advice
I he challenge to legislators and regulators iv to provide cnnsumers with the information
they need to follow this advice and to prevent deceptive daims that can mislead

fhis report suggests how legislators and regulators should confront these
challenges It addresses three basic questions

What inarnioninfarmatinn should be requil ed on food labels, and in what
tormat should that information be presented?

What needs to be done to prevent deceptive dairi* from appearing On the
labels of foods?

What label information about ingredients should be required to help
consumers follow the advice of public health authorities?

To answer each of these questions, this report summanzes each of the major diet-
related health problems, examines the current labeling regulations that make it difficult
tor consumers to make desired dietary changes, and outlines recommendations for reform
Lastly. It explains why the economic benefits of food labeling reform far outweigh the
anticipated costs of such reform

5
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PART II: NUTRITION LABELING

A. NUTRI770N LABELING: WHAT INFORMATION SHOUID BE REQUIRED?

IlicEaggem

The HHS/USDA Dietary Guidehne5 recommends the following dietary changes.

Avoid too much fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, sugar, and sodium, and

Eat foods with adequate starch and fiber.°

Thc Surgeon Gen LiZepon echoes those recommendations, stating that these
changes should be ''1ssues for most people in their diets (children under two years of age
are a notable exception)." The National Research Council's Diet and Health specifically
recommends that Americans.

Rah= total fat to no more than 30% of calories, saturated fat to less than
10% of calories, cholesterol to 300 milligrams daily, and salt to 6 grams (2 4
grams sodium) daily.

ingsag complex carbohydrate consumption by eating five or more daily
servings of fruits and vegetables and six or more daily servings of breads,
cereals, and legumes "

In addition, the Department of 11115's "Health Objectives for the Nation" state
that by IWO

"70% of adults should be able to identify the major foods which are low in
fat content, low in sodium content, high in calories, high in sugars, land)
good sources of fiber."

"The labels of an packaged foods should contain useful calone and nutrient
information to enable consumers to select diets that promote and protect
good health. Similar information should be displayed where non-packaged

13 ()Mart Guidelines (s,e ne(e 2). P 5

" SurguLSitnall'ilisaut (sec no(c 1). PP 8-14

17 Did and licab nae 5), pp 1 17 through 120

6
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foods are obtained or purchaseX"

the Surgeon General's Report states that labeling offers opportunities to inform people
about the nutrient content of foods so as to facilitate dietary choices most conducive to

health" Therefore, food manufacturers "should be encouraged to make full use of
nutrition labels," stating fat, cholesterol, and sodium content (among other nutnents),

and -- to the degree permitted hy analytical methods -- information on saturated fats and

fiber in the foods that normally contain them.'

FDA's current nutrition labeling regulations fall far short of meeting these

recommendations Even the food packages that have nutnuon labeling are not required

to list five of the very nutrients that the Dirdartgaidauts, the lug= General's Report.
or Diet and He lb emphasize: saturated fat, cholesterol, sugar, sta:ch, and fiber.
Ironically, labels must list three different 8-vitamins that a5ound III our food supply and

are not linked to any significant health problems in this country.

The grocery industry preduted in 1975 that 85% of companies would use nutrition
Libeling "in the near future,'" but as of 1986, nutntion labeling appeared on foods making

up only ahout 55% of grocery store sales of FDA-regulated processed foods, and only 43%

of total sales of USDA-regulated processed meat and poultry products. The percentage of
1-DA-regulated foods that carried nutrition labeling rose moderately from 1978 to 1982

hut was stag lant from 1982 to 19862' Even giants such as Nabisco and Safeway fail to

provide nutrition labeling on some of their foods

&piratic,' and Legislative St=

FDA issued nutrition labeling regulations in 1973 n Many puhlic comments urged

nuking nutrition labeling mandatory for all foods, but the agencydeclined this option,

,a,,Ing that the food industry lacked thc data and analytical methods needed to deternune

" Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion. Public Health Scracc, IIHS Inc 1990 llealth
jilideourie f/csicw (1986), pp 221,13

unison General's Repott p 18

.1.07son Jim Compictg Excr, thmmil ii.d Nsinwn Ssoftt764174 (Anc7,4 r Dovtkday IneS) p 24

" 1)avision of Consumer "Studies, Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition. Food and Drug
Administration. tattis of Nutrition labch ig on Pr otes.sed Foods 1986 Fcod Labeling and Packapng Survey

(19so

zz rederal Begnter. Vol 18, p 2,12,5 (1971) Thc current regtdations appeal in CSALQI Federal

egulawas, Tate 21. 101 0 (19M)
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the nutrient content of some products Instead. FDA required nutnuon labeling only
when producers voluntanly add a nutrient (e g, a vitamin or mineral) or make a nutrition
claim (e.g, low in sodium"). The agency found that such labehng was necessary to
prevent deception about the food's "overall" nutritional value. FDA required the nutrition
iabel to disclose per serving a size determined by the manufacturer the nnmber of
calories, grams of total fat, protein, and carbohydrate, and percentages of the U.S
Recommended Daily Allowances for protein, five vitamins, iron and calcium.

Over 16 years, few improvements have been made. Some key events include

A 1979 FDA/USDA policy review again found public support for
mandatory nutrition labeling, but neithei ilgency has ever propased the
necessary regulations. The agencies also claimed that their legal authority
to mandate such labeling was un.-:ear, and said that they would seek or
support legislation to clarify this authority.' They have yet to do so

Oniy one nutnen., sodium, has been added to the required items r .t
nutrition labels. This change, effective in 1985, also allows food labels to
disclose sodium content without providing any other nutrition labei ng

In 1986, FDA proposed a chCiesteiol labeling rule that would define terms
such as "low cholesterol" bu, 4ould not require that all food labels disclose
how much cholesteiol is in a food." The White House Office of
Management and Budget has delayed tinal publication of this rule.

A bill intrriluced this year by Representative Moakley (H.R. 2051) would require
fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium disclosure on labels of all foods that contain any
fat, cholesterol, or sodium. Representative Neal Smith has introduced a bill (H.R. 1712)
to require sodium and potassium disclosure on all foods containing more than 35
milligrams sodium per serving.

u federal Reiglsr. Vol 44, pp 75,993, 76,C01 11979)

" Federal Register, Vol 49, p 15.510 (1984) The regulations appear in the rode of Fsderilltegoldions
Title 21, SS 101 9(c)(13)(1), 101 13, and 105 69 (1988)

15 Federal Register, Vol 51, p 42.584 (1%6)

8
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graamentiaLliciann

Require nutrition information on all food labels, whether regulated by FDA or by
USDA.

Modify me contents of the nutrition label to reflect advice in the Dietary
Guide lmes, the surgeon General's Report, and Diet and Health, by adding saturated fat,
cholesterol, sugar, starch, and fiber disclosures, and by rescinding requirements for
disclosor- of B-vitamins

9

19u
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B. NUTRITION LABELING FORMAT

"flicti32121an

When nutrition information is provided, it is noulabeled prominently, clealy, and
understandably Typically, it is listed in small print on the back or side label. The label
seems designed for nutrition researchers or government inspectors, instead of busy
shoppers wh need to grasp key nutritional features at a glance. Information about fat,
carbohydrates, and sodium is expressed only in grams or milligrams, which are difficult for
consumers to interpret, especially considering that the U S. does not use the metric
system Many people cannot tell whether these quantities represent desirable or
undesirable levels of the nutrient in questt .n

r..,c.......,...0,,,..,,,:a,_,..ss..........

G....,.,,,.......,....0..,
.., 10 ot aaA leo)

Croortp...,5"7: -',.-----
C"Fse:07211 so70: j

Mum. A A'

oboe.'" is

" Cortaro Iasi

)1

NOT TOO FIELPFUL
%lost people don t know
whether 21 grants il/at or
900 mg of sodium is a little or
a lot A simple term like "High
thw 'or "Medium amid

make things much clearer

LESS WORMY!'
INFOMAllON:
These B vitamin dehoen
cies are no longer a senous
health threat In the interest

econcvny and simplicity
eliminate thiamin. ntrolla
on and niacin

Current nutrition laheis ian he iontintrig

gaggre_SIglim

In their 1979 labeling policy review, FDA and USDA noted these and other
criticisms, but felt that consensus for specific changes was lacking? FDA initiated
research and set up a task force to fo- nulate options for reform Congress intervened in

Evicral RcosIcr Vol 44. p 76,001 (Prig)

10
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198 by instructing FDA in a report accompanying the agency's fiscal year 1982
appropriations biP to conduct a cost-benefit analysis before promulgating any changes in
labeling regulations Funding for the effort was ultimately eliminated by the agency in
1983 and FDA abandoned the effort. The role foreseen for USDA in 1979 was to support
I DA's reseaTch effort With thc cleanse of FDA's project. USDA's activines in this area
ceased, too

The nutrition labs] should highlight information about the nutrients that are
emphasized by the pictary Guidelines, the Surgeon Genetaallepon, and Diet and
11QIII making it easier for consumers to follow the experts advice. The labd should be
designed .o that people can readily see the nutrition informaaon, understand it, and relate
a to their total dirk

An advisory comnuttee representing health professionals, consumers, industry,
and tederal health agencies should conduct research and consumer surveys, then
re..ommend t rDA and l'SDA how the required nutrition information should be
displased

the frw:t label could comam a synopms of information on a few key nutrients
, tat. sodium, fiber, and calories', perhaps using traffic light color-coded symbols red

tor high fat, green for low sodium. etc

the more extensive side (w back label could state whether the numbers and
,rercentages listed represent h.gh, meolum, or low levels of each nutrient listed, and
display optional u.scl'ssures of vitamins and minerals separately from manoatory
information Diagrams might be used to illustrate the portions of a food's total calories
that come from fat. saturated fat, carbohydrate, and protein
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r
IMPROVED LABEL I

Nutrition Infametion PO( Serving

Serving Sae 12 02
Servings per Container 1

Calories 320

Total Fat ligh (10 g)
Cholestotol-
Raising Fat Medium (4 9)

Cholestegot Low (10 mg)
Sodium Hgh (700 mg)

Starch 14gh (35 9)
Dietary Fiber Low (1 g)
Sugar Low (3 9)

Other Nutrients and %of usrioA

Protein High (40%)

VCamo A High (160%)
V4ann C (0%)
Caloum Low (5%)
Iron Medium (15%)

IMPROVED LABEL II

NUTRIENTS PER 12 02 SERVING

320 Cato4lea

Total Fat
(10 g)

Seturated
Fat (4 g)

Protaln
(19 g)

Sugar
(3 g)

Complex
carbohydrates

(35 9)

Sodium 700 mg
Dietary Fiber 1 9

Rating of Daily Allowance
Vitamin, A Exctt1er0
Warne C Poor
Cakturn Fair
Iron Good

These labels are e.wmples of how the content and formatof the nutnuon label could be improved.

12

24- 19 1 - ()O - 7
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PART III: STOPPING DECEPIWE LABELING CLAIMS

A. FAT, SATURATED FAT, AND CHOLESTEROL CLAIMS

Thantkin
Health authorities agree that most Americans should eat less fat, saturated fat, and

cholesterol. Diets high in saturated fat and cholesterol raise blood cholesterol levels,
increasing the risk of heart attack. Diets high in total fat may increase the risk of obesity
and zertain cancers

The D.i.etaly Guideltnes recommends avoiding 'Too Much Fat, Saturated
Fat, and Cholesterol" and choosing low-fat" milk products and "lean" meat
and poultry.°

The Surgeon General," the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the
National Heart, Lung. and Blood Institute (NHLBI)," the National
Institutes of Health Consensus Panel on Lowering Blood Cholesterol to
Prevent Heart Disease," the American Heart Association," and the
American Cancer Society" have all urged the public to eat less fat in order
to reduce their naks of heart disease or cancer.

FDA surveys show sharp increases between 1983 and 1988 in the percentage of
(-onsumers who link fat to heart disease (from 29% to 55%), cholesterol tn heart disease
i26% to 45%). and fat to cancer (12% to 25%). In 1988, 57% of FDA's respondents said
they were eating less fat (up from 50% in 1986), and 22% said they were eating less

27
Dietary Gutdc lines (see note 2). pp IS-16

41aggon (Jeneral s Report (.ee note I). pp 8 II

2.4 NCI and NM HI. Public Health ',Mice, IIHS, Latins for Life (NW Publica'ion No 88-31300, 1988)

.4 'Lowering 11 lood Cholesterol to Prevent Heart DItCIISC: journ43 of thc American Medical Assocratain
\ol 251. No 14. pp a9i0-8n (1985)

4 HIctarv Gtodclincs for lIcalthy Amcrican Alas (sec note 3), p 1

Nutrition and cancct (.ce note 4), p ii
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However, a USDA er...eption allows "Ilan" or "extra lean" claims on ground
beef that crosses state lines after labeling even if the meat contains up to 22
1/2% fat." Other exceptions allow companies to label foods that are not
low in fat as lean" if the word is included in the brand name of the product.

Hatdataasidlesiggarliaut

In 1987, CSPI petitioned FDA to prohibit the use of the term "low fat' on 2 percent
milk. FDA concedes that 2% milk which has 5 grams fat per serving and contains 18% fat
by dry weight, does not meet the agency's own view of low fat; which as used in retail
shelf-lzbeling programs, is defined as no more than 2 grams fat per serving and less than
10% fat by dry weight." Nonetheless, the agency says it cannot devote the resources
necessary to respond to the petition. However, the Senate Appropriations Committee
repor' for the fiscal 1989 FDA appropriations bill directs FDA to initiate rulemaking to
define low fat" during fiscal 1989."

After eight years of delay, FDA proposed definitions for cholesterol claims in late
1986." This proposal, however, would allow low cholesterol' and 'cholesterol free" claims
even on foods high in saturated fat and total fat. It also would not prevent companies
from declaring smaller serving sizes in order to qualify for these claims (e.g., one cookie).
FDA still 'las not issued a final rule.

In 1986, USDA granted CSPI's petition to set 10% and 5% fat limits for lean" and
extra lean" claims and to require percentage fat labeling with these claims. In 1987,

however, the meat industry persuaded USDA to make an exception for ground beef,' the
most commonly consumed form of beef and the single largest source of fat in the

" USDA, Food Safety and Inspection Service Labgljagljgg (1987),

46 'Definitions for Use u) Shelf Label Progsams Outlined by FDA,' Food Chemical Nem (Dec 12, 1988),
pp 32.33.

41 U S SP,ate, Committee on APProPonnons. BeS21112ArassagaxILR-4.71iLtiglisailluzt..11lital
Development and Related A zencies Anorooration 11111. 1989, Senate Report 103-389. Icoth Congress, 2d
iession (1988). p 132

42 See note 25

See note 39
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cholesterol (double the perceinage in 1986) in order to prevent heart disease."

Further progress in this area, however, is hindered by many misleading label claims
regarding fat and cholesterol. FDA has left such claims unregulated, or regulated them in
a manner that makes it difficult for people to identify foods low in fat and cholesterol.
For example:

"Low fat" -- FDA does not regulate this claim except for milk and some
other dairy foods. Moreover, the regulations allow the "low fat" claim on
milk containing 2% fat by weight" even though the National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute" and the American Heart Association" recommend that
adults maintaining a low fat" diet avoid all milk containing more than 1%
fat.

"Low in saturated fat" -- FDA has no regulation defining the term, and has
not proposed one.

"No cholesterol" -- This claim appears on some foods that contain no
cholesterol but do contain saturated fats that raise blood cholesterol levels
FDA's 1988 survey found strong evidence that such claims can be
misleading: only 35% of consurnzrs knew that a "cholesterol free" food
might be either high or low in saturated fat, and 42% incorrectly believed
such a food would have to be low in saturated fat. FDA remarked that
consumers appeared to erroneously believe that "cholesterol free" claims
mean that a food is low in saturated fat and therefore is healthful."
Ironically, the agency's own proposed cholesterol labeling rule would allow
"cholesterol free" claims regardless of saturated fat content."

"Lean" and "Extra Lean" -- For most meat and poultry products, these
claims signify foods with no more than 10% and 5% fat, respectively.

33 Recent Tfertil (scc note 14)

QCSICALFSAIMILESIWA101. Title 21, $131 135 (1988)

35 NIMBI. Cholesterol Treatment Recommendations for Adults Highlights of 5987 Regort./qational
5..bgle.sterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel (1987 draft), Table 5

34
American Heart Association.

Americans (1985)

37 Recent Trendy (sec note 14)

ti
Sec note 25

& ti canifeartAisoc
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American diet."

Identical bills introduced in 1989 by Senator Harkin (S. 623) and Representative
Glickman (H.R. 1441) would require nutrition labeling, including fat, saturated fat, and
cholesterol content, on all food labels that make cholesterol claims.

ticcamarkalkarts

Allow these claims only if:

The claim is valid for a typical serving of the food; and

The food does not pose offsetting health risks due to other nutrients in the
food,

Require FDA and USDA to promptly establish uniform rules, defining the terms
used and requiring appropriate disclosures. The following definitions should be
considered:

"Low far/ "Low saturated fat": Allow milk to be called "low fat" only if it is
I% or less fat by weight.

"No cholester61"/ "Chokgerol free": Since both cf,olestLrol and saturated fat
can raise tdood cholesterol, allow these claims only it ;_h.f. food also qualifies
as low in saturated fat. If the food does not qualify as low in total fat,
require that this fact be disclosed adjacent to the claim (e.g., "Cholesterol-
free bran muffins - Not low in Fat").

"Low cholesterol!: Restrict this claim to foods that are also low in saturated
fat, and require a disclosure if foods are not also low in total fat. To make
sure that manufacturers cannot unreasonably shrink serving sizes to cdalify
as "low cholesterol," limit the amount of cholesterol both per_Staill8 (e.8.,
20 milligrams) and per 100 calories (e.g., 10 mg).

"Reduced cholesterornower faratalcomparmas: Require a significant
reduction (perhaps one third) from the industry-wide averqr in the food for
which the product substitutes not from "a leading brand." Require an
explanation of the basis for the claim (e.g., 'Reduced cholesterol egg nog. 60
milligrams cholesterol, one-third less than regular egg nog").

44
Block, Dresser, Hartman, and Carroll, *NAM* Sources la the Amencan Diet Quantitative Data from

tbe NHANES II Survey 11 Maaonutneata and Fats; AjurklaisaumaLiglablCmjekigy Vol 122 No 1
(1985), pp 27, 32, Tabk 4
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lean!_aniLlegialean:: Apply current USDA policies, limiting lean" claims
to processed meat with less than 10% fat and 'extra lean" claims to
processed meats with less than 5% fat, to all poultry and meats, including
ground beef. Allow these terms in the product name or in a separate claim
only if total fat is less than 10% or 5%, respectively, and fat percentage is
labeled (e.g., 'tean Ham, 8% fat by weight).

C
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R 'VEGETABLE SHORMNING CLAIMS FOR HIGHLY SATURATED OILS

BONN=
Some "vegetable" fats -- palm oil, coconut oil, and palm kernel oil -- pose special

problems because they raise blood cholesterol levels even more than an:mal fats. The
Dietary Guidelines specifically recommends limiting the intake of foods containing palm
and coconut oils.° Dietary studies confirm that such oils, which contain between 51%
and 92% saturated fat, significantly rase blood cholesterol levels!" Lard, by contrast, is
41% saturated fat.

Many people who seek to follow the advice of health experts to consume less
saturated fat mistakenly believe that all vegetable fats are less saturated than animal fats
In fact, FDA's 1988 survey found that only 29% of consumers knew that products
containing vegetable oil could be either high or low in saturated fat, while 42% mistakenly
believed that such products are all low in saturated fat, and 24% v." riot sure.°

Some food companies have exploited that misconception by placing "100%
vegetable shortening" and similar claims on front labels of foods made with palm, palm
kernel or coconut oils. The problem is compounded because FDA permits the ingredient
label to state that a food "contains one or more of the following dils" and to list all oils
that the company might use in that product without identifying which are actually present
in the individual package.* This practice serves the convemence of producers who switch
oils based on seasonal costs, but disserves people who are trying to reduce their intake of
saturated fat.

&amity and Laidative &mu

FDA has avoided grappling with deceptive "vegetable shortening" labeling CSH
petitioned FDA in 1986 to require that the same portion of any food label that make, a
"vegetable shortening" claim also disclose the names of all oils that are actually used in the
product (e g , "contains coconut oil") and identify palm. palm kernel and coconut oils as "a

45
P.Iilart Guidelmes (sec note 2), p 16

" Mattson and Grundy. Tompartson of effects of '1:Nary saturated, monounsaturated. and
polyunsaturated fatty acids on plasma hpaLs and hpoproteans in man Journal of LuNd Research Vol 26
( MS), p 194

4. Rtirdal_111111 (see note 14)

" (....tnlf of II cdctalltsgulattm ri.le 21. SRN 40404) ( OM)
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saturated fat." CSPI also reques FDA to require each uf these oils to be identified as
"a saturated fat" in all ingredient ists and to 'and/or" ingredient labeling. FDA,
however, chose to treat this peti comment" in the agency's cholesterol labeling
proposal. That proposal was published three month after the petition was submitted yet
did not mention the problem of deceptive "vegetablI shortening" claims. As mentioned
earlier in this report, FDA has not finalized qlaFPfoPosal.

Despite strong bipartisan support r reform of 'vegetable shortening" labeling,
Congress, too, has not solved the pro m. In 1987, bills to enact provisions similar to
those in CSPI's petition were introdticed by Senator Harkin and Representative Glickman
The House billgained co-sponsorship of two-thirds of the relevant subcommittee, a
majority of the rtill"conirrlittee, and nearly 40% of the entire House. However, the
legislation mistakenly came to be viewed as a domestic trade protection bill, partly as a
result of aggressive support by the American Soybean Association and misleading public
relations tactics employed by Malaysian palm oil interests. Cousequently, both houses
failed to take any further action on the bills during the 100th Congress.

Legislation introduced by Senator Harkin and Congressman Glickman in 1989
(S 623/H.R. 1441) would require all labels that include 'vegetable" oil or shortening
claims, or that list fats and oils in "and/or" fashion, to include nutrition labeling including
fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol content.

Recommended Refonn

Require that all vegetahle shortening claims on tne label of foods containing
palm, palm kernel or coconut oils be immediately and conspicuously followed hy this
disclosure, unless the food as a whole is low in saturated fat as determined by FDA

"Contains [palm, palm kernel, coconut (whichever are actually
used)) oil, a saturated fat."

Ssch claims should also trigger fall nutrition labeling, including disclosure of saturated fat
content.

Require that the ingredient list specifically name each fat or oil that is actually
used in the food.

Require that the ingredient list identify palm oil, palm kernel oil, coconut oil,
butter, lard, and beef tallow as "a saturated fat," unless the food as a whole is low in
saturated fat as determined by FDA.

19
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C FIBER CLAIMS

Thaw bias

It is the consensus of health authonties that Amencans should consume more
dietary fiber in order to reduce the nsk of several major health problems:

The Dietary Guide linet recommends that people "Eat Foods With
Adequate Starch and Fiber" in order to reduce symptoms of chronic
constipation, diverticular disease, .;ome types of "irritable bowel," and to
perhaps reduce the risk of colon cancer,'

The American Cancer Society'° and the National Cancer Institute (Na)"
advocate adding fiber to the diet in order to reduce the risk of colon and
rectal cancer.

NCI" and the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
(FASEB)" recommend that Americans double their consumption of dietary
fiber, from 10 to 20-30 (but not more than 35) grams of fiber daily obtained
from a variety of foods

Consumers understand the importance of fiber. In FDA's surveys, the percentage
of consumers who believe that consuming more fiber may help prevent cancer tripled
between 1984 and 1988,3° and nearly 60% of respondents in annual Harris surveys
conducted for the Prevention Research Center claim that they "try a lot" to eat enough
fiber." But consumers have trouble recognizing many good sources of fiber. Although
many foods would qualify, such as fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grain products, and

'Dietary Guideknes (sec note 2), pp 17.18

Nutntion and Cancer (sec note 4), p 6

" NCI, National Institutes of Health, Public Heald, Senna, HHS Diet. Nutrition & Cancer Prevention,
The Good Nem (NIH PublIcation No 87-2878, 1986), P 4.

"11211

'3 Life Sciencva Research Office, FASEB, Phvsiological Effects and liealth Consequences of Dietary Ft kr
(1987), pp ix, 162.63

'4 Recent Trent (sec note 14)

" Prevention Magazine, The Prevention Index '89. Summary Benoit, A Renort Card on the Nation's
Malt') (Rodale Press, 1989), p 17.
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b:ans or peas, only breakfast cereals were named by a majority of consumers as good
s nirces of fiber in FDA's 1986 surv v.'

Further progress by consumers to increase their fiber consumption is thwarted by
itceptive labeling claims:

"High fiber: "fiber rich: and similar claims have appeared on foods with as
little as 2 grams of fiber per serving, although foods which contain more
than 10 grams per serving are available in supermarkets.

"Highest fiber and other claims of superiority have appeared on foods that
have In) more fiber, or only trivially more, than similar products. Some such
comparisons are only to so-called leading brands;"

Some labels that have claimed "more fiber than other foods have based the
comparison on crude fiber analysis, a method which measures only a
fraction of biologically significant fiber and has been made obsolete by
modern dietary fiber analysis methods.

Some food labels that have made fiber claims have not disclosed the amount
of fiber in the product.

Revulake Stang

FDA has failed to act on a June, 1987, CSP1 petition that asked the agency to
include fiber information on all nutrition labels.

FDA also has failed to respond to a request in the CSPI petition to take
enforcement action against deceptive fiber claims. FDA regulations generally prohibit
claiming that a food is a significant source of a nutrient unless it contains at least 10% of
the U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA) for that nutrient."

While no RDA has been set for fiber, similar standards could be based on the NCI
and FASEB recommendations for fiber consumption(i.e., 10% of 20 grams, or 2 grams, to
make a significant source claim). Indeed. FDA used this very approach in developing
standards for grocery store shelf labeling programs.

'4 Ileunbach, Division of CORSumer Studies, Food and Drug Administration. annuls. Public Behet5
6.129ut Dict and Healtb (04.1 1986), Table 11

51 Code of Federal Regulab,sua Title 21, $1019(e)(7)(v) (1988)
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FDA requires that a food which is a:

"Source of fiber must contain at least 2 grams of total dietary fiber per
serving;

"Good source of fiber must contain at least 5 grams;

"Excellent source of fiber must contain at least 8 grams.'

Unfortunately, FDA has failed to apply these standards to claims on food labels
As a result, misleading claims abound.

Lteronmadailitztam

FDA should consider using the same standards it adopted for shelf labeling to
regulate fiber claims that appear on food labels. For fiber superiority claims, the food
should have at least 2 grams more dietary fiber per serving than the food or foods to
which it is compared.

FDA should require the amount of dietary fiber per typical serving to be
disclosed on the nutrition labels of all packaged foods (See Part 1.A).

u 'Definitions for Use in Shelf Label Programs (see note 40), p. 33.
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D. UGH r AND WE'

The_fretzion

Many compaLies claim their foods are "light" or lite' in order to attract consumers
who are striving to reduce their intake of calories, fat, sodium, or sugar. Consumers
usually Interpret light' to mean that one or more of these nutrients (depending on the
land of food) has been substantially reduced. In a 1982 FDA survey, for example, 70% of
consumers who had seen light" claims on labels thought the claim meant lower in
calories, 15% thought lower in sugar, 11% lower in salt or sodium, 6% lower in fat or
cholesterol, and 6% lower in weight."

In today's food market, however, "light' and lite" have no consistent meaning
because federal agencies with labeling jurisdiction have failed to effectively control use of
the terms

Many "lite" claims go entirely unexplained -- leading consumers to believe
that the product :s lower in calories, fat, or sodium -- when the claim may
merely mean the food is %liter in texture, flavor, or color. For example, the
term "Extra Light" on the label of 'Extra Light &nal Olive Oil," refers to
taste, not calorie or fat content.

. Other times, the food purports to be light' merely because the suggested
serving is smaller. For example, Sara Lee's "Light Classics" cheesecake
actually has no fewer calones and more fat than an equal-sized serving of
the company's regular cheesecake. The "Light" cheesecake is lower in fat
and calories only if a smaller serving is eaten.

getulataCi-analaillatk-Stafia

Ad hoc, inconsistent federal standards apply to lite' claims for meats, alcoholic
beverages, and most other processed foods. Even when agencies interpret light" to refer
to the same quality -- fewer calories -- their standards disagree. "Lght" meat and poultry
products must have at least one-quarter fewer calories, other "light" processed foods at
least a third fewer, and alcoholic beverages (according to a proposed regulation) only a
fifth fewer.

" Division of Consumer Stuthes, Food and Drug Administration, 'Familiarity With and Perceived Meaning
of tighe." (Telephone interview survey of LOC) adults in a national probability sample, conducted Oct.-Nov.
1982)
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In 1977, FDA adoptPd a regulaticn defining the term 'reduced calorie.' The
agency interprets this rule as reoturing a one-third calorie reduction for "lite"
claims that mean "fewer calories.' This interpretation, however, is not
enforced. Moreover, lie agency imposes no restrictions on "lite' claims
based on other nutrients such as sodium and fat.*

In 1985, CSPI petitioned USDA to limit 'lite' claims to meat and poultry
products cont....Ming at least one-third fewer calories, one-third less fat, or
one-third less sodium than the average for that type of food, and to require
lull' nutrition labeling on all lite' foods. USDA instead required
minimum reduction of only one-quarter, and full nutrition labeling only if
lite" appears in the product name."

In 1988, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) proposed
yet another inconsistent standard. It would allow lite' labeling on alcoholic
beverages if calories are reduced by only 20%. BATF's rule, not yet final,
would even allow lite' claims for any lesser calorie reduction, so long as the
label disclosed the calorie contents of the 'lite' product and the producer's
(or a competitor's) regular product."

Representative Cooper has Introduced a bill (H.R. 514) to require that food
products achieve a one-third reduction in fat, sodium, or calories to qualify for a "light'
claim. The bill also would require that the label state the base for the c'aim (e.g., "1/3
less fat'). A one-third reduction in calories and a similar label statement would be
required for 'light' claims on alcoholic beverages. The same one-third reduction would
also he required to support 'Reduced calorie,' 'Reduced fat,' and 'Reduced sodium"
dams

The Senate Appropriations Committee Identified lite' as a "commonly used vague,
and misleading' labeling claim. The committee directed FDA to initiate rulemaking_
aimed at restricting "lite" clanns during the fiscal year that ends in September, 1989."

°FDA has taterpreted Cotkeifetkraiiiegnianas Title 21, $105 66(d) (1988), wluch requares a one-
thud calorie reduction for 'reduced calorie clams, as applying to *hghe what st refers tg calorie content

" USDA, Food Safety and Insoectior Service LabslualuksIllsranfalA (1988)

fderal Register, Vol 53, p 22,678 (1988)

" Senate Report 101/190 (see note 41), p 132
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accannasiedikirm

FDA, USDA and BATF should establish uniform standards for lighf labeling of
all foods and beverages, using the standards set out in the Cooper bill. These agencies
should require that the factual basis for the claim be explained immediately following
each use of lighr (e.g., 'Lite Cheesecake -- 33 1/3% less fat than the average
cheesecake;" "Schludwiller Light. One-third fewer calories than our regular beef).

Full nutrition labeling sbculd also be required on all "light' foods, to disclose
their strengths and weaknesses in the nutrients that the producer has chosen not to
highlight.

25
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nidlohlan

In surveys ated in a 1979 Federal Trade Commission (FTC) report, 63% of
consumers believed that "natural" foods are more nutritious than other foods and 65%
said that they would pay a 10% premium for 'natural' food."

"Natural" claims currently on food iabels often do not fulfill the public's
expectations about the meaning of "natural."

Some so-called "natural' foods contain highly-processed or artificial
ingredients

Other products use the word "natural" to refer to a particular ingredient or
characteristic, misleadingly conveying the impression that the entire product
is "natural.' For example, "Mrs. Smith's Natural Juice Apple Streusel"
contains partially hydrogenated oils, artificial color, artificial flavor, and
preservatives. "Country Time Lemonade Flavor Drink Mix, Natural Lemon
flavor with other Natural Flavors" boasts "100% Natural Flavors" but
contains artificial color.

In 1981, FTC staff recommended that a 'natural" food be defined as one which
contains no artificial ingredients and is only minimally processed. The agency, howeser,
failed to finalize a regulation. It is possible that nature claims have lost credibility
because they have gone unregulated and have been so widely abused for such a long
period of time In 1989, recent pre-testing of consumer survey questions by FDA indicates
that consumers do not perceive these claims as meaningful descriptors and attach little
credibility to them "

RaulaistamiLLaillatierStaam

"Nataal" labeling on most processed foods is poorly regulated. USDA, which
regulates only meat and poultry products, since 1982 has limited "natural" labeling to those

" Federal Trade Commission, t I II et I '
ilvertisi.,g (16 CFR Pan 437. Phase 11 (Sept 25, 1978), p 216-219

Telephone conic, cation between Alan Lew, Ph 0, DiyIsion of 011511E11er 'studies. FDA, and Charles
titchsli, Outs 10 1089) lir Levy indicates that the actual wines results max be available this fall
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foods that contain no artificial ingredients and ue minimally processa.d." Hewever,
USDA's "naturar labeling policy may be changed or scrappec: because of a recent
controversy concermng claims by some producers that their meats are free of pesticide nr
ammal drug residues.' FDA restricts the use of the word "naturar only with regard to t: _
term "natural flavor," (the flavor must be denved from some animal Of rI:nt)."

Efforts to improve FDA's regulation of "natural" claims nave been abandoned.
During the 1973-79 policy review, FDA and USDA said they would await the outcome of
a then.pending rulemaking on "naturar claims by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
which regulates food advertising." After the Reagan administration took office, the FTC
withdrew its proposed regulation. While USDA eventually adopted its current standard
modekd on the FTC's proposal, FDA took no further action.

The Senate Appropriations Committee directed FDA to initiate rulemakmg aimed
at restricting "natural" claims during fiscal 19W) 'I

8..CCI2m1t2Ided_ReffEn

Restrict "naturar claims to foods that do not contain artificial ingredients and are
minimally processed.

Require that the food name or label claim that includes the word "natural" be
immediately followed hy the staternant "Comams no artificial ingredients and is only
minimally processed". This statement mil ensure that consumers understand what
natural" means and not assume mmakeniy that the food is contaminant-free, organic. or

nutritionally supenor to other foods

4 USDA, Food Safety and Inspection Service, Lals.knghkelkaniLKI (on)

'. Charber, 'Raisers of 'Natural Cattle Fear Losing Market Niche; Wall Sllect Jounta] (May 17, 1989).
pp 111, B3

" Code of Eedczal Regulahons Title 21 S1:11 22 (19M)

" federal Rciastct Vol 44, pp 3112 13 (1979)

..° Senate Report 1M-390 (see note 41), p 132
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F. HEALTH CLAIMS

Bs-83212km

Increasingly, food manufacturers seek to exploit the public's knowledge about the
relationship between diet and disease, by openly claiming that their products will help
reduce the risks of specific diseases. These -health" claims go beyond traditional
"nutrition" claims, such as low calorie' or "high fiber; by asserting the supposed health ,
consequences of a food's particular nutritional characteristics. Ideally, health claims could
represent a new means of informing consumers about nutrition and health. In practice,
however, they have proliferated without adequate controls and, in many Instances, they
have served to mislead an increasingly health conscious public.

For example, Kellogg, in 1984, began claiming that All-Bran cereal, when eaten as
part of a low fat, high fiber diet, could help reduce the risk of certain f irms of cancer.
Mat statement was approved by the National Cancer Institute. Unfortunately, Ki..11ogg
soon added a similar claim to the label of Cracklin' Oat Brancereal, which contains four
grams of fat per serving - quite high for a breakfast cereal. Similarly, Kellogg labeled
Rice Knspies as fortified with extra "energy-releasing" B-vitanuns that would "help you get
through a busy day." The FDA and the Ness York State Attorney's General office found
that the label claims misleadingly implied that Rice Krispies actually provided energy in a
way that consumers could directly experience after eating rlie product. Kellogg agreed to:noddy the label.

Health claims can also deceive consumers by.

Highlighting a characteristic which may help prevent a disease, but
remaining silent about another that promotes the same -- or another --
disease. Campbell Soup has boasted that its low-fat, low-cholesterol, soups
can help reduce the risk of some forms of heart disease without disclosing
that the soups' high sodium content may raise blood pressure and thus
increase the nsk of heart disease. Similarly, whole milk cartons note that
milk is high in calcium and that calcium-nch foods may help reduce the risk
of osteoporosis, but do not mention that the high fat content of whole milk
could increase risks of heart disease, cancer, and obesity.

Highlighting diet-disease relationships that are irrelevant for most
Americans Land 0' Lakes butter labels claimed that the product's vitamin
A helps keep skin soft and smooth, but skin problems related to vitamin A
result only from severe deficiencies that are almost unheard of in the United
States

Exaggerating the potential benefits from a particular food. Quaker Oats ads
implied that eating oatmeal daily could reduce blood cholesterol by nearly
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10%, although Quaker's own supporting studies showed that most of the
reduction came from switching to a low fat, lowtholesterol diet rather than
from eating oats. Quaker's success sparked the development of new oat
bran products, many containing only trivial amounts of oat bran.

The history of the health claims controversy has essentially been c4aracterized by

the White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB) overruling well-meaning
proposals by the FDA. As a result, public health policies have suffered at the expense of

ideological, political and economic goals.

FDA enforced a regulation completely prohibiting health claims' until the All-

Bran claims appeared in 1984. The agency's response was initially stymied because

another Public Health Service agency, NCI, had expressly endorsed the claims.
Eventually, the OMB interceded and coerced FDA to propose rescinding the 81-year-old

prohibition and to permit such claims so long as they were "truthful and non-misleadinr

and met other related criteria."

The 1987 proposal, however, did not require that health claims be reviewed hy
Public Health Service agencies, as had been done by Kellogg with its first health claims for
All-Bran. Nor did FDA require that the claims be based upon a consensus of scientific

opinion, specify whether foods with nutritional drawbacks could carry health claims, or
specify that the claims would be limited to areas of diet that posed true health problems
for the average consumer FDA also announced that it would treat this proposal as the
agency's interim policy pending adoption of the final rule." As a result of these
deficiencies, FDA's proposal drew practically unanimous opposition from the public

health, medical and consumer communities.

After considering the public comments, FDA drafted a significantly different final
regulation. On August 31, 1988, FDA asked the OMB to approve a regulation that would

limit health claims to five areas of health where a consensus of scientific opimon
supported a connection between diet and disease. These included sodium and heart
disease, fats and heart disease, fats and cancer, fiber and cancer, and calcium and
osteoporosis The draft called for FDA to develop model label messages and health

Code of Federal Regulation, Tak 21, 5101 9()(1) (

U S House of Represcntaiwcs. Committee on Government Operations. Disease-Spec& Health Claim

Qn food Labas. An Unhealthy Idea. }loot of Repreccntatives Report 100 561,10011 Congas, 2d Session

l'(?'.8). pp 22-13

Fedetallat92 r 01 52, pp IS S.-1: -V) (1487)
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summaries specifying bow and in what contexts companies could use the messages.
Manufacturers could still devise messages of their own in other areas of health, but at the
risk of FDA regulatory action!'

The draft final rule addressed many criticisms of the proposal,but OMB resisted it
as too restrictive. In February 1989, more than 15 major health organizations including
the American Medical Association, the American Institute of Nutrition, the Americah
Heart Associaeon, and CSPI met with OMB officials, urging either that health claims be
prohibited entirely or that FDA's final rule be approved, with the exception that food
companies not be allowed to devise their own health claims." However, Dr. Fred Shank,
FDA's acting director for foods, recently conceded that due to OMB's resistance, 'This rule
is going nowhere as airrently written:" Indeed, in recently stating that the health claims
issue is among several the agency plans to address in a new food labeling initiative in the
near future," Commissioner Young effectively admitted that the agency is back to square
one.

ofisnmmataykon

OMB should permit FDA to.

Allow health claims only for those diet-chsease relationships that are recognized
by a broad scientific consensus (reflected in such publications such as the lama
Guidelines or the SAISralctsnuallgoDzi) as being major diet-related problems for the
American population.

Allow health claims only if they are based on model language that FDA has
developed or other language that FDA has reviewed.

Prohibit health claims on any label of a food containing ingredients or properties
which may offset the claimed disease-preventing benefits by promoting either the same
disease or some other disease

pcpartmerd of NHS, Pubhc Health &mice, FDA,
Rule (Aug. 31, t988),

"OMB Opoosi..d to FDA Endorsing Wording of Health Claims; Food Chemical News (Msr 6, 1989),pp 56-59

FrAeral 'Dthuh' LeaVe3 Heahh Claims Action to States (..W1, Food Chemtcal Nos (July 10, 1989).pp 19. 24

n 'Action Against Psyllium-Contauung Cereal Urged by CHM; fuocl_fagaucal.Non (July 10, 19R9), pp
14, 36

,
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Allow health claims only if one typical serving eaten daily will provide the benefit
claimed.

Require that the label Include a disclosure, as prominent as the claim itself, that
the claim is only valid if the food is consumed as part of a total dietary pattern and that
consumers should refer io the full nutrition labeling provided.
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PART IV: LABELING OF INGREDIENTS

Thcention

To follow the advice of health authorities concerning diet and disease, consumers
need complete information about food and beverage ingredients. Consumers need to
know about the presence of sugar (which goes by many names), salt and other fo:ms of
sodium, and vegetable oils that are high in saturated fat. Millions, too, need specific
mgredient information to follow special doctor-prescribed diets or to avoid allergic
reactions. Others wish to avoid ingredients that have been linked with cancer, such as
saccharin and artificial colorings.

Unfortunately, food labels often lack essential ingredient tnfonnatioi...

Some foods are subject to FDA 'standards of identity." These standards
prescribe mandatory and optional ingredients for foods called by a certain
name (e.g., "peanut butter:low fat milk"), but require only the optional
ingredients to be listed on the label. Mandatory inffedients are required t,-;
be listed only in the Code of Federal Regulatious.'

Labels must list ingredients in order of predominance, but only rarely must
list actual quantities or percentages.' Thus, it is impossible to know the
amounts of desirable and undesirable ingredients. For example, some
breakfast cereals contain as much as 50% sugar, but do not reveal this fact.
Total sugar content is especially hard to evaluate when several sugars
'sugar,"dextrose; "high fructose corn syrup,' etc. are scattered through
the ingredient list

Ingrc Anent labels frequently list vegetable oils in an 'and/or" fashion without
revealing which of the oils is actually present in the particular package This
is a particularly important health issue when the oil is a major ingredient
and possible ingredients include one or more highly saturated oils.

When a food covered by a 'standard of identity' is an ingredient of other
foods, it may be listed only by that standard name, without listing its sub-
ingredients, such as milk or eggs, that may be of crucial concern to some
consumers.

'Mk 21, Parts 130-69 (1988)

' cLcsty_gf.athallikulrams,* Tale 21, 55101 4(a), 102.23, 102.32, 10133, 10237, 102.54 (19948)
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Long lists of ingredients, often in all-capitalized, right-justified text against
non-contrasting backgrounds, discourage all but the most determined label
readers.

INGREDENTS. WHEAT FLOUR. SUGAR. SHORTENING (CONTAINS
ONE OR MORE OF NE FO(IOWING: HYDROGENATED SOYBEAN
OIL AND/OR COCONUT OL ANOKA BEEF FM). CCM SYRUP,
DEXTROSE, GUM ARABIC. SALT, HYDROLYZED VEGETABLE PRO-
TEN, FARM FRESH EGGS, ARTIFICIAL COLOR (INCLUDING
YELLOW AS) AND FLAVOR. THIAMINE MONONITRATE. PYRI-
DOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE, FRESHNESS PRESERVED WITH BHT.

Current Ingredient Labels Can Be Difficult to Understand

Re2111011217.11/1111.418isillatiRait

Regulatory agencies and Congress have failed to improve Ingredient labeling.

In its 1979 labeling policy review, FDA said it would sc3n make broad
changes to assure labeling of 97-98% of ingredients in standardized foods.w
Ten years later, FDA has changed labeling requirements only in the
particular standards that it has had occasion to review or revise for other
reasons. Amendments of federal law to require labeling of all mandatory
and ootional ingredients have been introduced in Congress, but have never
been enacted.

FDA has abandoned its earlier resolve to grapple with the problem of
"and/or" oil labeling. In the 1979 labeling policy review, FDA and USDA
said they intended to prohibit this labeling on all foods that contain
significant amounts of fat (10% or more fat by dty weight), a change that
would have covered most crackers, cookies, and imitation cheeses." FDA
still has not made that change. Furthermore, FDA has not acted on CSPI's

" EeskuiRegiskr., voi 44, p 75,997 (1919)

" pa. pp 75,998-99.
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1986 petition to prohibit "and/or" labeling.s2

Reloitteadaiiktaan

Require that labels of standardized foods list all ingredients. Rquire ingredient
labels for all foods to identify the ingredients of any standardized foods that are contained
in the product.

Require ingredient labels to state the percentage by weight of major ingredients --
those that comprise 5% or more of the total weight. Require all sugar ingredients to be
grouped for these purposes (e.g., "Sugars 50% (sugar, corn syrup, dextrose)").

Require ingredient labels to list only the fats and oils actually used in the
particular product

Design a more user-friendly ingredient labeling format, such as requiringupper-
and lower-case letters, ragged nght margins, and contrasting colors.

MAJOR INGREDIENTS: Sugars 50% (sugar, corn syrup.
dextrose). White flour (30%). Hydrogenated soybean oil
(10%). Coconut fat (5%: a saturated (at)

OTHER INGREDIEIVIS Gum arable. Salt. Hydrolyzed
vegetable protein (contains MSG). Egg. Artificial colors
including Blue 2 and Yellow 5. Artificial flavors. Vitamins
B-1 and B-6. Burr (preservative).

k I

n See Part II B

Improved Ingredient Label
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PART V: ECONOMIC IMPACT OF FOOD IABELING REFORM

Food labeling reform is a healthy ounce of prevention worth many pounds of cure,
in both health and economic terms

ThrrastasiDicadani.Disma

Each year, diet-related diseases lead to hundreds of thousands of deaths and cost
tens of billions of dollars in health care and lost productivity. The Surgeon General
estimates that heart diseases cause 510,000 deaths, and cost $49 billion. Cancers inflict
476,000 deaths and cost $72 billion. Strokes cause 149,000 deaths and cost $11 billion.'

We share these costs collectively through insurance premiums and taxes that help
pay medical expenses. For example, when a person survives the first encounterwith a
diet-related disease, the treatment costs that we pay in insurance premiums and taxes
become a social investment in that person's future health. We squander that investment
whenever the benefits of, say, a $30,000 coronary bypass operation, are lost due to public
policies, such as food labeling rules, that hinder the patient from maintaining a diet that
helps prevent the disease from recurring. Tne human costs are of course much larger.

Ecnefitistlfsoilabantlidam

Food labeling reform will have clear economic benefits. While these benefits are
difficult to quantify, there is no doubt that better labeling will guide adults toward foods
that reduce the risks of developing diet-related diseases, and thus reduce medical costs,
lost productivity, and lost income due to premature death or disability. As FDA surveys
have indicated, Americans are aware of the diet/disease link, are trying to modify their
diets, but have difficulty choosing the most healthful foods because of inadequate food
labeling.

Improved labeling also helps the market system operate properly. As consumers
become increasingly able to choose more healthful foods, a more rational market will
develop, and manufacturers will tend to produce more healthful foods. This development
will, in time, lead to improvements in the public's health.

SurscoLsasallRenn. PP 4'5. 180
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lhf_Cagiallabdinadacm-Afrzspsaiff

The economic costs to industry and consumers of labeling reform -- a preventive
measure -- are orders of magnitude below the amounts Americans currently pay after the
fact for dietrelated disease. For example, FDA estimated the first-year cost of adding
sodium information to the nutrition label -- a reform tequiring a label change on about
half of all FDA-regulated foods at not quite S15 million, and annual costs thereafter at
$0.5 million." FDA's estimated cost of the agency's proposed cholesterol labeling rule --
affecting only those companies that choose to highlight cholesterol or saturated fat content

is $1.1 million for the first year, and S32,000 annually thereafter. The FDA
determined that both labeling reforms were not ''major rules' requiring detailed economic
analysis and that they did not impose any substantial burden on small businesses. For
most labeling reforms, monitoring the nutrient content and changing the label once reflect
the hon's share of all costs.

Nor is labeling reform t urdensome for taxpayers FDA's entire budget of S132
minion for all food regulation and enforce:m.1a activity" -- including not Just labeling but
regulatton of food additives and contaminants, testing and inspections, and responcling to
emergencies -- barely exceeds 50 cents per person per year. The additional cost of
policing more complete nutrition and ingredient labels on all foods would be minimal

The minimal costs of labeling reform are also distributed more efficiently and
humanely than in the health lottery that currently apportions suffering and expenses The
food industry pays the costs of modifying labels, then passes on to consumers as much of
these costs as the market will bear. The marketplace then spreads these costs as
efficiently as possible, through tiny, almost infinitesimal price incremses to an who buy
food

Even a small public health benefit from some labeling reforms would Justify their
entire cost If sodium labeling reduced stroke-rdated costs by Just over 1/10% the first
year (and 1/250% each year thereafter), that savings would cover the entire cost of that
rule Similarly, preventing the heart-attack death of one 40-year-old person earning
S40.000 per year (even assuming no salary increase until retirement at age 65) would sat e
SI million in lost productivity and income alone, approaching the total cost of the
proposed cholesterol labeling rule

" Slitral Register V(l 47, pp 26.514). 2.587 88 (192)

Jcral Register, Vol 51, pp 41,584. 42,591-q2 (19:94)

',enter for Food Safety Cets S5 9 Million Increase rood Chemical Ne9,1 akt 10. 19S8). p
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The costs of labeling changes are not only minimal compared to health-related
costs, but downright trivial by other yardsticks:

Per consumer: The estimated $15 million first-year cost of sodium labeling,
if entirely passed on to consumers, represents well under a dime per
American.

Per company: FDA estimated that labt modifications required by its
cholesterol proposal would cost an average of $i,000 $960 for small

companies.'

Per food dollar: FDA estimated that during the first year, the sodium
labeling rule would cost onehundredth of one cent for every dollar
consumers spend on FDA-regulated food."

Compared to advertising costs: Food companies spent $4.3 bdlion for
advertising in 1986."

Finally, agencies can lighten the burden of labeling changes by setting 'uniform
compliance dates" on which all labeling changes made over a preceding period go into
effect. For example, all changes finalized by FDA between January 1, 1988, and January
1, 1990, will become effective January 1, 1991." Manufacturers could consolidate all
reforms required in a single label change, which would cost just a fraction of the expense
of separate label changes. Many companies also regularly change labels for marketing
relsons and could make any FDA-required modifications to their labels at such times.

Better food labeling is both a health and an economic invcitment that Americans

can no longer afford to forego

" Fcdualitcgistcc Vol 51, pp 42, 591 92 (1986)

federal Revatc.1. Vol 47, pp 26,587-88 (1982)

" 1986 national ad spending Iry category; anits.ingiNgs (Sep( 24, 1987). p 165

4° federal Rctiskr. ol s p 44,861 (19&8)
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Senator METZENBAUM. The hearing stands adjk...,ned. Thank you
very much, cli of you.

(Whereupon, at 12 :to p.m.,. the committee was adjourned.]
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